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Abstract

During the past decade, companies have increasingly integrated microsystems (MEMS) and nanosys-
tems (NEMS) into products. The MEMS/NEMS are used in devices and systems to provide extended
functionality including sensing, actuation, and display. Project teams work on new technologies in or-
der to integrate additional functionality at the micro and nanoscale which leads to lower cost and higher
performance. New technology developments provide MEMS/NEMS companies a platform for future
products and processes, and are therefore an important cornerstone for long-term competitiveness.

Micro and nanotechnologies satisfy requirements across broad application fields. High performance de-
vices with multiple functions are supplied to prosperous niche markets, and batch fabrication provides
low cost devices to mass markets. However, to integrate higher functionality at the micro and nanoscale,
expertise from several scientific and engineering disciplines (e.g. chemistry, mechanical and electrical
engineering) is required. Therefore, traditional purely discipline-oriented development approaches find
only limited applicability. Moreover, progress in new materials, integration, and manufacturing cause
major technological challenges for project teams. Small advances in materials can lead to manufac-
turing changes which make existing R&D efforts obsolete. Furthermore, the teams are influenced by
organizational and market constraints. On one hand, teams and projects are compared with the faster
development cycles of incremental innovation projects. On the other hand, the increased use of MEMS
has moved the innovation driver from technology push to market pull, which conflicts with the long
development times of 5-10 years or more.

This study investigates the management of MEMS/NEMS technology development teams in the early
phases of the innovation process. It focuses on innovators’ experience from MEMS/NEMS companies,
examining major positive and negative influences affecting project teams. For this purpose, a theoret-
ical framework and a research model was developed for the exploratory investigation. In seven case
studies of established companies, the model was applied to the management of MEMS/NEMS project
teams and verified. Each case study provides specific insights and a comprehensive view on managerial
aspects of the technology and project team within its innovation environment. A cross-case comparison
shows common patterns on the people side of project teams, technology competences, and management
processes.

The results of this thesis suggest that the most critical issues for the project team are the buildup of
knowledge and capabilities in system integration and manufacturing. Both knowledge and capabilities
span multiple scientific and engineering disciplines. The actual process of creating these competences
(’lived experience’) is of critical importance for the team. Since fundamental technologies are not well
understood in the early phases, the experience of building up competences enables the team to react
quickly to unexpected technological and market changes. Furthermore, uncertainties can be reduced by
an early diffusion of the technology vision through market testing and technology adaption.
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X ABSTRACT

The study has shown that leadership sets the foundation for technology developments by creating an
innovation and failure culture (e.g. ’probing and learning’, lessons learned process), both in the or-
ganization and the project team. As a consequence, the establishment of a long-term creative work
environment sets the framework for the success of the development team. The environment is charac-
terized by an inspiring vision and allowing experts to realize and exchange their expertise within the
company or within technology communities. For this purpose, the team member’s individual motiva-
tion towards the project and technology has to be carefully analyzed. In addition, the cases show that
team structure and leadership style need to be adapted to the project’s and technology’s complexity.
Therefore, the team structure can differ between the early phases of the innovation process and later
product developments.

Overall, the research and development of micro and nanosystems require lateral-thinking engineers.
These are engineers who have a breadth of skills and knowledge in different technologies. To solve
difficult problems, they have to be acquainted with different scientific and engineering disciplines such
as e.g. materials, physics, mechanical and electrical engineering. In other words, this means a shift
from traditional single discipline oriented thinking and management (e.g. separation of technological
problems into mechanical and electrical engineering) towards a multi-discipline thinking and manage-
ment (seeing the technological problem as a whole) of MEMS/NEMS technology development teams.
The results and case studies presented in this thesis provide an empirical guideline for the setup and
management of project teams for the development of new technologies in established MEMS/NEMS
companies.



Zusammenfassung

Während dem letzten Jahrzehnt haben Firmen zunehmend Mikrosysteme (MEMS) und Nanosysteme
(NEMS) in ihre Produkte integriert. MEMS/NEMS werden in Geräte und Anlagen eingebaut um er-
weiterte Funktionen mit Hilfe von Sensoren, Aktuatoren und Anzeigeelemente zu ermöglichen. Pro-
jektteams arbeiten an neuen Technologien für die Integration von zusätzlicher Funktionalität im Mikro-
und Nanobereich bei gleichzeitiger grösserer Leistung und niedrigeren Kosten. Technologieentwick-
lungen sind für MEMS/NEMS Firmen eine Plattform für neu entstehende Produkte und Prozesse und
daher ein wichtiger Grundstein für die langfristige Wettbewerbsfähigkeit.

Mikro- und Nanotechnologien erfüllen die Anforderungen vieler Applikationsfelder. Hochleistungs-
bauelemente mit vielfacher Funktionalität versorgen wachsende Nischenmärkte und hochvolumige Se-
rienfertigungen stellen kostengünstige Bausteine für Massenmärkte bereit. Jedoch benötigt die Integra-
tion einer erhöhten Funktionalität im Mikro- und Nanobereich Expertise von mehreren Grundlagen-
und Ingenieurswissenschaften (z.B. Chemie, Maschinenbau und Elektrotechnik). Gängige Entwick-
lungsansätze, bei denen das technische Problem in einzelne Disziplinen aufgeteilt wird, sind daher
nur bedingt anwendbar. Darüber hinaus führen Fortschritte bei neuen Materialien, der Systemintegra-
tion und neue Fertigungskonzepte zu grossen technologischen Herausforderungen bei Technologieen-
twicklungsteams. Kleine Veränderungen von Materialien können zu Änderungen im Fertigungsprozess
führen und die vorhandenen Entwicklungsleistungen hinfällig machen. Weiterhin wird die Technolo-
gieentwicklung durch organisatorische Hemmnisse und Markthemmnisse beeinflusst. Einerseits wer-
den Teams und Projekte mit den schnelleren Entwicklungsfortschritten von inkrementellen Innova-
tionsprojekten verglichen, andererseits führt der vermehrte Einsatz von MEMS/NEMS zu einer Ver-
schiebung des Auslösers von Innovationen von Technologie-Push zu Market-Pull. Dies steht im Wider-
spruch zu den langen Entwicklungszeiten von 5-10 Jahren.

Diese Studie untersucht die Führung von Projektteams von MEMS/NEMS Technologieentwicklungen
in den frühen Phasen des Innovationsprozesses. Sie konzentriert sich auf die Erfahrung von Innova-
toren und untersucht positive und negative Einflüsse auf Projektteams. Hierfür wurde ein theoretischer
Bezugsrahmen erarbeitet und ein Forschungsmodell für die explorative Untersuchung entwickelt. Das
Forschungsmodell konnte bei sieben Fallstudien von etablierten Firmen angewandt und überprüft wer-
den. Jede Fallstudie bietet spezifische Einblicke und eine ganzheitliche Sicht auf Managementaspekte
von Technologie und Projektteam im jeweiligen Innovationsumfeld. Ein Quervergleich zeigt Gemein-
samkeiten auf bei menschlichen Faktoren von Projektteams, Technologiekompetenzen und dem Man-
agement von Prozessen.

Das Ergebnis dieser Arbeit deutet darauf hin, dass für das Projektteam der Aufbau von Wissen und Fer-
tigkeiten in der Systemintegrierung und Fertigung das entscheidende Problem darstellt. Sowohl Wissen
und Fertigkeiten umfassen eine Kombination von mehreren Grundlagen- und Ingenieursdisziplinen.
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XII ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Der eigentliche Entstehungsprozess dieser Kompetenzen (’gelebte Erfahrung’) ist von entscheidender
Wichtigkeit für das Team. Da die technologischen Grundlagen in den frühen Phasen noch nicht aus-
reichend gut verstanden sind, ermöglicht die aufgebaute Erfahrung während der Entwicklung solcher
Kompetenzen eine schnelle Reaktion des Teams auf unerwartete Technologie- und Marktveränderun-
gen. Darüber hinaus können in den frühen Phasen des Innovationsprozesses eine frühzeitige Verbre-
itung der Technologievision mit Austesten des Marktes und Technologieanpassung zur Reduzierung
von Unsicherheiten führen.

Die Studie hat gezeigt, dass das Führungsverhalten sowohl im Unternehmen als auch im Projektteam
mit der Schaffung einer Innovations- und Fehlerkultur (z.B. ’Probieren und Lernen’, Lessons Learned
Prozess) die Basis für Technologieentwicklungen schafft. Dadurch bestimmt die Schaffung eines lang-
fristig kreativen Arbeitsumfeldes für das Entwicklungsteam den Rahmen für Erfolg. Das Arbeitsumfeld
ist durch eine begeisternde Vision und der Möglichkeit gekennzeichnet, dass Experten ihre Ideen real-
isieren können und ihr Fachwissen innerhalb der Firma und in Technologiefachkreisen austauschen
können. Für die Schaffung einer Innovationskultur innerhalb des Teams muss daher die persönliche
Motivation gegenüber dem Team und der Technologie sorgfältig analysiert werden. Ferner zeigen die
Fallstudien, dass die Teamstruktur und der Führungsstil der Komplexität von Projekt und Technologie
angepasst werden müssen. Demzufolge kann sich die Struktur des Teams zwischen den frühen Phasen
des Innovationsprozesses und der späteren Produktentwicklung unterscheiden.

Im Allgemeinen benötigt die Forschung und Entwicklung von Mikro- und Nanosystemen Querdenker.
Dies sind Ingenieure mit umfangreichen Fachkenntnissen und Erfahrungen in unterschiedlichen Tech-
nologien. Für die Problemlösung müssen sie imstande sein, sich in verschiedene Grundlagen- und Inge-
nieursdisziplinen wie z.B. Materialwissenschaften, Physik, Maschinenbau und Elektrotechnik einzuar-
beiten. Mit anderen Worten, dies bedeutet eine Verschiebung vom klassischen disziplinorientierten
Denken und Management (z.B. Aufteilung von mechanischer und elektrotechnischer Entwicklung) hin
zum disziplinübergreifenden Denken und Management von MEMS/NEMS Projektteams (das technis-
che Problem als Ganzes sehen). Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit und die vorgestellten Fallstudien bieten
hierfür eine empirische Orientierungshilfe für den Aufbau und das Management von Projektteams für
die Entwicklung neuer Technologien in etablierten MEMS/NEMS Firmen.



Chapter 1

Introduction

It was not long ago that small devices became available and enabled us to print pictures, to display
videos or to save our life in a car accident by ’exploding’ an airbag. Almost invisible and unnoticed,
today, sensors and actuators based on microsystems have many applications, for example movement
detectors in consumer electronics and mobile phones, gas and temperature detection in buildings, fin-
gerprint scanner for biometrics in security systems, and blood pressure measurement in healthcare, to
name only a few application fields.

Microsystems or micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) integrate mechanical elements, sensors, ac-
tuators, and electronics on a common platform (substrate) at microscale through the utilization of micro-
fabrication technology. The technology is of multicultural origin, and is also known as micromachines,
a term often used in Japan, and as microsystem technology (MST), broadly used in Europe. MEMS have
emerged from the semiconductor industry, where sensors and actuators have been fabricated in silicon
through processes of integrated circuit fabrication. Since the 1990s, the technology has been focused
upon by academic and industrial research teams and its development was strongly promoted by gov-
ernmental funding. In order to work on the molecular and atomic level, the emerging fields of nanoscale
science and engineering were further fueled through R&D funding since the year 2000 [1].

The trend towards nano electromechanical systems (NEMS) is driven by the common perception that
miniaturization reduces costs by decreasing material consumption and allowing batch fabrication. A
positive side effect is that more functionality can be integrated on the same or smaller footprint. In
addition, through reduced size and mass, MEMS and NEMS provide the means to deploy systems at
places where traditional systems won’t fit. A typical example is the gyroscope which is a device used for
orientation and navigation. Originally, the large mechanical device weighed several kilograms and was
mainly used in maritime transport and aviation. Today, with microsystem technology, the application
field has expanded and it is broadly used in cars, in game consoles, and in mobile phones.

The many application opportunities for MEMS and NEMS technologies, and the improved manufac-
turing capabilities (e.g. by foundry services) increased the attractiveness for companies to participate
in the development of the technologies. Companies established project teams to increase the level of
function integration, to develop new features and applications, and to establish prosperous markets
[2, 3, 4]. However, the nature of nanotechnology is capital intensive and materials for MEMS/NEMS
require technological, organizational, and managerial innovation for a rapid realization of technological
ideas [5, 6].
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Expectations of project teams go far beyond developing technology concepts for new functionalities and
cost reduction. Technology developments in MEMS/NEMS are intended to provide unique knowledge
and capabilities to the company that will provide long-term sustainable competitiveness [7, 8]. The de-
velopment of knowledge and capabilities is focused towards solving problems in drawbacks in new or
existing technology. Therefore, the developed technologies are disruptive to or substitutive for existing
technology concepts and businesses. The need to understand the characteristics of such technologies,
the underlying R&D practices, and the management of such projects teams that face challenges from
technology and market, is the rational of this investigation.

1.1 Background and motivation

1.1.1 Practical background

Today, microsystem based sensors are key elements which lead to increased functionality and usabil-
ity of devices and systems. The development and application fields of MEMS/NEMS are extremely
broad and strong technical and business interest is coming from emerging markets such as information
technology, health care, and energy harvesting. The demand is characterized by a constant growth of
established application fields such as accelerometers or pressure sensors, and by new applications (see
figure 1.1.1) [9]. This subsection details the motivation behind this research on the project teams who
develop new NEMS/NEMS technology concepts.

For companies, technology developments provide a platform for the long-term business and strategic
orientation of their product portfolio. However, basic research or fundamental knowledge-building
projects are often mismanaged as companies apply unsuitable processes or inappropriate evaluation
methods [10]. Additionally, the need for an efficient and effective management of technology develop-
ment teams in the field of MEMS/NEMS has become even more important due to the following facets:

(I) Technology:

• Increasing product and process complexity caused by a combination of material, engineering,
and natural sciences.

• Few standards in manufacturing and limited roadmapping compared to other technologies.

(II) Market:

• Cost pressure and converging technologies increase the need for function integration and
miniaturization.

• The driving force behind innovations moves from technology push to market pull.

(III) Organization:

• Availability of know-how and experience (lateral thinking engineers and managers).

• Long development times (up to 15 years or more) have significant influence on firm’s invest-
ments and product strategies.

In the following, the above mentioned trends and challenges of the MEMS/NEMS innovation environ-
ment are discussed in more detail.
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(I) Technology aspects of micro and nanosystems

Product complexity
The development and application fields of MEMS/NEMS are extremely broad. MEMS, NEMS,
and nanotechnology encompass all of the traditional science and engineering disciplines, only on
a smaller scale. Consequently, complexity in R&D is increased as technical people from all sci-
ence and engineering can make important contributions this field1. Therefore, developments in
MEMS/NEMS are highly interdisciplinary and rely heavily on experimental mechanics for mate-
rials selection, process validation, design development, and device characterization [12].

Manufacturing
Microsystems and nanosystems have their roots in the semiconductor industry. However, manu-
facturing and testing methods have only limited applicability as only a few standards are avail-
able [13]. While electronic circuits consist of solid and compact three-dimensional structures,
MEMS/NEMS typically include movable three-dimensional structures. In order to provide spe-
cific functionality, structures below 100 µm have channels, holes, cavities, and mechanical ele-
ments such as cantilevers, membranes or tips.
Functional properties are closely related to materials. Increasingly, MEMS/NEMS are not based on
silicon and can be manufactured using glass, ceramics, metals and polymers2. As a consequence,
subtle changes in materials impact manufacturing processes and may change the end product use
[15]. On the one hand this allows broad application fields. However, on the other hand, this leads
to fragmentation in MEMS technology and even after 30 years standards concerning equipment
vendor, material supplier and customer interface requirements are not mature [16]. Therefore, the
development of MEMS/NEMS require different methods compared to other technologies such as
e.g. semiconductors. The combination and integration of electronics, mechanics, and materials in
a system plays an important role in the R&D of MEMS/NEMS.

(II) Market aspects of micro and nanosystems

From micro to nanosystems – Miniaturization and converging technologies
One driving factor behind miniaturization is cost reduction. Permanent cost pressure will increase
business efforts to continuously integrate more functions into further miniaturized systems [17].
Another driver is the phenomenon of converging industries and applications. The combination
and convergence of technology development trajectories may yield technologies and products
with performance that exceeds the sum of their parts3. An example is the combination of telecom
and camera technology which requires e.g. radio and data transmission, and integrates optics and
imaging by displays and micromirrors, which results in multifunctional devices as e.g. smart-
phones [19].
From a technical point of view, miniaturization increases complexity in design and manufactur-
ing. The intensity of electrical and mechanical forces and material characteristics change by one
or more orders of magnitude when the dimensional scale changes (scaling effects). Hence, next
generation developments in NEMS have to advance simultaneously into frontiers of physics and
engineering [20]. As a consequence, miniaturization and function integration often require new

1Cf. Gad-el-Hak (2002), p. 2/2, [11].
2An overview of recent advances in materials is given by Wilson et al. Cf. Wilson et al. (2007) [14].
3Cf. Hacklin (2008), pp. 1-4, [18].
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manufacturing and testing methods as e.g. standard lithography and etching processes reach their
technical limit at nanoscale.
From the business perspective, miniaturization by MEMS/NEMS and nanotechnology are often a
source of both enabling and disruptive technology [21, 22]. As all three technologies are strongly
interlinked to advances in material sciences, new properties can be decisive in function integra-
tion. However, this may also imply that existing production processes and products based on
other technology principles can become obsolete4.

Manufacturing and packaging – Key element in the cost structure
Silicon based MEMS/NEMS strongly depend on materials and processes that are similar to those
used in the semiconductor integrated circuit (IC) industry [16]. Standard, well controlled IC pro-
cesses can be modified to make reliable and consistent MEMS/NEMS products. But, processes
with new materials cannot run with standard processes. Deviations from the semiconductor IC
standards are therefore inevitable as MEMS/NEMS impose unique process steps in wafer pro-
cessing and handling, interfaces, and packaging. Today, companies integrate MEMS devices with
dies from complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) foundries into a package5, which
reduces overall space and replaces discrete elements. However, packaging and testing still re-
main critical as MEMS/NEMS must interact with the environment, and they are significant fac-
tors in production cost. Accordingly, new materials and function integration offer cost advantages
through miniaturization, but lead to individual manufacturing processes and packaging which
deviate from standards. This becomes a vicious circle, when low cost is required, and low cost is
normally achieved in high-volume applications [16].

MEMS/NEMS market – From technology push to market pull6

Standardized manufacturing processes are an important element for a profitable commercializa-
tion of MEMS/NEMS [27]. MEMS sensors and actuators first entered the automotive market in
the mid 1990’s since fabrication processes7 became applicable to mass production. This paved
the way for inexpensive and small devices. The optical and telecommunication industries have
fueled MEMS developments that include switches, waveguides, lenses, and arrays of micromir-
rors such as Texas Instruments’ DMD™. Presently, manifold based MEMS sensors are capturing
industrial and consumer markets and niche markets with large added value (e.g. DNA chip or
micro-analysis system in biomedical applications). New developments become end-user design
driven as high volume manufacturing methods can produce packages suitable for consumer mar-
kets [4]. Consequently, in recent years the market discovered MEMS beyond pressure sensors,
acceleration sensors, and inkjet printing. Figure 1.1.1 illustrates some established and emerging
examples of MEMS applications which may substitute other technologies.

4For example, the Bosch Process replaced potassium hydroxide solution (KOH) which was used for bulk etching of silicon (see
chapter 4.2.1) or Colibrys’ inexpensive MEMS accelerometers can replace Honeywell’s QA2000 macro electromechanical aviation
sensor. Cf. Zwahlen, Nguyen, Dong, Rudolf, Pastre and Schmid (2010) [23].

5For example, Sensiron’s CMOS based flow sensor having the measurement membrane and evaluation circuit on one chip. Cf.
Mayer (2008) [24].

6The push-pull-theory is a differentiation of the cause of innovation. In the push theory, the stimulus for new products or processes
is initiated by companies from their R&D units or individual researchers or developers. Here, companies have to create a demand
request. In the concept of market pull, innovations are initiated by the partners of the company. Cf. Macharzina and Wolf (2008),
p. 745, [25]; Brem and Voigt (2009) [26].

7Most common methods are micro machining, bulk micromachining, and deep reactive ion etching (DRIE process). Cf. Madou
(2002), pp. 16/1-16/183, [28].
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Figure 1.1.1: Examples of MEMS products in the development phase.

(III) Organizational challenges

Long-development times
Long-term aspects of technology developments have significant influence on a firm’s investments
and product strategies [10]. Two prominent examples are Analog Devices’ MEMS accelerometers
[16] and Texas Instrument’s DMD™ [29] which took 9 to 15 years from the first ideas to commer-
cialization. The devices became core technologies of the respective companies. However, a long
MEMS development cycle is also a hurdle since electronic interfaces and manufacturing processes
must also be developed.

Lateral thinking engineers and managers
The development of core technologies is the foundation of successful MEMS/NEMS applications
and processes. But, the fact that converging technologies such as MEMS/NEMS and nanotech-
nology require new expertise and education to solve interdisciplinary technical problems should
not be underestimated [30, 31]. Education and training must prepare engineers to simultaneously
apply and manage a breadth of skills and knowledge in processes, materials sciences, mechani-
cal and electronic design. Thus, for new technology approaches in MEMS/NEMS, people with
a multi-disciplinary background and technical creativity are required to manage the interdepen-
dence of design, manufacturing, and packaging [27].

The given overview shows that neither the question of how to deal with projects of emerging technolo-
gies such as MEMS/NEMS and nanotechnology, nor of how to manage technology development teams
is clarified or answered. Moreover, it remains unclear how project teams should be managed when
technology causes difficulties to separate technical problems into traditional scientific and engineering
disciplines such as physics, mechanical, and electrical engineering. This research contributes to this
field by investigating the technology and the project team’s environment from the time, the first idea is
generated until the time, that the decision for product development is made.
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1.1.2 Shortcomings of existing research

The previous section established the general motivation for this research. This section points out the
shortcoming of existing research.

Research on innovation and new product development has a long tradition. There are comprehensive
studies about the impacts of innovations and performance8. Numerous studies across various technolo-
gies and branches focus on the identification of single influencing factors such as targets, milestones,
and salary and their effectiveness on innovation and team performance. Even though innovations and
project teams from micro and nanosystems show similarities to other investigated technologies, the ex-
isting findings cannot be used without restriction.

The micro and nanotechnology fields in particular, are highly interdisciplinarity, have high complex-
ity, and encounter difficulties in manufacturing, which makes commercialization risky and uncertain
[13, 36, 3]. Moreover, these interdisciplinary technologies have broad influence on society and the
economy, and are therefore focus areas for government funding and education [37]. Innovations from
MEMS/NEMS and nanotechnology have emerging, radical or disruptive characteristics [38, 21, 39]. A
specific investigation of management practices used when working with micro and nanotechnologies is
therefore required [7, 8, 40, 41].

Many publications focus on technological advances in MEMS, NEMS, and nanotechnology. However,
research on micro and nanotechnology innovations and project teams in the organizational context is
relatively new. The major reason for this is that there is a small number of well established existing
companies. As the roots of MEMS lay in the semiconductor industry which requires capital-intensive
equipment, only large companies were able to afford long development times. Since fundamentals are
understood and manufacturing capabilities are increased, more and more technology concepts have
been transferred from innovation teams’ lab status to production and commercialization in recent years
[3, 4]. However, companies are fragmented in technology and application fields and inexperienced in
their business development. A broad understanding of technology project teams not being in start-up
companies is therefore missing.

The early phases of innovations which determine the path for developments and project execution are
highlighted by several important studies [42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. Research on the early phases had its origin
in the success factor research. Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1993) [33] found that "the greatest differences
between winners and losers were found in the quality of pre-development activities". Detailing the
pre-development phase and activities, recent literature is focused on theoretical approaches [45, 47, 48]
or explorative investigations [44, 46, 49] with emphasis on processes and concepts, single aspects, or
how to manage the early phases. In general, these studies provide analysis of an innovation type9, of a
specific country, or across all branches10. However, empirical studies providing insights into processes,
management and teams, or aspects of a specific technology or branch are rare. Kahn et al. (2003) [53]
indicate the early phases as important parts in future research for new product development. In par-
ticular, Khan et al. (2003) [53] suggest research on how companies manage uncertainties, the impact of
leadership, sources of ideas, and how team members with different backgrounds and functions share
information for organizational learning.

8Cf. Cooper (1988) [32], Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1993) [33], Ernst (2002) [34], Schmidt, Sarangee and Montoya (2009) [35].
9Cf. Types of innovation, cf. chapter 2.2.1.
10Cf. Rice, Kelley, Peters and O’Connor (2001) [50], Reid and de Brentani (2004) [47], Paasi, Valkokari, Maijala, Luoma and

Toivonen (2007) [51], Verworn, Herstatt and Nagahira (2008) [52].
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People in the early phases are as important as the process itself [54]. There is a broad literature base
focusing on rather independent aspects11 of team management within new product development liter-
ature. However, there is a lack of studies which describe the qualitative factors like personal linkage
between leadership, know-how and experience, and market orientation in a long-term perspective. In
many studies, existing approaches indicate how to manage new aspects or technologies rather than to
investigate the nature of the underlying mechanisms for proactive management. McDermott (2002) [8]
points out that the type of people to be developed by firms, the dynamic environment, and the chal-
lenges surrounding the development are of importance for further research. In their work ’what makes
teams work’, Cohen and Baily (1997) [62] argue that for efficient and effective teams, features described
such as:

(I) type of organization,

(II) organizational structure,

(III) the functions represented in the team,

(IV) time dedicated to the team,

(V) leadership structure,

(VI) nature of project

are often missing and would lead to a better understanding of team and innovations. Hence, for the
management of technology development teams, the technology itself, team characteristics, as well as
inter-firm and external collaboration have to be investigated.

As a breeding ground for technology approaches, project teams are on the one hand working on emerg-
ing concepts, but on the other hand influenced by often radical or disruptive advances from other tech-
nologies (e.g. materials, nanotechnology). There are questions as to how teams face this challenges and
whether their behavior follows certain patterns. In other words, further exploratory and explanatory
research on project teams is required. Research in the context of the organizational environment can
provide a better understanding of the setup and management of MEMS/NEMS technology teams and
projects.

1.2 Research question and design

1.2.1 Research question and objectives

Based on the previously mentioned facets of MEMS/NEMS technology developments in practice, result-
ing from technology, market, and organizational challenges, it was illustrated that an efficient working
team is a cornerstone for the creation of next generation concepts [63].

The objective of this investigation is to provide a deeper understanding of opportunities for deliberate
management actions on MEMS/NEMS project teams in the early phases of the innovation process. The
question is, how these teams can be managed.

11Cf. Griffin (1997) [55], Österlund (1997) [56], McDermott and O’Connor (2002) [8], Vissers and Dankbaar (2002) [57], Barczak
and Wilemon (2003) [58], Akgün, Lynn and Yilmaz (2006) [59], Dayan, Di Benedetto and Colak (2009) [60], Edmondson and
Nembhard (2009) [61].
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The following aspects shall be considered as having a guiding function in this research:

• Q1: What are the major influences on project teams in the early phases of MEMS/NEMS innovation
projects?
This question aims to analyze the key influences on project teams from bird’s eye-view, result-
ing from technology characteristics and the team and organizational environment. The levels of
analysis are: technology, team, company.

• Q2: Who plays a decisive role in the early phases of MEMS/NEMS innovations?
In particular, question Q2 intends to identify key persons and functions which can be crucial in
the management of project teams in the early phases. The levels of analysis are: company, team.

• Q3: How can the process of going from idea to concept be described?
The third question investigates how the MEMS/NEMS project and teams are embedded into the
innovation process for the development of new technologies and products. The level of analysis
is: company.

• Q4: Why are financial evaluation methods for a ’go’/’no go’ decision for further development only partially
applicable?
Finally, the last question seeks to understand the importance of technology developments and its
evaluation methods within organizations. The level of analysis is: company.

Summarizing these aspects:

How can project teams be managed more efficiently and effectively in the early phases of microsystem (MEMS)
and nanosystem (NEMS) innovations?

1.2.2 Research framework

This research investigates technology development teams in highly uncertain technology and market
environments. Apart from theoretical research interests, this work also develops recommendations for
deliberate actions to support managers of MEMS/NEMS project teams in technology development.

The work focuses on two major research streams:

• Technology and innovation management, and

• Management of new product development teams.

It focuses on new technology concepts in the field of micro and nanosystems which should provide com-
petitive advantages and sustainable benefits for future innovations. Underlying concepts and models
of the above mentioned research areas are presented and discussed in chapter 2 and 3. The following
sections shall provide the reader an overview of this investigation. For this, the related subjects of this
research are classified according to the mentioned research streams and briefly introduced.

Technology and innovation management

New technologies are growth engines and vital for long-term survival of technology oriented companies
[10]. The major objective of new product development is to provide improved products with new or
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better functionality with better profit margins. In contrast, technology development aims to build up
a basis for completely new processes or products which may enhance the company’s product portfolio
and open up new markets.

Figure 1.2.1 illustrates the frame of this work with respect to technology and innovation management.
The study brings innovations into focus where several functions (e.g. sensing, actuating, displaying) or
manufacturing process steps are integrated on the micro and nanoscale. In particular, it is concentrated
on the process from first ideas to a concept (early phases) where management decides to go ahead or
stop further development. The targeted innovations are of radical character which provide completely
new processes or products for existing or new markets.

This perspective was chosen since MEMS/NEMS and nanotechnology are of emerging character, with
the potential to replace existing and established technologies [41]. Pursuing the wrong ideas can lead
to a disruption by competing technologies. Hence, the project teams experience a high technology and
market uncertainty with risks of failure.
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Figure 1.2.1: Research frame in technology and innovation management.

Management of project and team

Having the right people in the early phases of innovations is as important as the process itself [54]. The
main task of the project team is to work out a technology concept. As MEMS/NEMS and technology
development is of exploratory character, this thesis intends to provide a better understanding of the
project team in its professional environment.

Figure 1.2.2 depicts the managerial aspects of this work. Ideas for new technology approaches are ris-
ing up from individual team members rather than coming from company management. Drawing on
this insight, the investigation concentrates on the innovator’s perspective. Usually, the innovator her-
/himselvs leads the innovation team from the original idea to the final concept and experiences the
complete project period. The innovator can provide insights to the process management, especially in
the early phases when the technology and market are uncertain. As scientific/engineering disciplines
on micro and nanoscale converge, it becomes difficult to divide technological problems into single dis-
ciplines, and therefore particular attention is given to interdisciplinarity in this investigation. As tech-
nology problems are solved, specific knowledge and capabilities are built up at the companies. The
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developed competences became core competences of the companies that were studied.

Miniaturization from MEMS towards NEMS may provide new competitive advantages, but can also
cause major challenges in system integration and manufacturing. This point was selected and will be
used to highlight mechanisms of how companies build up core competences even though they may not
have expertise over the complete value chain.
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Figure 1.2.2: Research focus on managerial aspects.

Differences to other studies of innovation teams

This investigation differs from previous research on innovation teams and new product development
(NPD) as it focuses on a specific technology field and on the innovator’s perspective:

• Innovators are a decisive force for initial ideas to be realized. Through their central function in
innovations, they have an awareness of different levels and functions within their organization,
have cross-links to middle and upper management, and have access to the innovation team.
Many studies of innovation project teams analyze a specific team issue or focus on a specific inno-
vation project characteristic12. Whereas this research considers the experience of innovators from
idea to an innovation concept, covering several influencing aspects on project teams. Therefore,
innovators provide an accumulated and profound knowledge about the management of project
teams in the context.

• MEMS/NEMS technology is of exploratory character. Teams sometimes have to work for years
on a specific problem. During this time, team members, technology, and the market may radically
change.

A research approach with an exploratory character provides access to this knowledge basis, gaining
important insights into the factors and attitudes that influence project teams most in the early phases.
By understanding these phenomena, it is possible to enhance the manager’s knowledge in analyzing
actual implemented teams and to better implement and manage innovation teams in MEMS/NEMS.
It may also help to understand the interactions between internal and external interfaces of the project
teams and issues influencing success.
12Cf. Moenaert and Caeldries (1992) [64], O’Conner (1998) [65], Stoker, Looise, Fisscher and de Jong (2001) [66], Pirola-Merlo,

Härtel, Mann and Hirst (2002) [67], Dayan, Di Benedetto and Colak (2009) [60].
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1.2.3 Research method and process

Method

The primary objective of this research is to investigate what makes teams successful in long-term tech-
nology intensive micro/nano projects. Patton (2002) argues that a phenomenon of interest is ’lived
experience’, which has to be carefully described in order to correctly perceive and make sense of it [68].
Given the lack of existing frameworks where in depth descriptions of teams in their organizational envi-
ronment are presented13, an exploratory research approach was selected. Hence, a qualitative, grounded
theory-building approach [69, 70, 71] is chosen to provide a foundation for a new and verifiable phe-
nomenon as a ’model of understanding’ in its context. Accordingly, this research belongs to the field of
applied sciences and follows Ulrich’s (1984) [72] research process of applied sciences (see figure 1.2.3).

The research area was identified and specified during company meetings with the Micro and Nano Sci-
ence Platform14 and the Microsystem Innovations lecture at ETH Zurich (see list of meetings in appendix
B). Technical problems and solutions, methods of micro and nano engineering and the innovation envi-
ronment were discussed from industrial practice. In literature research, the main components of models
were analyzed and examined to determine their applicability to the early phases of MEMS/NEMS inno-
vations and project teams. Then, the research approach was outlined and the research carried out. The
process itself is not necessarily sequential. Through triangulation15 between several dimensions of lit-
erature and field research involving practice, the research process is rather an iterative learning process
involving observation and questioning [74]. In order to bring observations and findings into the context
of an organizational environment the case study method was chosen.

Case study approach

The case study method is especially appropriate when the investigation is of exploratory and explana-
tory nature. By bringing "how" and "why" questions into focus, events occurring over time and behav-
ioral events which are not under control of the researcher can be investigated. By using a multiple case
study approach, a replication logic is enabled which is treated as a series of experiments16. By perform-
ing an overall cross-case analysis, similarities or contrasts in patterns can be identified. Thus, a multi-
case approach increases validity and robustness of findings compared to a single-case analysis17. The
method allows a holistic approach by (I) documenting a phenomenon from interviewees’ experience
within its organizational context, (II) exploring a phenomenon outside of well established constructs,
and (III) integrating of multiple data sources [75, 68, 70]. With respect to micro and nanotechnology,
the method facilitates a critical reflection of the interplay between the emerging character of technology,
organizational settings, and the project teams in the early phases of innovations.

For data collection, the oral interview method was chosen to get specific insights to the project team
and its organizational environment. Prior to the interviews with innovators, major categories of key in-
fluences on project teams were established from literature findings. The findings served as an interview
guideline which was enhanced by each interviewee prior to the interview by a short questionnaire. The

13Cf. Cohen and Bailey (1997), p. 259, [62].
14The Micro and Nano Science Platform is a network of researchers at ETH Zurich with the goal to promote research and educa-

tion, as well as technology development and transfer, in the field of micro and nano sciences.
15Triangulation strengthens a study by combining several kinds of methods or data such as (I) data sources, (II) different eval-

uators, (III) different perspectives of the same data set, and (IV) methods. Cf. Patton (2002), pp. 247-249, [68]; Yin (2009), pp.
114-118, [73].

16Cf. Yin (2009), pp. 8-9, [73].
17Cf. Yin (2009), pp. 54-55, [73].
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Figure 1.2.3: Research process in applied sciences – Model and method of investigation.
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short questionnaire and an interview guideline with sample questions can be found in appendix A. Data
were obtained through different sources:

(I) presentations and previous discussions with the innovators, complemented with official available
information from scientific articles and company and product presentations,

(II) questionnaires based on intense literature research, focusing the interviews on major topics from
innovator’s perspective, and

(III) in-depth retrospective interviews with an average length of 1.5 hours, which were tape-recorded,
transcribed, and double-checked with interview partners.

The open-ended character of specific questions offered free responses [76], and often led to answers
fitting to more than only in one particular category. Additional notes and observations were recorded
during presentations, discussions, and interviews to get a broader perspective. The purpose of the
combined data collection method was to structure the complexity of the study, getting a complete picture
of the innovation itself, the project team, and insights into team dynamics and management processes.

A qualitative content analysis was used to analyze the results of interviews and data [77, 78]. To do
this, an inductive approach based on empirical observations of reoccurring aspects was chosen [77, 79]
to transform interview transcripts into data that could be compared [80]. In order to quantify interview
data, interviewees’ responses were coded to reflect the individual position and experience [81]. In a next
step, a coding agenda was used and amended to analyze and identify common patterns in the cross-
cases comparison [78]. Through a continuous iteration between the theory and data of each construct,
the findings could be refined and validity could be strengthened18. The identified patterns depict the
scope of the case studies.

Case selection

The companies and cases were intentionally, not randomly, selected19. Particular firms were chosen due
to their long technology tradition and long experience in this field. In addition, their internationally
leading position and successful innovations in MEMS/NEMS, and of course of their willingness to par-
ticipate in this study, were criteria for selection. The companies are well established, cover broad sectors
from component manufacturer to system integrator, and have a wide field of applications (see chapter
4.2). Bosch, IBM, Infineon and Siemens Österreich were contributors to the lecture ’Microsystem Inno-
vations’ at ETH Zurich. Colibrys, Ilford, and Siemens Building Technologies were acquired through
personal contacts resulting from joint business or project relations with ETH Zurich’s Micro and Nano
Science Platform. Ilford is an example of a micro/nano company that is not directly a MEMS/NEMS
manufacturer itself, but technology development is a decisive factor of a flourishing MEMS business.
For smaller companies20, and especially start-ups, the organizational settings and communication paths
are different and play a minor part in comparison to larger organizations. The case selection is therefore
limited applicable for start-ups and small organizations.

The case studies were chosen by focusing on technology developments (products and processes) having
radical characteristics21 that provide a basis for fundamentally new functions or product portfolios. In

18Cf. Eisenhardt (1989) [70]; Yin (2009), p. 143, [73].
19Cf. Eisenhardt (1989) [70]; Yin (2009), pp. 25-66, [73].
20Cf. Categorization of companies according to the recommendation of European Commission, Liikanen (2003) [82].
21Cf. Innovation degree (see chapter 2.2.1), Kroy (1995), pp. 59-78 [83].
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all cases, management decided to go ahead with further development or with mass production. To
investigate the respective research questions, cases were selected where the majority of these products
or processes were already on the market or a respective market launch was foreseen in a few years. The
product selection was accompanied by an intense literature research, product and process and company
presentations by the innovators, and internet research with the latest news of the company or product.

All interview partners were inventors, innovators, or senior levels R&D managers. They had long job
tenure and experience in several innovation projects and teams. Long job tenure provided the oppor-
tunity to cover long-term characteristics of innovation projects and to get specific insights. Therefore,
the differentiation between positive and negative influences on project teams or projects was well un-
derstood by the interviewees. Confidentiality was granted to interview participants and participating
organizations. To meet confidentiality, all direct quotes are anonymized.

The nature and findings of this investigation are application oriented. With an identification of ma-
jor influences on project teams and insights to management practices, this work aims to provide an
understanding of team management in the context of an emerging technology and its organizational
environment. This can be used as a guide in the setup or management of MEMS/NEMS technology
development teams in the early phases of innovations.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

In order to determine what makes MEMS/NEMS teams successful in the early phases of innovations,
the presented research approach is drawn to the following chapters:

• Chapter 1 presents the research question and research approach and introduces the problem of
MEMS/NEMS technology development teams in the early phases.

• Chapter 2 equips the reader with fundamental knowledge of micro and nanotechnology, basic pat-
terns of technological change, and innovation management. Previous approaches for technology
developments and management in the early phases are presented and discussed. A link between
the project innovation environment and the management of teams is established. This section also
defines most of the terms used in this work.

• Chapter 3 provides a theoretical view of what makes teams successful in the organizational and in-
novation environment of MEMS/NEMS. By building on the previous research, a reference frame-
work is elaborated. The resulting concept serves as a foundation for the empirical research and
the identification of managerial challenges of MEMS/NEMS teams.

• Chapter 4 presents the empirical investigation. Seven cases were selected, from companies with
long technology traditions and experience in this field: Bosch, Colibrys, IBM, Ilford, Infineon,
Siemens AG Österreich, and Siemens Building Technologies. In each case, the teams were exam-
ined in depth by showing the type and structure of the organization, team functions, leadership
structure, and the nature of the project and technology. All explored technologies were of radical
or disruptive character being fundamental for future business. Based on the case studies and a
cross-case analysis the model was further examined and enhanced.

• Chapter 5 translates the specific insights into managerial recommendations. The major influences
on project teams are discussed and recommendations for team management and for building new
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competences are made. The process of going from idea to concept is derived.

• Chapter 6 summarizes the research results and recommendations, and presents an outlook for
future research.

A schematic view of this thesis is illustrated in figure 1.3.1.
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Chapter 2

MEMS/NEMS and innovation
management

Technology developments are the foundation or the platform for new products and processes and vi-
tal to prosperity of a modern corporation [10]. Material based innovations from nanotechnology and
MEMS are important sources for future product and process innovations [15]. To provide background
information for this work, this chapter presents an introduction to nanotechnology as a driving force
for miniaturization, MEMS/NEMS technology, technological change, and process models to embed
MEMS/NEMS technology developments into companies’ innovation management.

2.1 Conceptual delimitation and background

2.1.1 Nanotechnology

History

Nanotechnology literally combines the three Greek meanings of ’nanos’ as dwarf (small), ’téchne’ as
ability (craftsmanship), and ’lógos’ as reasoned discourse (procedure, approach). The conceptual un-
derpinnings of nanotechnology were laid in 1959 by the physicist Richard Feynman in his famous talk
"There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom" [84]. He explored the possibility of manipulating and control-
ling things on a small scale. Norio Taniguchi coined the term ’nanotechnology’ in 1974 by describing
semiconductor processes such as thin film deposition [85]. In 1982, the development of the Scanning
Tunneling Microscope (STM) [86] and the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) in 1986 [87], enabled a direct
study, manipulation, and engineering at the atomic scale.

Dimensions

Generally, nanotechnology means any technology done on a nanoscale that has applications in the real
world [88]. Nanotechnology deals with matter and structures on a molecular size scale of nanometers
(1 billionth of a meter) and involves the development of materials or devices at same size. Nanos-
tructure materials used for nanoscale systems have an average phase or grain size on the order of a
nanometer (10-9 m). Apart from material characterization, nanotechnology also encompasses the pro-

17
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duction and application of physical, chemical, and biological systems at scales ranging from individual
atoms or molecules to submicron dimensions, as well as the integration of the resulting nanostructures
into larger systems [88]. The technology is diverse, ranging from extensions of conventional device
physics to completely new approaches based upon molecular self-assembly, from developing new ma-
terials with dimensions on the nanoscale to the investigation of direct control of matter at atomic scale.
Figure 2.1.1 provides a perspective of dimensions, ranging from the size of an atom to the dimension of
a human hair.

C atom 0.16 nm DNA 2.5 nm
SWCNT transistor
15 nm

Molecular gear
10 nm – 100 nm

Quantum-dot
transistor 300 nm Red blood cell

8 µm

DMD 12 µm

Human hair
50 100– µm

MEMS: Characteristic length less than 1 mm,
larger than 100 nm

NEMS: Less than 100 nm

0.1 1 10 100 1000 10 000 100 000

Size (nm)

Source: Bhushan (2007) [88]. Picture source of shown MEMS/NEMS examples: a vertical single walled carbon

nanotube (SWCNT) transistor (5 nm wide and 15 nm high) [89] (© 2004, with permission from Elsevier.), molecular

dynamic simulations of a carbon nanotube based gear [90] (© 2004, by Taylor & Francis Informa UK LTD - Journals.

Reproduced with permission.), quantum-dot transistor [91] (© 2003, by the American Physical Society. Reprinted

with permission.), and DMD™ obtained from Texas Instruments (www.dlp.com).

Figure 2.1.1: Dimensions of MEMS and NEMS in perspective.

Research and governmental funding strategies in nanotechnology

The emerging fields of nanoscale science, engineering, and technology offer broad advances for effi-
ciency in manufacturing, energy resources and utilization. In addition, benefits include a reduction of
environmental impact of industry and transportation, enhancements in healthcare, and an expansion of
the capabilities of information technologies [37, 92]. High interdisciplinarity and converging22 character
of nanotechnology requires broad fundamental research, development, education, as well as research in-
frastructure. For future applications, nanotechnology in particular integrates disciplines like chemistry,
biology, physics, and engineering sciences (see figure 2.1.2).

Internationally, nanotechnology has therefore become a focus topic of governmental agencies for fund-
ing of R&D, education, and collaboration between research institutions and industry [95, 96]. Hence,

22Converging technologies refer to a combination of new and traditional technologies, e.g. the integration of nanotechnology,
biotechnology, and information technology with potentials of disruption of existing technologies. Cf. Roco and Bainbridge
(2005) [37], Roco (2006) [31], Porter and Youtie (2009) [93].
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Figure 2.1.2: Convergence of scientific disciplines – Physics, biology, and chemistry meet in nanotechnology.

an early dialog and collaboration between research institutions and industry along the value chain of
products opens a pathway for future markets by reducing technology and market uncertainty, and by
eliminating innovation barriers [96]. As an example, figure 2.1.3 provides an overview of the German
funding strategy of nanotechnology from basic research to commercialization. The strategy supports
the basic research and education of young scientists in the early phase of inventions to shorten the path
from idea to commercialization. Additionally, knowledge transfer and dialog amongst branches are
fostered by networks, competence centers, and platforms23 to access competences across branches.

2.1.2 Micro and nanosystems

Microsystems (MEMS)

Microsystems are comprised and built using microscale subsystems, devices, and structures. MEMS
combine several microcomponents, optimized as an entire system to provide one or several functions,
in many cases including microelectronics [97, 98]. The electronic and non-electronic elements on mi-
croscale can include signal acquisition (sensing), signal processing, actuation, display, control, and
vehicles for performing chemical and biochemical reactions and assays [99]. Function realization on
the microscale includes also system partitioning into components, (V)LSI (Very-large-scale integration)
of non-electronic elements, calibration, signal-to-noise-ratio, stability, reliability, and packaging [100].
Microstructures which consist of bulk and thin film materials are the basis for function realization in
MEMS. The micrometer-scale structures are batch-fabricated to achieve desired microdevice’s operat-
ing features (e.g. convert physical stimuli, events, and parameters to electrical, mechanical, and optical
signals and vice versa, as well as perform actuating, sensing, and other functions) [99, 100].

23For instance by a national atlas of competences in nanotechnology (e.g. Germany, see: www.nano-map.de, access date: 31st

August, 2010).
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Figure 2.1.3: Funding of joint projects from basic research to commercialization in Germany to combine basic
knowledge, innovation processes, and market chances.

Nanosystems (NEMS)

Nano electromechanical systems are organic, inorganic, or hybrid nanotechnology-based integrated
nanosystems (motion, motionless, radiating energy, energy sources, and optical nanodevices/nano-
structures, driving/sensing circuitry, and controlling/processing nano-ICs) [99]. Similar to their mi-
croscale counterparts, NEMS devices are attractive for applications requiring very small mass and high
speed, and provide essential functionality such as force, chemical, and biological sensors or ultrahigh
frequency resonators. Table 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 provide a comparison of characteristic length and weight of
MEMS and NEMS.

In general, NEMS follow the development path of MEMS and utilize the materials and processes of
microelectronics (e.g. silicon). One way to realize NEMS is a top-down approach, utilizing submicron
lithographic techniques to fabricate structures from bulk or thin film materials similar to MEMS (see
figure 2.1.2). Another way is the bottom up approach, by sequential assembly of atomic and molecular
building blocks in the same way that nature constructs objects [101]. Smaller structures like nanowires
and nanotubes may well represent the ideal building block for NEMS. However, existing technologies
for manipulating, anchoring, and measuring of such structures are still quite primitive, resulting in fun-
damental and technological challenges to optimize NEMS [20].
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Table 2.1.1: MEMS/NEMS dimensions in per-
spective.

System / Characteristic Characteristic dimension

NEMS < 100 nm

MEMS 1 mm and > 100 nm

Individual atoms Typically fraction of a nm
in diameter

DNA molecules ∼ 2.5 nm wide

Molecular gear ∼ 10 nm

Vertical SWCNT transis-
tor

∼ 15 nm

Quantum-dots transis-
tor

300 nm

Biological cells In the range of thousands
of nm in diameter

Digital Micromirror
Device

12 000 nm

Human hair ∼ 75 000 nm in diameter

Source: Bhushan (2007) [88].

Table 2.1.2: MEMS/NEMS masses (as forces)
in perspective.

System / Characteristic Characteristic masses

NEMS built with sec-
tions of about 10 nm

As low as 10-20 N

Micromachines silicon
structure

As low as 1 nN

Water droplet ∼ 10 µN

Eyelash ∼ 100 nN

Source: Bhushan (2007) [88].

MEMS/NEMS classification

MEMS and NEMS can be classified as sensors, actuators and passive structures (see table 2.1.3). Sensors
and actuators are transducers that convert one physical quantity to another, such as electromagnetic,
mechanical, chemical, biological, optical or thermal phenomena. MEMS sensors commonly measure
pressure, force, linear acceleration, rate of angular motion, torque, and flow. For instance, to sense
pressure, an intermediate conversion step, such as mechanical stress, can be used to produce a signal in
the form of electrical energy [12].

Table 2.1.3: Sample applications of MEMS/NEMS.

Function Application example

Sensors Accelerometers, biochemical analyzers, environmental assay de-
vices, gyroscopes, medical diagnostic sensors, pressure sensors

Actuators Data storage, drug delivery devices, drug synthesis, fluid regula-
tors, inkjet printing devices, micro fuel cell, micromirror devices,
microphones, optoelectric devices, radiofrequency devices, surgical
devices

Passive structures Atomizers, fluid spray systems, fuel injection, medical inhalers

Source: Crone (2008) [12].
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Some prominent examples of MEMS are Texas Instrument’s DMD™(Digital Micromirror Device) [29],
Bosch’s gyroscope for Mercedes-Benz A-Class adopted ESPr (Elektronisches Stabilitätsprogramm) as stan-
dard equipment [102], or Infineon’s pressure sensor [103]. Examples of NEMS are IBM’s ’Millipede’
[104], Samsung’s field emission display based on carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [105], or cantilever based
sensors in scanning probe microscopies (SPM) [106]. For MEMS/NEMS the business and technical chal-
lenges are different from the classic semiconductor problems. MEMS/NEMS have longer design cycles,
high cost per function, and a slower-time-to market of up to 10 years or more [107, 108, 109].

2.1.3 Innovation and innovation management

Innovation and innovation process

Innovation refers to something ’new’ or an ’improvement’ in the sense of ’created something new’. His-
torically, the term has evolved from a primary technically focused expression to a broadly used term
in business and societal context24. The term innovation25 is especially used to point out the "process
that begins with an invention, proceeds with the development of the invention, and results in the in-
troduction of a new product, process or service to the marketplace" [116]. The invention also includes
the combination of existing scientific knowledge. The invention can be either the result of a planned
procedure from research and development (R&D) or a random product26.

Further differentiation towards product and process innovation is useful in the context of technical
innovations. Product innovation focuses on the development of novel products or services to cope
with technological progress or to react to and compensate for demand shift on market side. Process
innovations involve new methods of organization, product designs as well as production to improve
productivity. Process innovation may also lead to product innovation [119, 120].

Innovation and the innovation process in the technical context encompass invention and its commercial-
ization27. The innovation process28 describes company specific organizational processes used to perform
and implement innovations. From the process side, an invention becomes an innovation when it leads
to production, market introduction, and diffusion [122, 123]. A successful invention is therefore only
one step of the innovation process which spans the complete path from knowledge creation to commer-
cialization with a certain financial return. As stated by Mirrow (1998) [124], "the conversion from money
into knowledge is research, the conversion of knowledge into money is innovation"29.

Innovation management

Innovation management covers all used activities for the creation and implementation of innovations30.
Additionally, it includes the definition and pursuing of targets, strategies, planning and organization
and their control. Innovation management can be structured in five major areas31 incorporating tech-
24Cf. Schumpeter (1934) [110], Drucker (1985) [111], Stevens and Burley (1997) [112], Gassmann and Enkel (2004) [113], Roco

(2005) [92], Wonglimpiyarat (2005) [114].
25An overview of different definitions is provided by Hauschildt (2004), pp. 1-29, [115].
26Cf. Specht, Beckmann and Amelingmeyer (2002), p. 15, [117]; Brockhoff (1999), pp. 35-37, [118].
27Besides technical innovation literature depicts also organizational innovations (e.g. structures, cultures, systems) and business

related innovations (e.g. renewal of branches, market structures, and rules). Cf. Hauschildt (2004), pp. 1-23, [115].
28An evolutionary historical overview of the innovation process over five generations is provided by Rothwell (1994) [121].
29Translated from German: "Die Umwandlung von Geld in Wissen ist Forschung, die Umwandlung von Wissen in Geld ist Innovation",

cf. Mirrow (1998), p. 485, [124].
30Cf. Hauschildt (2004), pp. 29-31, [115]; Brockhoff (1999), pp. 70-72, [125].
31Cf. Specht, Beckmann and Amelingmeyer (2002), pp. 14-17, p. 162, [117].
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nology and R&D management (see figure 2.1.4):

• Fundamental (basic) research is oriented towards the generation and exploitation of new scien-
tific or technical knowledge. Its interests are not directly related to applicability in practice or
towards economic objectives. Primary objectives are the generation and testing of hypotheses and
theories resulting in a fundament for application-oriented knowledge. Fundamental research is
infrequently found in small companies, but rather in large corporations or research institutions.

• Technology development leads to new knowledge and capabilities that are of practical use. The
objective is to develop, foster, and maintain (new) technology knowledge and core competences.
The technology to be developed includes know-how and abilities to solve problems in practice.

• Pre-development serves as an assessment of the technical feasibility of new technologies in prod-
ucts and production processes. The major objective is reducing the risks of complex products by
developing first concepts and prototypes.

• Product and process development includes the task of a direct development of a concrete product
or process. Previous development steps and knowledge about application fields and markets are
the basis for this step.

• Product and market launch assesses the market introduction to control the diffusion process of
new products in the market. Here, the purchase decision process of consumers is supported.
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Source: adapted from Specht et al. (2002), p. 16, [117]. © 2002, Schäffer-Poeschel Verlag für

Wirtschaft-Steuern-Recht GmbH & Co. KG.

Figure 2.1.4: Delimitation of innovation management.

This work focuses on innovations of MEMS/NEMS technology developments leading to new products,
processes, and technical knowledge. It concentrates on the early phases of the innovation process from
idea generation to new concepts that are fundamental for further product development.
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2.2 Concepts and patterns of technological change

Technologies are subject to constant change. The diffusion and adoption of technology lead to abrupt
changes (’disruptions’), but also cause innovation [126]. MEMS/NEMS technologies are material based
technologies and highly influenced by emerging fields of nanotechnology [15]. An understanding of
technological change is of importance regarding the long development times of MEMS/NEMS [109],
and is needed for fast reaction on competitive or enabling technologies. For example, the Bosch Process
(see chapter 4.2.1) was a pioneering process development for the mass production of microsystems
technology. Today, it is a standard process used by MEMS/NEMS companies for sensor and actuator
production [127].

Mechanisms and patterns of technological change allow to indicate measures for the management of
MEMS/NEMS technology development teams. Hence, in the following, a few innovation types and
models of technological change are presented and discussed.

2.2.1 Types and degree of technological innovation

Innovation types

New technologies are continuously developed and have decisive effects on existing technologies, estab-
lished companies, and innovation. Schumpeter (1934, 1942) identified two major types of innovative
activities32. The first pattern is characterized by ’creative destruction’, where innovation leads to a pro-
cess of industrial mutation through a combination of new production factors. This revolutionizes the
economic structure, but inevitably destroys the old structure [110]. The second pattern is ’creative ac-
cumulation’, where established firms accumulate technological knowledge which provides the basis for
future growth and creates relevant entry barriers for new entering (small) firms [130].

MEMS/NEMS innovations show Schumpeterian innovation characteristics as they have the objective
to integrate (new) functions or link components that make existing products or technologies smaller
in size, more efficient, and inexpensive. The integration of new functions and components requires
architectural (system) knowledge, which defines the way how functions and components are linked to
a working system. In their model, Henderson and Clark (1990) [131] identified four types of innovation
based on an empirical study of semiconductor organizations (see figure 2.2.1):

• Incremental innovation refines and extends an established design. Improvements occur in indi-
vidual components at which architectural knowledge is unchanged and progress underlies core
concepts.

• Modular innovation requires new knowledge for one or more components. Here, innovation
changes core concepts, but product architecture (systems) remains unchanged (e.g. the change
from analog dialing device to digital phone, or the change in the read/write heads of hard disks
from ferrite to thin-film heads).

• Architectural innovation is the opposite of modular innovation. It has a large influence on the
linkage of components, but the knowledge of the single components remains unchanged. The
established system is reconfigured, and existing components are linked in a new way.

32Cf. Malerba and Orsenigo (1996) [128], Breschi, Malerba and Orsenigo (2000) [129].
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• Radical innovation revolutionizes both component and architectural knowledge, and reduces the
usefulness of existing capabilities (e.g. transition from magnetic to optical storage technology).
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Figure 2.2.1: Innovation types with regards to component and architectural knowledge.

As a consequence, depending on the innovation type, component (functional) knowledge and archi-
tectural (system) knowledge can become obsolete. The distinctions between the innovation types is a
matter of degree33 [131].

Innovation degree

The degree of innovation can be differentiated by novelty, content, and amount of innovation over the
prior art of products or process. However, the organizational alignment and strategic positioning seem
to be more important for the success of a product than its degree [133]. But, defining the degree of
innovation is important for technology and market orientation [120]. Hence, a typical approach to op-
erationalize innovation, is to determine the change over a combination of technology and market. Kroy
(1995) [83] differentiates between basis (being fundamental), key, and pacemaker technologies where
the degree of innovation is high when technology clearly differentiates from existing technologies (see
figure 2.2.2). On the market side, differentiation is between being existent, related, or completely new
to the market. Incremental innovations demonstrate a low degree of innovation with similar market
presence. In contrast, radical innovations provide completely new products based on new technologies
for existing or new markets. However, radical innovations have higher risks34 compared to incremental
innovations.

Innovation type and degree have direct and indirect effects on innovation. An initial demarcation is
essential in the definition of required competences, setup of team composition, and the strategic orien-
tation of the MEMS/NEMS technology project.

33Literature identifies various inconsistent types and degrees of technological innovation like radical, incremental, really new,
discontinuous, and imitative innovations with different terminologies and innovativeness. Cf. Green, Gavin and Aiman-Smith
(1995) [132], Garcia and Calantone (2002) [120].

34Types of risks, cf. Vahs and Burmester (2005), p. 82, [134].
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Figure 2.2.2: Differences of innovations according to their degree.

2.2.2 Patterns of technological change

Process and product innovation and dominant design

The subjects of innovation in companies are products and processes35. Process innovations combine
novel factors through which the production of dedicated goods can be less expensive, have a higher
quality, and be safer or faster. The objective of process innovation is an increase of efficiency36. Product
innovations are market oriented and offer users a service to meet existing or new requirements in a new
way. The objective of product innovation is to achieve effectiveness37.

Abernathy and Utterback (1975) [119, 136] describe a three-phase model of technology lifecycles (see
figure 2.2.3). The starting point is radical innovation. In the fluent phase, the rate of product changes
is rather uncoordinated and characterized by high uncertainty. The new technology is often crude, ex-
pensive, and unreliable, but is able to fulfill requirements of niche markets. When the market grows
and customer requests become clearer, product and process innovations start to become more tightly
linked. Managerial control is seen to become more important (transition phase). In the specific phase,
product and process are closely interlinked with the goal of cost optimization. Technologies improve in-
crementally, show high product definition, and similar designs. Even though there are still new product
designs, technologies develop inertia towards an industry standard (dominant design)38.

A dominant design establishes a stable architecture for the technology. The majority of industrial man-

35Apart from technical innovation there are also organizational or business related innovations. Cf Hauschildt (2004), p. 13, [115].
36Effective in the sense of "getting the right things done" (degree of target achievement). Efficiency in the sense of "doing things

right" (degree of economic achievement). Cf. Drucker (2007), pp. 1-23, [135].
37Cf. Hauschildt (2004), p. 11, [115].
38A famous example is the standard keyboard which found its way into typewriters and personal computer keyboards. From a

practical standpoint, there were different designs in the alignment of characters. However, practice and complementary assets,
in this case skills and training, blocked new designs. Cf. Utterback (1994), p. 26, [136].
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Figure 2.2.3: Branch development model and interlinkage of product and process development.

ufacturers have adopted the technology, enabling them to focus their efforts on process innovation in
order to make production and design more effective and efficient [119]. In their cyclic model, Ander-
son and Tushman (1990) [126] characterize the rise of a dominant design by indications of a transition
from an ’era of ferment’ towards an ’era of incremental change’ (see figure 2.2.4). The era of incremental
change is characterized by a focus on efficiency and market penetration through different product mod-
els or pricing. The incremental improvements continue until the next technological discontinuity. The
discontinuity can be either competence-enhancing (e.g. turbofan advance in jet engines built on prior
jet competence) or competence-destroying (e.g. skills of mechanical watch manufactures were made
obsolete by quartz watches and integrated circuits).

Both models show deficiencies in the delimitation of phases and the foreseeability. In practice, product
and process innovations are interlinked closely as new products need efficient processes to be com-
petitive when entering existing markets [138]. For nanotechnology and MEMS, product and process
innovations appear simultaneously [15], and an industry standard does not evolve for every product
(e.g. different memory cards for data storage).

Technology S-curves (lifecycles and diffusion)

Focusing on the performance development of single technologies, many technologies exhibit an S-
curve39 shape (see figure 2.2.5) over their lifetimes [139]. Similar characteristics are shown in perfor-

39Often, technology developments do not evolve linear. Steepness and its speed strongly depend on the increased or decreased
amount of effort over time. Therefore, the resulting curve may appear to flatten more quickly, or not flatten at all.
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Figure 2.2.4: The technology cycle alternating between technological discontinuity and dominant design.

mance of invested money. In the early stages, technology develops are slowly as fundamentals of (new)
technology are not fully understood. Then, more attention is paid to paths or drivers of improvements,
resulting in faster developments. However, at a certain point, progress diminishes and technology
reaches its inherent limits where costs of minor improvements increase. Further performance increase
is then only possible by replacement through a new technology. The S-curve model may aid in the iden-
tification of discontinuous or radical innovations [120]. Moreover, it can be useful in proposing market
S-curves for disruptive process technologies such as nanotechnology or MEMS [140].

Performance

Effort

Old technology

New technology

Limit of new technology

Limit of old technology

Source: adapted from Foster (1986) [139].

Figure 2.2.5: Technology S-curve phenomena.

Technology lifecycle and the development of competitive potentials

The concept of technology lifecycles supports an understanding of the strategic possibilities which can
be pursued by technology development (see figure 2.2.6). The effective course of an S-curve is char-
acterized by many incremental steps. According to Saad et al. (2001) [141], technologies pass through
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four phases during their lifecycle: (I) development phase, where new technologies may evolve towards
a pacemaker technology, (II) growth phase, where key technologies can emerge, (III) maturation, where
technology is established, and (IV) maturity, where a further development should be minimized.

Therefore, technologies can be differentiated and categorized as:

• New technology, initially having very low impact on competition. Basically, this consist of visions
with potential practical applications, where the realization is uncertain.

• Pacemaker technology, being in an early development stage with high potential impact on per-
formance of products or costs. Uncertainty is still high at this level. However, it is of importance
for companies to identify the transition towards a pacemaker technology in order to exploit op-
portunities and identify the right timing for entry into new technology.

• Key technology, having high potential for competitive capabilities in comparison to precursor
technologies. They have a large impact on product and cost position since they are applied by
only a few companies. The incentive for further development is high since competitive advantage
can be expanded in comparison to technology followers.

• Fundamental technology, being a basis of the industry, with low development potential and
which is broadly applied by competition. A further development for differentiation leading to
competitive advantages is limited.

• Displaced technology, when a fundamental technology has reached its limits (flattening S-curve)
and is displaced by a new technology.
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Figure 2.2.6: Technologies pass different lifecycles (ideal course of technology lifecycle).
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Technology diffusion

The adoption of new technology is often difficult, even when it has obvious advantages. New tech-
nology approaches may still be in their development phase, when an accelerated diffusion can lead to
increased adoption40. Diffusion is the process by which innovation is communicated (spontaneous or
planned) through certain channels over time among the members of a social system. The communica-
tion includes the message of the new idea which involves a certain degree of uncertainty and implies
a lack of predictability, of structure, and of information41. In his model, Rogers (2003) [144] shows that
diffusion follows an S-curve, where individuals in a social system apply new technology at different
times and rates. By plotting the S-curve (standard deviations from the average time of adoption) as a
non-accumulated adoption curve (market shares), the resulting curve is typically bell shaped (see figure
2.2.7). Rogers suggests five categories of individuals within a social system on the basis of innovative-
ness:

• Innovators (venturesome): 2.5 % of the adopters are first to adopt an innovation. They are com-
fortable with a high degree of uncertainty and have the ability to understand and apply complex
technologies. They have multiple sources and networks for information and show greater ten-
dency to take risks. Hence, innovators play a gatekeeping role for information flow of new ideas.

• Early adopters (respect): 13.5 % of the adopters have a high potential of opinion leadership. They
are visionary in their markets and use new technology for revolutionary breakthroughs. They de-
crease uncertainty by simply adopting it. Potential adopters look to early adopters for information
and advice on new technology. At this point, a subjective evaluation of the innovation is promoted
by interpersonal networks.

• Early majority (deliberate): 34 % of the adopters implement new technology just before the av-
erage. They are looking for evolutionary technologies rather than for revolutionary ones with
significant changes for productivity enhancement characterized by "be not the first by which the
new is tried, nor the last to lay the old aside". They follow deliberately, but seldom lead new
technologies.

• Late majority (skeptical): 34 % of the adopters apply new technology as economic necessity or
as a reaction to increasing network pressures from peers. Their resources are scarce, they are very
price sensitive, and uncertainty of new technology has to be removed before adoption.

• Laggards (traditional): about 16 % are suspicious about new technology. Their resistance may
be rational (from the laggards’ viewpoint) as resources are limited and they require certainty that
new technology does not fail. They tend to block new technology as they believe that they cannot
enhance productivity.

40Cf. Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) which refers to perceived usefulness and usage intentions through beliefs and atti-
tudes which are important factors in the adoption of new technologies. Bagozzi, Davis and Warshaw (1992) [142], Venkatesh
and Davis (2000) [143].

41Cf. Rogers (2003), pp. 5-6, [144].
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Figure 2.2.7: Technology adopter categorization (ideal types) on the basis of innovativeness with successive
groups of consumers adopting the new technology in the market.

Disruptive innovation

Established companies (incumbents) may be jeopardized by new market entrants (entrants) with a ’dis-
ruptive technology’, and in a worst case, lose their complete customer base42 [147] (see figure 2.2.8).
Generally, at their introduction, new technologies (entrants) are outnumbered in their performance
compared to the standards of established technologies. They often show new characteristics for the
customers of competitors, which approach only a small customer segment or attract very few conven-
tional products. For the market leaders in particular technologies, small or niche customer segments
are unattractive, as products from upper performance segments provide higher profit margins. The
entrance for the new technology to the established markets is then hampered. However, there is a dan-
ger that the new technology is further developed. When the new technology is superior or fulfils a
minimum of the criteria of conventional technologies, it becomes attractive to customer segments from
well-established companies. According to Christensen [147], consumers can then change from the es-
tablished to the new ’disruptive technology’43.

Sustaining technologies develop along known development paths (trajectories) of performance im-
provement in established performance criteria [145]. They may have radical, discontinuous44, or in-
cremental character. While disruptive innovations initially do not provide significant advantages to
established customers, sustaining technologies provide performance improvement in core markets of
established companies [150]. Sustaining technologies comply with the standards and specifications that
are specified by the market. However, continuous improvements impose R&D limits towards gradual
improvements. It bears the risks of market rejection as customers are not using or willing to pay a higher

42For examples Digital Equipment Corporation (transition of personal computers and workstations towards computer industry),
Bucyrus Erie (transition from gasoline/cable excavators to hydraulic excavators), Xerox (transition from large copy centers
to office photocopiers), IBM (disk drive industry and personal computer industry). Cf. Bower and Christensen (1995) [145],
Christensen (1997) [146].

43A summary of indicators of disruptive innovations is provided by Govindarajan and Kopalle (2006) [148].
44Discontinuous innovations are products, processes, and/or services that provide exponential improvements in the value re-

ceived by the customer much in the same segment. Whereas disruptive technologies are scientific discoveries that break through
the usual product/technology capabilities and provide a basis for a new competitive paradigm. Cf. Anderson and Tushman
(1990) [126], Linton (2002) [149].
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price for performance improvement which is against the request of market demand.

It is difficult for established companies to find adequate approaches to handle disruptive technologies.
Initially (see figure 2.2.8, position A), it proves to be unattractive for established companies to invest in
disruptive technologies, due to lower margins and immature markets. However, both the new technol-
ogy and the company progress in their development. At a later point in time (see figure 2.2.8, position
B), new companies are in full competition with established companies, but often have a better cost struc-
ture. If the process of disruption has already progressed towards that stage, a reaction by established
companies to adopt the threatening technology is often not successful.
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Figure 2.2.8: Development of performance, demand, and classification of disruptive and sustaining innova-
tions.

Long waves in economic life (fundamental innovations)

The Kondratieff Cycles, as long waves of economic development, describe dynamics and the associ-
ated paradigm shifts of innovation-induced investments over 40-60 years (see figure 2.2.9). Kondratieff
(1926) [152, 153] developed the theory of a cyclical economic development where the pace of innovation
alternates in four phases. Initially, large investments into a new technology (prosperity) generate an eco-
nomic upturn. After the establishment of the new technology, investments will be reduced dramatically
and stagnation (recession) is accompanied by social and political changes (depression). But, already dur-
ing the recession work is being done for a new paradigm shift for economic revival. Shorter oscillations
in the level of business activities may be superimposed upon such long waves. However, Kondratieff
cycles imply fundamental qualitative changes rather than quantitative fluctuations. Schumpeter (1939)
[154] emphasized that ’fundamental technology innovations’45 are essential for long economic waves.
In this case, the development was not of importance, but the broad application of a new technology is
crucial.

Fundamental innovations are characterized by the conversion of scientific knowledge into inventions,
products or processes, and services covering broad requirements of society. They appear in the down-
turn of waves when a deficiency or a further increase of productivity cannot fulfill demand requests.
For example, the fourth wave, where individual mass transportation started in leading industrial na-

45The term ’fundamental technology innovation’ refers to the German translation ’Basisinnovationen’.
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Figure 2.2.9: The 6th Kondratieff Cycle – Fundamental innovations, long economic waves and their applica-
tions fields.

tions (USA, Germany, Great Britain) after the world economic crisis in the 1930’s. Mass transportation
was borne by the automobile, inexpensive petrochemical energy, and the generation of electricity46.

The theory is further developed as a forecasting method for technologies and their influence on society.
However, the model does not provide criteria for perceptibility of fundamental innovations. Candidates
for the 6th Kondratieff Cycle are biotechnology, psychosocial health, or nanotechnology [155]. Nanotech-
nology shows patterns of a long wave technology [114] with high influence on society and governmental
investments [114, 37, 95].

Summary and conclusions

The presented models of technological change provide patterns and mechanisms over the whole lifecy-
cle of technologies, from their emergence to the development of an industry standard (dominant design),
and to their influence on society. The models are not predictive, nor do they provide insights as to how
well a technology may develop. However, the model of dominant design and disruptive innovations
show evidence that companies have tendencies to ignore new technology developments [145].

MEMS/NEMS technology developments have long-term characteristics and cross disciplinary charac-
teristics that combine material, engineering and natural sciences. An early identification and reaction
to threats or opportunities, e.g. advances in material sciences, nanotechnology, or societal trends, are
essential in the (re-)definition of the project team’s required competences.

2.3 Early phases of the innovation process

When does the innovation process start? The start of the innovation process is difficult to define. Ac-
cording to Stevens and Burley [112], it appears to require more than 3,000 raw ideas for a single com-
mercial success. Today, companies even follow new strategies to increase the pool for knowledge and
ideas by opening their innovation process to external persons. Nevertheless, the initiative for innova-

46Cf. Nefiodow (2006), pp. 6-7, [155].
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tion depends on one or several individuals who bring up creative ideas for improvements or for the
development of something new. Hence, the subsequent suggested definitions and models shall provide
a basic understanding for the organizational paths that are possible for developing ideas to concepts
and to mange technology development teams in the field of MEMS/NEMS.

Innovation process

Organizations need a process for the exploitation and conversion of ideas to successful new technologies
and products. The overall innovation process may be divided into three areas (see figure 2.3.1) [156]:

• Early phases47, where problems are defined and ideas are generated and evaluated with respect
to to their risk and attractiveness. Technology and product concepts are evaluated for market
potential and provide a framework for new product development. The early phases are delimited
by a ’go’ or ’no go’ decision for further development48.

• New product development (NPD), where technology and product concepts are applied for the
development of new or improved technologies and products. Approved concepts are developed
in a formal process, prototypes are tested in the market, and mass production is prepared.

• Commercialization, where the new technology or product is introduced into the market and pro-
duction is ramped up.

Idea generation

Concept definition

Development

Prototyping

Development

Prototyping

Development

Prototyping

Market introduction

Production

Early phases New product
development

Commercialization

Source: adapted from Herstatt and Verworn (2007), pp. 3-19, p. 116, [158].

Figure 2.3.1: Simplified three-phase model of the innovation process.

Early phases of the innovation process

Is this idea an opportunity? The early phases can be seen as the period where an opportunity is first con-
sidered and judged for development [159]. This may include opportunity identification, assessment and
formulation of product strategy, product definition, project planning, and management reviews [157].
It describes those activities that come before the formal and well established new product development
process. Activities in the early phases are often chaotic, unpredictable, and unstructured [46]. Table 2.3.1
provides a comparison of the early phases and new product development phase of innovation projects.

The early phases may not be the most expensive part of the new technology development. However,
they may consume between 40-60 % of the total development time49. For MEMS/NEMS, the business
and technical challenges are different from the classic semiconductor problems. MEMS/NEMS devel-
opments have longer design cycles, higher cost per function, and slower time-to-market [108]. Long

47English literature uses the term ’fuzzy front end’ or ’front end of innovation’, whereas German literature refers to ’early phases’
(frühe Innovationsphasen). In this work ’fuzzy front end’ is explicitly not used to prevent misunderstandings with the front end
process in semiconductor manufacturing.

48Cf. Cooper (1988) [32], Khurana and Rosenthal (1997) [157], Reinertsen (1999) [42].
49Cf. Smith (1998), pp. 50-51, [160].
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Table 2.3.1: Differences between the early phases of the innovation process and new product development.

Early phases New product development

Nature of work Experimental, chaotic Goal-oriented with a project plan

Activity Research and development activities by
individuals and team to reduce risks and
optimize potential

Multifunction product and/or process
development team

Funding Variable (projects might be ’bootlegged’
while others are funded)

Budgeted

Revenue, expectations Uncertain, often speculation Predictable, increasing certainty

Measure of progress Strengthened concepts Milestone achievement

Commercialization Unpredictable or uncertain High degree of certainty

Source: adapted from Koen et al. (2002) [46].

development times up to 15 years (e.g. Texas Instrument’s DMD™) [29] stress R&D budgets. Effective
practices may direct decisions for the entire value chain and speed up the overall innovation process.

2.3.1 Process models for technology developments

The purpose of process models is to reflect the actual aimed activities or procedures within the innova-
tion process of an organization. Models often represent a reduced picture of the real world, focusing on
the most relevant aspects. Even though processes are shown as a continuum they do not follow strin-
gent sequential paths, but include iterations and parallel activities. In the following, five models will
be presented that have already been applied in practice. The companies themselves must decide which
approach fits best for them.

Open innovation model

Open innovation is the intentional opening of the innovation process for knowledge in- and outflow. It
is an active utilization of the outside world to accelerate internal innovation and to expand the market
for external use of innovation [161]. Chesbrough (2003) [162] points out that in the past most basic R&D
was done by large corporations. Rival companies had to build up considerable resources to compete.
However, today large corporations encounter competition from start-ups which are doing no or little
basic research and get their ideas from the market through a different process.

One major difference between closed and open innovation (see figure 2.3.2a and 2.3.2b) is the idea
screening process of companies. Knowledge is widespread, inside and outside the company. Ideas and
technologies can fall outside of the company’s current business. The company’s boundaries become
permeable by enabling an idea/innovation exchange [162]. This permits a market interaction such that
the market can learn about the technology’s new capabilities. For example, Analog Devices’ MEMS
accelerometer50 was primary focused on the automotive market. Through process improvements, the

50Cf. Chesbrough, West and Vanhaverbeke (2006), pp. 78-90, [161].
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devices also became applicable for consumer, gaming, and sports applications. Hence, a combination
of external ideas may open the potential of technology and product development. As a consequence,
the protection of the IP portfolio and its exploitation by licensing become important factors in the open
innovation process when companies actively commercialize their technologies [163].
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Source: Chesbrough (2003) [162].

Figure 2.3.2: Innovation model: (a) closed and (b) open.

New concept model

Guided by the experimental characteristics of the early phases, Koen et al. (2002) [46] developed a non-
linear model for new product and technology concepts – the New Concept Development (NCD) model
(see figure 2.3.3).

The model consists of three key parts. First, the engine, which is leadership, company culture, and
business strategy. It reflects senior and executive-level management support. It drives the second (in-
ner) part, the five controllable elements (opportunity identification, opportunity analysis, idea genera-
tion and enrichment, idea selection and concept definition). Ideas and concepts are expected to iterate
around the inner five elements whose sequence is not necessary fixed. The inner parts are framed by
the third key part, the influencing factors which reflect organizational capabilities and the outside world
(distribution channels, law, government, customers, competitors, political and economic climate) which
is relatively uncontrollable by the company. Projects start either with an opportunity analysis or idea
generation and leave the process with a decision for new product or technology development (arrows).

The model provides a procedure to structure the fuzzy start of innovations. It reveals that the mecha-
nisms of idea creation and creativity are important parts of the innovation process. Projects with long-
lasting early phases may lack decision filters which can stop projects. The separation of idea generation
and opportunity identification is also questionable, since they interact and complement each other.
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Figure 2.3.3: New Concept Development (NCD) model in the early phases of the innovation process.

Development funnel

The major objective of technology and product development is to bring as many ideas as possible from
concept to market. Wheelwright and Clark (1994)51 describe the development process as a narrowing
funnel52 (see figure 2.3.4). The initial part of the funnel depicts the early phases of projects (Phase 1).
The application of the model requires the consideration of three major aspects:

• Mouth opening, which illustrates the extent of idea and project generation and selection by the
involvement of different functions. It is intended to expand the mouth of the funnel by gather-
ing ideas from various sources, not just from R&D, but also through collaboration with research
institutes and universities. Means for broadening may include procedures and incentives to in-
corporate the complete organization, customers, competition, and suppliers. This can be extra
financial support and a reduction of duties so that employees may follow their ideas.

• Funnel neck: the neck and length of the funnel represent the decision path to market introduc-
tion. Management should screen concepts stringently to their usefulness and narrow the funnel
by concentrating the financial means on the most promising concepts.

51Cf. Wheelwright and Clark (1994), pp. 158-183, [164].
52The presented model is a combination of two further funnel models: (I) a funnel for and mainly large and technology intensive

companies, with a project of single functions, where the funnel is wide for R&D, but narrow for the entire organization, (II) a
funnel for single projects (best bet), with several functions, where input of ideas is rather small, but the selection is dominated
by top down decision. Cf. Wheelwright and Clark (1994), pp. 158-183, [164].
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• Balance of funnel mouth and length: on the one hand high creativity is required (mouth opening),
but on the other hand objective and systematic decisions are required for relevance and success.
Therefore, at Screen 1 managers of equal rank or cross-functional teams may screen ideas to their
fit towards technology, product, and market strategy. Critical projects are set with a timeline and
required know-how is investigated before a final decision for product development is made at
Screen 2.

Screen 1 Screen 2
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Phase 3Phase 2Phase 1

Rapid, focused execution of
development projects of
multiple use

Detailing of proposed project
bounds and required
knowledge

Product/process idea generation
and concept development
(also advanced development,
identification, and review)

Source: Wheelwright and Clark (1994), p. 173, [164]. © 1994, by Wheelwright and Clark.

Used with permission by the authors.

Figure 2.3.4: Ideal model of the development funnel: innovative and focused.

The reality of development may differ completely from the theoretical or defined processes (see figure
2.3.5). The origin of ideas or projects might be unknown or there can be several funnels (e.g. from R&D,
quality, marketing, customers, strategic planning, etc.). Projects might get jammed up and seem to re-
circulate, or management may interfere with a top down decision. At the end, there is a lot of heat, and
some products ’drip out’ into the market.

Three stage technology development Stage-Gater process

Technology developments initially produce new knowledge and technical capabilities or platforms,
rather than immediately producing new manufacturing processes or products. Cooper (1988) [32] re-
veals that the success of new products is often dictated by the activities in the early phases before devel-
opment starts. Among them are a systematic preliminary examination of product advantages, customer
value, and an early product/project definition. Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1993) [33] developed a pro-
cess model (State-Gater process) that is broadly applied in industry.

For technology development projects Cooper (2006) [10] suggests a three stage model to be applied in
front of a standard five Stage-Gater process that is used for new product development (see figure 2.3.6).
The sequential process model points out four gates, being ’go’/’no go’ decision points, and three stages,
consisting of activities by the project team:
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Figure 2.3.5: Development funnel (example medical electronics).

• Stage 1 – project scoping: before stage 1, a qualitative screen of the ideas is carried out by senior
R&D and marketing people to evaluate strategic fit and the likelihood of technical/commercial
success. During stage 1, the team lays the foundation by carrying out conceptual and preparation
activities (e.g. literature, patent, and IP search). At gate 2, decisions are made regarding the first
experimental or technical work.

• Stage 2 – technical assessment: an illustration of the technical feasibility under ideal conditions
and the impact on the company. Gate 3 is a serious decision commitment by senior managers of
the business unit to deploy resources.

• Stage 3 – detailed investigation: an implementation of the full experimental plan to prove tech-
nical feasibility. Additionally, commercial product or process possibilities and their impact are
defined. Gate 4 typically involves senior corporate R&D and marketing/business development
people opening the door for new product or process development projects.

Though the illustrated model provides a systematic approach for technology development, it shows
certain limitations. Installing several decision gates during a dynamic development phase may cost
overhead and time, can lead to significant administration requirements, and may reduce the project
team’s motivation for innovative technology approaches.

Technology Stage-Gate™

Technology development requires both scientific and business rigor, which have to be brought into
the technology discovery process for the purpose of resource allocation and reduction of technology
development time. Ajamian and Koen (2002) [156] adapted the Stage-Gater approach. Their technology
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Figure 2.3.6: Typical technology development process which can feed new product process.

Stage-Gate™ process (TSG) (see figure 2.3.7) can be applied to new technology development. The model
consists of six elements starting with a project charter to define the scope and efforts:

• Project Charter: is a formal high-level pre-agreement with upper management on technologies to
be investigated.

• Review Process: concentrates on technology work with timing to next gate. The deliverables are
’opaque’ and known only to next gate, since the range of potential outcomes is vast. The number
of gates is unknown and varies from project to project.

• Review Committee: is focused on technology. Members typically include a chairman as the tech-
nology leader, business representatives, and scientific peers.

• Structured Planning: is a project plan specifically adapted to the project and technology. Details
exist only to next gate. The planning utilizes technology and performance tables combined with
anchored scales to identify difficulties and risks.

• Development Team: primarily consists of R&D and R&E (research and engineering) doing the
development work.

• Process Owner: responsible for making sure that the TSG process is adhered to, that there is
continuous improvement, and the schedule.

In contrast to the traditional Stage-Gater, the process is an iterative process where deliverables and the
project plan are not transparent over the complete project, only to next gate. Hence, there is a lack of
project predictability. The development team has a stronger orientation towards research, development,
and engineering than a multifunctional working group does.
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Figure 2.3.7: Technology Stage-Gate™ process with its six elements.

Summary and conclusions

For the early phases of technology innovations, the five presented models have the common feature
that the number of ideas is gradually reduced and analyzed with respect to their feasibility in order
to concentrate resources and finances. This is impacted by different degrees of formality, evaluation,
and soft/hard decision criteria. The selection of ideas and the decisions (e.g. gate, phase review) are
accompanied by sets of deliveries and criteria. Evaluation and criteria for selection are company and
project specific (e.g. ’a few big bets’ or ’the best idea establishes oneself’)53.

For MEMS/NEMS, the technology development depends strongly on the physical, chemical or biolog-
ical functions and its influence by emerging fields of nanotechnology. Requirement and criteria, may
be changing during technology development. Hence, hard ’go’ or ’no go’ criteria, as in the technology
development Stage-Gater process (Cooper), might result in a decision to stop a project prematurely.
Other models pursue the development of ideas with more qualitative criteria to delay ’go’ or ’no go’
decisions.

A certain degree of formalization is helpful to guide project teams. However, all models refer only in
a limited way to parallel activities54, creativity, idea generation, and its management. Hence, more im-
portant than the compliance with a clearly structured and formal process, is the interaction of informal
mechanisms (e.g. communication, knowledge exchange, soft skills) of project teams [165]. There is no
optimal process fitting all kinds of technology development projects and companies. Moreover, process
models are as good or as bad as their implementation. Models must also have flexibility to be adapted
to technologies, markets, and different companies.

53Wheelwright and Clark (1994), pp. 163-174, [164].
54For example know-how accumulation by internal/external learning from key suppliers, competitors, and strategic partnerships.

Cf. Rothwell (1994) [121].
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2.3.2 Management influence

Top management places high expectations on technology developments since they are of importance for
future product portfolios [10]. However, there is often a great difference between promise and reality.
In the early phases of projects, top management has the ability to substantially impact the development
course. But, typically management interferes in later stages when the project is in trouble (see figure
2.3.8, dark grey). One reason for this is that management fails to plan in advance and does not provide
clear strategic directions which can lead to a lack of resources. Moreover, management simply ignores
the importance of the early stages of developments [32]. Another reason is that management is not
aware of the importance before an escalation. Either the project was hidden on purpose, being too risky
in its implantation, or it got stuck in the different management levels. Therefore, management needs to
find a systematic and comprehensive approach where resources are used in a preventive and proactive
manner with maximum leverage55.
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Figure 2.3.8: Timing and impact of management attention and influence.

2.4 Managing innovation in an uncertain environment

The path from the first idea to concept and commercialization is long for micro and nanosystems. For
example, Texas Instrument’s effort to bring its digital micromirror device (DMD™) on the market took
more than 10 years [29]. Innovation teams and company management must react to internal and external
events, partially not under their control. Therefore, a key challenge for MEMS/NEMS innovation teams
is to manage uncertainty coming from technology complexity and the changing environment during
the long development time. In the following, concepts are presented to show the interdependence of
technologies with the market, customers, and the innovation environment.

55Cf. Wheelwright and Clark (1994), pp. 53-55, [164].
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2.4.1 Innovation environment

Innovation projects and teams (R&D system) are embedded into a company’s internal and external en-
vironment. They form a socio-technical subsystem of the company56 (see figure 2.4.1). Financial, func-
tional, and informational resources belong to the intra-company environment which is made available
to the innovation team. The internal environment is a preliminary status in the company’s evolution
which can be refined and enhanced. The intra-company environment can be classified as micro and
macro environment. Here, the micro environment is related to the innovation team’s field of tasks. And,
the macro environment represents the global environment with its socio-cultural, technological, eco-
nomical, political, and physical influences on the project and team. The environmental characteristics
show tendencies towards shorter market and product cycles, an extension of development times, and an
increase of development costs caused by high market dynamics and rapid technological change. Both,
market dynamics and technological change require an early detection by the innovation team.
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Figure 2.4.1: The environment of innovation projects.

Microtechnology and nanotechnology are anticipated to become technologies with significant impact
on society and economy and are therefore being focused on by many governments57. Hence, it is impor-
tant that during the early phases of MEMS/NEMS, attitudes and (non-)available knowledge within the
society, capabilities, and infrastructure can have influence on organizational measures in the companies’
technology developments.

56Cf. Specht, Beckmann and Amelingmeyer (2002), pp. 333-335, [117].
57There are numerous governmental supported initiatives and market reports about micro and nanotechnology around the globe.

The majority is represented online and cannot be listed here. Some examples are:
(I) Initiatives: for the United States by the National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) (www.nano.gov/index.html), for Eu-
rope, by the European Union (http://cordis.europa.eu/nanotechnology) and Nanoforum (www.nanoforum.org), for the Asian-
pacific region the Asian-Pacific Nanotechnology Forum (APNF) (www.apnf.org), for Japan the Advanced Industrial Science and
Technology (AIST) institute (www.aist.go.jp), and for Germany (www.bmbf.de/de/nanotechnologie.php).
(II) Business and market reports: Yole Développement SA. (www.yole.fr), Lux Research (www.luxresearchinc.com), Cientifica
(www.cientifica.com).
All websites were accessed on 31st August, 2010.
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2.4.2 Technology and market uncertainty

Basically, uncertainties in the innovation process can be categorized as technology and market uncer-
tainties. Uncertainty is the difference between the amount of information required to perform a par-
ticular task and the amount of information possessed. Under high uncertainty conditions companies
may not be sure of the feasibility of technology or that the product can be demonstrated, nor do they
know the customer, markets, or the market size [167]. Hence, innovation activities and the strategy of
the MEMS/NEMS technology development team must be adapted to accommodate uncertainties.

Uncertainty map

Technology development in MEMS/NEMS is a complex process. Pearson (1991) [168] sees technological
innovations as an uncertainty reduction process. The framework divides uncertainty about the output
(target of activity or project) and process (means to achieve the target) into four quadrants [168, 169]:

• Quadrant 1: exploratory research with high uncertainty about means and output. The technology
is not fully understood, and potential products and markets have not been identified. Research
and development is removed from schedule and financial pressure, and can be found at university
research labs and science-based organizations.

• Quadrant 2: development engineering is an ongoing activity in manufacturing companies. There
is continuous examination of the manufacturing process for efficiency and cost reduction. Com-
panies may focus on multiple approaches to try to develop a desired technology or product which
has considerably uncertainty.

• Quadrant 3: application engineering is associated with attempts to discover how the technology
can be most effectively used. In this area, there is uncertainty regarding end uses. For example,
there are considerabe efforts to use microsystems in medicine, but many of these prove to be in-
effective as cost or performance block innovations [170]. However, some new improved products
will emerge from this effort.

• Quadrant 4: innovative activities with the most certainty. Minimal use of new technology results
in significant product improvement. A combination of market opportunity and technical capabil-
ity reduces uncertainty (e.g. using sensors in consumer products such as Nintendos’ Wii console).

As a third dimension, time (urgency/speed) can be included for a strategic analysis. In quadrant 1,
expectations for a breakthrough may be increased when more resources are applied. In quadrant 2,
speed may force companies to accept lower or changed technical goals. Urgency in quadrant 3 refers
to the decision of when to realize products and enter the market. Speed in quadrant 4 means applying
more resources (in parallel) to be more effective.

Depending on the type of activity in the quadrants, particular organizational environments and spe-
cialist management skills are required [169]. The model is a tool for a rough analysis. The analysis of
projects is based on changing knowledge and not on knowledge level.
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Figure 2.4.2: Uncertainty map for research and development.

2.4.3 Innovations through a continuous learning process

Value proposition cycle

Uncertain technology and high market dynamics require a fast reaction to changes in the innovation
environment. Hughes and Chafin (1996) developed a decision management tool (’Value Proposition Cy-
cle’) with the intent to make project teams more flexible as sequential processes retarded development.
Efficiency and effectiveness of the project team shall be improved by continuous learning, identifying
the certainty of knowledge, building consensus, and focusing on adding value to customers and end
users [172].

The model comprises of four iterative loops with integrated screening to identify value proposition,
business value, superior solutions and project and process planning (see figure 2.4.3). In each loop, new
ideas of product or technology approaches are screened to the company’s critical success factors58. Each
screen is accompanied by a project/company specific structured set of questions where respondents (e.g.
team members, management) provide three measures: evaluation of success factor, certainty of their
evaluation, and the success factors’ relative importance. Iterations within the loops serve as consensus
facilitator rather than being a predictive tool. The increasing values are shown by an enlarged elliptical
area over time.

The focus of the model is project team learning and flexibility, and not dividing activities into single pro-
cess steps as in the Stage-Gater process [172]. The method improves structured thinking, team building,
and rapid information diffusion. Hence, the model can be a toolset to structure and evaluate ideas in
fields of high uncertainty such as in MEMS/NEMS technology developments. The process requires a
certain degree of independence and autonomy of the project teams. Cycles may last longer, or added
value cannot be reached in time due to changes in users need, technology, or governmental regulations.

58Literature provides generalized success factors for screening. Cf. Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1987) [173], Cooper and Klein-
schmidt (1987) [174], Ernst (2002) [34].
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Figure 2.4.3: Value proposition cycle – Turning product development into continuous learning.

Probe and learn process

Innovations with radical characteristics have a high degree of technology and market uncertainty. Lynn
et al. (1996) [167] propose a ’probe-and-learn-process’, to face technical and market challenge. The
process is intended to reduce uncertainties in the early phases where whether product designs neither
market are clear. Hence, a more experimental learning process instead of an analytical process has the
objective to (I) get market insights, (II) test technologies to use, and (III) determine what features and
benefits have to be incorporated [167]. The proposed cyclic process proceeds in three major steps:

• Probing: introduction of an early version of a product to a plausible market.

• Learning: immature products serve as a vehicle for learning whether and how technology can
be scaled up. Additionally, early product versions provide information about desired product
features, application fields and market segments, and the need for regulatory approvals.

• Iteration: iterative ’probing and learning’. Development in the early phases of innovation becomes
a process of successive approximation.

Figure 2.4.4 shows the evolution of the Motorola’s cellular phone through ’probing and learning’ with
different prototypes over more than 15 years before commercialization started. The focus of the process
is the buildup of market tested technical know-how and not an efficient innovation process. Therefore,
the application of a sequential Stage-Gater process would have stopped further development.
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Figure 2.4.4: Example of a ’probe-and-learn-process’ at Motorola (cellular phone).

2.5 Managing projects and teams

Innovation projects and teams are characterized by continuous collaboration of individuals with dif-
ferent skills, knowledge, and personalities. Teams are composed to realize extensive and complex in-
novation tasks with defined objectives. The organizational and hierarchical structure of project teams
depends on project size and company structure59. The aim of the subsequent sections is to provide a
framework of how projects and innovations teams are anchored in organizations and how they can be
managed.

2.5.1 Types of development projects and teams

Project map

The first step in setting up an innovation project is to define and map the dimension of the project in
order to ensure necessary resource allocation. Wheelwright and Clark (1992) [175] identified four types
of development projects for new technology processes and products (see figure 2.5.1):

59Cf. Specht, Beckmann and Amelingmeyer (2002), p. 335-336, [117].
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• Research and advanced development projects focus on knowledge gain and new capabilities
which are the basis for operative development projects. The research team is separated from the
developing organizational unit. A proof of concept of the new technology is part of research
projects.

• Breakthrough projects are developments of the first generation of a new product or process. New
core concepts open up new product and process families.

• Platform projects are projects with long-term character providing architecture for a number of
follow-up projects (derivates). They offer fundamental improvements in cost, quality, and perfor-
mance for future product and process generations.

• Derivative projects have a smaller scope than research or breakthrough projects. The objective is
a refinement or optimization of characteristics by gradual improvement.
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Figure 2.5.1: Types of product and process development projects.

The map provides the means to combine research and development projects. It is a basis for a technol-
ogy strategy that can be expanded to develop product and marketing strategies. However, in the early
phases of MEMS/NEMS technology developments, the impact of ideas on research and development
activities is difficult to foresee. Therefore, basis for the project definition is the aimed degree of innova-
tion (cf. chapter 2.2.1) which decides the type and dimension of project and resources.

Project team structures

Prerequisites for an efficient and effective realization of an innovation project are the allocation of func-
tional resources and the implementation of the project within the organization. Clark and Wheelwright
(1992) [176] found four different management structures in R&D teams (see figure 2.5.2):

• Functional teams: the team members are grouped by disciplines. Within the technical disciplines
(e.g. engineering), engineers are specialized to specific aspects of a technology (e.g. electronics,
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mechanics, software). The team members work under their functional leader and projects pass se-
quentially from one function to the next. This structure is typical for large and mature companies.

• ’Lightweight’ team: the team members reside physically in their functional areas, but a representa-
tive (’liaison’) is designated to the project. A ’lightweight’ manager, usually a design or marketing
manager coordinates different functions’ activities. She/he has no power to reassign or reallocate
resources.

• ’Heavyweight’ team: in contrast to the ’lightweight’ team the project manager has direct respon-
sibility for all involved parties of the project. The manager may outrank the functional leader and
may relocate core persons. However, long-term career development of individuals does not rest
with the project leader.

• Autonomous team: the team members from different functions are formally assigned, dedicated,
and co-located to the project team. The project leader has a senior function with full control of
resources. The team has full responsibility for the project’s outcome.
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Figure 2.5.2: Types of development teams.
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Not all team structures are suited for each innovation type and company. A ’heavyweight’ team struc-
ture can be reasonable for architectural innovations, e.g. for the development of a new platform where
a link to the organizational functions is still important. The autonomous team structure may be par-
ticularly suitable for innovations with radical character, where the team is independent from the line
organization. However, both mentioned types might be too much for incremental innovations and
small companies with different organizational structure.

2.5.2 Characteristics of project teams

Cross-functionality and interdisciplinary teams

Cross-functional teams are groups of people who represent a variety of organizational functions or dis-
ciplines. The team can be of permanent or ad hoc nature, and combined effort is necessary to achieve
the team’s objectives [177]. In terms of project teams (cf. chapter 2.5.1), members share responsibility
for the outcome. In technology and product development, cross-functional teams may enhance product
success. Early cross-functional communication within the organization improves the understanding of
customer’s needs which can be integrated in the idea phase of the innovation process [178]. Therefore,
the effectiveness with regards to project budget, schedule, and project quality strongly depends on the
team’s autonomy, communication methods, collaboration and problem solving style [62].

Interdisciplinarity describes the interaction of two or more disciplines which work together to solve a
common problem. The interaction can range from simple communication of ideas to the mutual integra-
tion of concepts, methodologies, data, and epistemologies60. By integrating theories and methodologies
over several research disciplines, teams can develop a shared understanding and language across sci-
entific boarders to achieve a novel solution (cf. transdisciplinarity in chapter 3.2.1). Projects related to
nanotechnology rely on interacting experts being able to communicate within and outside of the team
across fields and branches [37].

Virtual and interdisciplinary teams

In order to react to rapidly changing and regional markets highly global companies establish local R&D
centers to access local knowledge pools. Team members with unique know-how and skills can work
on projects over long distances by virtual teaming (e.g. video conferencing, groupware, e-mail). Virtual
teams are ’real’ teams which work across space, time, and organizational boundaries with links strength-
ened by webs of communication technologies [180]. Gassmann and Zedtwitz (2003) [181] characterized
four typologies of international virtual teams (see figure 2.5.3):

• Decentralized self-coordination: all R&D is conducted by decentralized teams that coordinate
loosely with each other. The overall project is supervised by a steering committee.

• System integration coordinator: most R&D activity is conducted by decentralized teams. How-
ever, each team coordinates with the central integrator. As a ’global knowledge engineer’ the
system integrator translates in different contexts: languages, business, technology, and culture.

• Core team as system architect: the core team takes a lead role in the R&D activities, but also in
coordinating the R&D activities of the decentralized division. Typically, the core team consists of

60Literature is inconsistent in the definition of the term interdisciplinary. The chosen definition refers to the scientific context in
academia. Cf. Apostel et al. (1972) [179].
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a project manager, team leaders, project teams, and internal customers.

• Centralized venture team: the R&D personnel and resources are relocated to a centralized venture
team. The team then conducts all R&D activities. Due to the high cost of relocation this type is
used only for strategic innovation projects.
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Figure 2.5.3: Virtual project organization in technology-intensive companies.

Individual team members have to work independently and seek interaction. Teams may face challenges
in building trust, resolving conflict, and knowledge exchange. It is therefore important that team mem-
bers have technical and interpersonal skills [182].

Innovation promoter

Innovations are not only shaped by visions, processes, and teams. Empirical studies from Witte (1973)
in the 1970’s have shown that the innovation process is actively and intensively fostered by individuals
in different ’promoter’ roles [183]. Promoters enthusiastically commit with personal dedication to new
technology or ideas to overcome active or passive resistance. The theoretical concept is founded on the
assumption that for variant types of resistance a specific type of energy is required: (I) a power promoter
contributes through hierarchical potential to bridge unwillingness, and (II) a technology promoter con-
tributes to the innovation process by offering specific technical knowledge to bypass ignorance. The
innovation process is most successful when both promoters are cooperating. Based on previous work,
Chakrabati and Hauschildt enhanced the model and defined three types of promoters [184, 185]:

• Power promoter: is a sponsor or innovator whose position enables him to foster and protect the
project team. The power promoter supports the project leader in securing resources, but she/he is
not necessarily part of the project team.

• Technology promoter: is an expert, inventor, or idea promoter and contributes to specific technical
knowledge. The technology promoter is a member of the team, but does not necessarily have a
high position.
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• Process promoter: is a navigator of the process. She/he is needed to overcome communication and
function barriers between the organizational units caused by organizational and administrative
resistance to the new idea. The process promoter can be from middle or upper management.

A promoter structure can support innovation and information transfer with different contributions dur-
ing the innovation process. Power promoters are essential in the early phases to influentially convey
ideas to the management. Process promoters become particularly important in complex innovation
projects and large organizations when innovation activities are launched, while technology promoters
are necessary throughout the entire innovation process [186].

The model has limited applicability. It provides little information about the promoters’ organizational
origins, tasks, and competences, which makes it difficult to identify promoters in an organization. More-
over, the role may be filled only in large companies. In comparison to small and medium sized enter-
prises, large companies may have the resources and processes available to identify personnel with the
required capabilities and skills to serve as promoters.

2.5.3 Management skills

Technology developments are strategic for companies. The participation of different management levels
is required for a successful implementation of technology innovations. Hence, for the management of
innovation projects and teams different skills are necessary within an organization. Katz (1955, 1974)
developed a skill concept which suggests that effective management can be learned. Skills do not nec-
essarily have to inherent characteristics of managers, since people learn in different ways. The model
implies that skills are developed through practices, learning, and training [187, 188]. Three areas are dif-
ferentiated which represent fundamental requirements for the management of teams and organizations
(see figure 2.5.4):

• Conceptual skills: are abilities of managers to work with ideas and concepts. The skills enable
the manager to see the company as a whole and recognize interdependencies of subsystems with
effects of changes. Moreover, conceptual skills may allow managers to realize the company’s in-
volvement in its societal, economic, ecological, technical, and political environment to deduce
advantageous actions for the company.

• Human skills: are the manager’s abilities to work with people, inside and outside the company.
The skill is demonstrated in the way the individual perceives (and recognizes the perceptions
of) her/his superiors, equals, and subordinates, and in the way she/he subsequently behaves.
Typically, such skills are acquired by experience rather than by training.

• Technical skills: are the understanding, competency, and proficiency in a specific work or activity.
They become effective in the context of activities which include methods, processes, procedures,
or techniques (e.g. use a certain computer software package). The skills are rather abstract and
can be obtained by specific training.

According to Katz, the relative importance of the skills depends on the hierarchy (’level of adminis-
tration’ and ’level of responsibility’). Consequently, the requirement for technical skills is increasingly
substituted by conceptual skills in higher positions, whereas human skills are required equally on each
level.
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Figure 2.5.4: Management skills.

The model shows, how skills can be developed over time, but it does not explain how skills lead to an
effective performance. An increasing requirement of conceptual knowledge at a higher level is plau-
sible, however the substitution of technological know-how is doubtful [189], especially in technology
intensive organizations such as MEMS/NEMS companies.

2.5.4 Effective management

Technologies, markets, and consequently organizations themselves undergo continuous change which
requires organizational adaption to remain competitive. The need for guidance results from the fact that
persons in teams require coordination to be productive. The team’s productivity is dependent on both,
quantity and quality of work. Productivity is concerned with the attainment of objectives (effectiveness)
and the optimal use of resources (efficiency)61. Therefore, effective leadership and management62 are
the foundations for success, whereas efficiency is a minimum condition for the organization’s survival
after the success has been achieved. Efficiency is concerned with "getting the right things done" (de-
gree of target achievement). Effectiveness is concerned with "doing things right" (degree of economic
achievement) [135].

When examining ’management’, the concepts are as varied as the understanding and application of the
term, as some examples63 show below:

61Cf. Hersey, Blanchard and Johnson (2001), pp. 126-127, [190].
62Delimitation between leadership and management: leadership is a broader concept than management. Management is a special

kind of leadership in which the accomplishment of organizational goals has priority. Leadership is an attempt to influence
people, individually and in groups. Cf. Hersey, Blanchard and Johnson (2001), pp. 126-127, [190].
Leadership tends to be used in two different senses. First position: the leader is in charge, motivates and is awe-inspiring,
and turns around ailing companies. Second position: more broadly seen often beyond formal authority, a leader is anyone who
breaks new ground, and sets direction that show others the way (e.g. visionary). Leadership is earned, learned, and not granted.
Managers exercise such leadership with individuals, saying goes, with teams, and with the whole organization in terms of its
culture. Cf. Mintzberg (2009), pp. 65-66, [191].

63Cf. Macharzina and Wolf (2008), p. 36, [25].
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• Administrator, c’est prévoir, organizer, commander, coordonner et controller. Fayol (1916) [192].

• Management is the organ of society specifically charged with making resources productive by planning,
motivating, and regulation the activities of persons towards the effective and economical accomplishment of
a given task. Drucker (1954) [193].

• Management ist eine komplexe Aufgabe: Es müssen Analysen durchgeführt, Entscheidungen getroffen,
Bewertung vorgenommen und Kontrollen ausgeübt werden. Ansoff (1966) [194].

• Management is the process of planning, organizing, leading, and controlling the efforts of organizational
members and the use of other organizational resources in order to achieve stated organizational goals. Stoner
(1982) [195].

• The essence of management is the creation, adaption, and coping with change. Leontiades (1982) [196].

• Unternehmensführung... ist vor allem die Gestaltung organisatorischer Rahmenbedingungen... sowie das
Management der im Unternehmen eingesetzten Ressourcen... und aufgebauter (Kern-)Kompetenzen. Burr
et al. (2005) [197].

The purpose of managing is to ensure that a team or organization (unit) serves its basic purpose to reach
its objectives which require effective actions. Mintzberg (2009) [191] has combined existing descriptions
and research into a comprehensive model. The model reveals that management takes place on three
planes from the conceptual to the concrete: with information, through people, and by direct action (see
figure 2.5.5):

• Information plane: information is processed by managers to encourage people to take necessary
actions. Information is an indirect path to make things happen rather than focusing directly on
people and actions. The manager’s role is to communicate (all around) and control (internally).

• People plane: managers help other people to make things happen – they are doers. People are
encouraged rather than driven. At this point, managers lead internally and link to the outside.

• Action plane: managers are the focal point for action and have precedence over leading and con-
trolling. Managers are ’jugglers’ rather than a controllers. Here, managers ’do’ inside and deal
outside the unit.

The manger is in the center, imposes targets, schedules and organizes the unit, and takes actions within
and outside the organization by:

• Doing on the inside, this is the person who gets it done (not ’making something get done’) by
managing projects proactively and handling disturbances reactively.

• Leading people inside, the manager’s role is to bring out the individual’s natural energy (e.g. by
developing, mentoring, teaching).

• Dealing with the outside has two main components: building coalitions around specific issues
and using these coalitions with established networks to conduct negotiations.

• Linking people to the outside focuses on the network of relationships that managers maintain
within the organization or outside it.
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Source: Mintzberg (2009), p. 48. [191]. © 2009 by Mintzberg, Berrett-Koehler Publish-

ers, Inc., San Francisco, CA, USA. Reprinted with permission of the publisher.

Figure 2.5.5: A model of managing.

2.6 Summary and conclusions

The emerging and long-term characteristics of MEMS/NEMS technology developments and nanotech-
nology require a highly flexible and adaptive innovation management. The major objective of the project
team is to reduce complexity in the early phases to enable a rapid definition of a technology concept for
potential processes or products. The selection of ideas according to the type and degree of the targeted
innovation sets cornerstones for the technology direction and its management.

Micro and nanoscale technology developments are highly interdisciplinary. The proposed patterns of
technological change (e.g. dominant design, S-curve, disruption, long waves) depict important aspects
of the interplay of different technologies in the development phase. This is of particular importance, as
MEMS/NEMS and nanotechnology combine basic and engineering disciplines where ’small’ improve-
ments can be decisive. For example, new surface properties of materials64 and the influence of texture
(e.g. grain size) may outbalance bulk properties on micro and nanoscale [17].

The proposed process models are of sequential and iterative nature. However, the pursuit of ideas has
to be done gradually since existing (competitive) technologies also stride ahead. Opening the innova-
tion process to new internal and external ideas may provide significant advantages as a broad reservoir
of know-how or ideas can be tapped. However, this implies the use of filtering mechanisms and inte-
grates IP management as an important part of innovation management. Therefore, the balance between
required or desired formalization, and the degree of freedom to pursue new MEMS/NEMS technology
approaches by the project teams, have to be specifically identified and granted for each project.

64An overview of recent material developments for microscale sensors and actuators is provided by Wilson et al. (2007) [14].
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Uncertainties are not only due to market and technology. As a consequence of long development times,
it is important to monitor the innovation environment, considering both the task as well as the global
(e.g. societal) environment. A focus on benefits to the end user narrows the field in the idea phase
but maintains flexibility in developments (e.g. minimal invasions for patients are enabled by telemetric
sensor implants [170]). Early involvement of customers and suppliers acting as a market feedback loop
before product development, can provide additional uncertainty reduction.

MEMS/NEMS technology development teams are generally dispersed within the organization and in-
clude external partners since expertise is rarely concentrated at one location. Leaders and managers of
project teams have to identify and tap the individuals’ strengths. In addition, they must bridge techno-
logical and organizational boundaries, and link different personalities for a common objective. Hence,
selecting the right people for the right role in the early phases is as important as the process itself [54].



Chapter 3

Concept of managing MEMS/NEMS
technology project teams

This chapter will present the theoretical basis and the development of a model for the exploratory re-
search on MEMS/NEMS teams. Based on the previous chapters where the innovation environment,
project and technology characteristics were described, the managing aspects are now transferred to
project teams’ environment. First, different aspects and theories from the people side of project teams,
and the roles of leadership are presented (see chapter 3.1). Then, knowledge and experience in an in-
terdisciplinary environment, and theories regarding the buildup of new competences are focused on
and discussed in the next section (see chapter 3.2). Third, the process of going from ideas to concepts
to evaluating projects for further development are discussed in brief (see chapter 3.3). Finally, the ref-
erence framework for exploring the case studies is presented which is the basis for the management
recommendations made in chapter 5.

The developed model is based on an inductive approach65 (see chapter 3.4) and provides a scope for
the case studies and indications for management in the following chapters. An additional fundament
for the model are the innovation types and process models in chapter 2.2. The result is a model which
shows significant patterns and influences on project teams for an efficient and effective management in
the early phases of MEMS/NEMS innovations.

Literature provides a broad spectrum of approaches and theories about organizations in the new prod-
uct development environment. For this research, an appropriate theoretical foundation will be provided
for the management of project teams in the early phases of MEMS/NEMS innovations and its contribu-
tion to success.

65Building categories and patterns by means of qualitative content analysis. Cf. Mayring (2001) [198], Glaser and Strauss (1967)
[69].
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3.1 The people side of MEMS/NEMS

3.1.1 Leadership in innovation management

Leadership’s role in innovation teams

Even though the leadership’s core task is to define a clear strategy and to communicate, it is especially
important in emerging industries and technologies, that leadership shapes and guides the innovation
team’s tasks [199]. Team leaders’ tasks are communication, climate-setting, planning, and interfacing
[58]. Leadership behaviors play a critical role in idea generating, entrepreneuring or championing [200].
In that case, leadership plays major role providing resources, selling ideas, leading projects, and gate
keeping through information dissemination and personnel coordination, including sponsoring or coach-
ing.

Leadership style

Technology development in the early phases is often complex and fuzzy [10]. Several studies indi-
cate that transformational66 leadership with inspirational vision and stimulation is of positive influence
on the innovation team [203, 204]. However, by looking at individual team members, leadership has
to carefully diagnose the personal attitude of members and their fears towards the innovation project
[205]. Leadership style is important for the employee’s climate perception and learning possibilities
in cross-functional teams [206]. Stoker (2001) [66] emphasizes in his model (figure 3.1.1) that there are
strong relationships between leadership styles, the leaders’ individual characteristics and the effective-
ness of managing innovation teams. The model points out charisma [207, 201], consultative leadership
and individualized consideration [207] as important leadership styles (see in figure 3.1.1, bold letters).
As a consequence team members experience more job satisfaction and are more committed to the orga-
nization.

Leadership styles:

• Consideration

• Initiating structure

• Charisma

• Consultative

• Coaching

Individual

characteristics:

• Self -efficacy

• Need for direction

• Innovativeness

• Extraversion

Team

characteristics:

• Cohesion

• Potency

• Organizational

citizenship

Outcome

variables:

• Innovativeness

• Effectiveness

• Organization

commitment

• Job satisfaction

Source: Stocker (2001) [66]. © 2001, by Taylor & Francis Informa UK LTD - Journals. Reproduced

with permission.

Figure 3.1.1: Proposed relations between leadership, individual characteristics, team characteristics and out-
come for R&D teams.

66A charismatic leadership where the leader can inspire and activate subordinates to perform and achieve goals beyond normal
expectations. Cf. Bass (1990) [201], Bass (1998) [202], Keller (2006) [203].
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Role of senior management

It is widely agreed that strategic leadership of innovations, where top management has given com-
mitment from the idea to the product launch, will have a high level of success [173, 208]. Harris and
Lambert [204] studied the senior management’s role in teams and indicated that the company’s key
practices and characteristics such as clarifying responsibilities, team-to-team coordination, conflict res-
olution, organization of information flow, and access to resources, are of importance for the positive
results of innovation teams.

With respect to the high uncertainty of technology projects [10], this research attempts to illustrate what leader-
ship measures and characteristics are necessary when working on complex and long-lasting innovation projects
in MEMS/NEMS with a heterogeneous team composition.

3.1.2 Innovation driver

The innovation driver, acting as a project leader or product champion has an obviously important role
in project teams which require a large variety of personal and professional skills. Literature proposes
several types of human drivers of innovation teams: team leader [209], project leader [178, 34], product
champion or promoter (cf. chapter 2.5.2) [210, 211, 212, 186, 213].

While team leaders and project leaders have more or direct access to the innovation team, resources and
budget, champions are decisive contributors or enthusiastic promoters of innovations. It is not always
clear whether the product champion is a different person from the project or team leader, and whether
the promoting activities come from the officially designated project leader or from other people in the
organization [34]. However, she or he must have the necessary qualifications, sufficient professional
expertise, an inordinate interest, and be able to devote her/himself sufficiently to the project [208, 213,
214]. Drivers are enablers who can act within different hierarchical levels of the organization and can
facilitate the team’s efforts [208].

Innovation drivers have a direct or indirect influence on success through the creation of a team climate
with interpersonal trust and mutual respect [215, 67]. They have a cognitive ability to combine a variety
of factors (e.g. technical and marketing skills, customers preferences) to a holistic view – a vision, and
communicate it to others [178]. They are more than visionary leaders with technical and market know-
how. Their personality with characteristics like persuasiveness, energy and enthusiasm, confidence,
boldness, high self-esteem and self-assurance (but not arrogance), persistence/perseverance, and pas-
sionate engagement for their projects supports success of projects [216].

This research attempts to illustrate more thoroughly the characteristics and the origin from which technical
direction innovation drivers come from.

3.1.3 Team and working environment

Team structure, competences, and culture

An innovation team structure with a certain competence mix is likely to be more successful [61, 174,
217, 218]. Especially nanotechnology as cross-sectional technology and basis for NEMS, shows a high
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degree of different disciplines [30] that must be integrated for problem solving. Hence, MEMS/NEMS
team structure is critical and has influence on solution competences of the team, but also on the product
success in the long run.

To solve such complex problems as in MEMS/NEMS, research suggests cross-functional teams to be fun-
damental [208, 219, 220, 55]. Cross-functional teams consist of different functional areas of the company,
providing the opportunity for a timely integration of critical information such as increased access to
new knowledge and information, high-quality learning experiences, and facilitated interdepartmental
product transfer [61]. Apart from technical competences, skills fostering interpersonal climate, commu-
nication and team process learning [215, 216, 64, 221] are of importance for visionary concepts [216].

MEMS/NEMS teams have to stay together several years to understand technical interactions [222, 29].
Such timeframes require a certain organizational and team culture. Organizational culture can be de-
scribed in terms of values, norms and beliefs when team members are sharing ideas, take risks, and
initiate change [223]. The creation of a helpful culture within the team is of advantage, where members
freely distribute and share information and practices [218]. Thus, managerial practices should lead to
an open and participative culture where employees have strategic and operational autonomy to attack
problems. Managerial practices should provide personalized recognition, should focus on group cohe-
siveness, and should maintain a continuity of slack (free float) of resources and activities [224].

This research seeks to contribute to the deficit of studies of teams in long-term technology projects. Especially,
this research focuses on why project team members’ competences and personalities have to be carefully selected
and adapted to the complex MEMS/NEMS project characteristics.

Individual and team motivation

Team members are motivated intrinsically as well as extrinsically. Intrinsic motivation is maximized
through an interesting, involving, exciting, satisfying, or personally challenging and enjoyable environ-
ment [225]. However, there are also negative influences such as envy, vengeance, and altruism [226].
Intrinsic motivation is important for the transfer of tacit knowledge between teams to create a com-
petitive advantage, even though the transfer itself cannot be directly observed [226]. The individual
motivation has to be carefully monitored due to possible reputation and career prospects [217]. As
intrinsic motivation is more difficult to handle, organizations traditionally prefer a policy of extrinsic
rewards policy with carrots and sticks [227].

Extrinsic factors, like financial rewards, allocation of resources, feedback and information can foster
intrinsic motivation, whereas it has a negative influence when this is perceived as criticism, control
or an excess of formal structures or procedures [225]. Formal procedures like awarding teams and
individuals through personal and companywide communicated awards [228] is stimulative and has
positive influence on the personal motivation. Additionally, non-financial awards like team related
social activities, project-completion dinners, newsletter recognition, plaques and pins are motivational
to teams [55].

Motivation is a basis for creativity which is vital for innovation and the long-term corporate success.
A high level management commitment, resources (e.g. workload), and management practices (e.g. en-
couragement, scale of freedom) are the basis for innovation. The componential theory of individual cre-
ativity of Amabile (1997) [225] indicates that elements of team members’ work environment will impact
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the individual’s creativity. The team’s social environment can have directly influences on the individual
components (task motivation, expertise, creativity skills) which most highly influences task motivation
(see figure 3.1.2). The model focuses on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation is given
priority, as intrinsically motivated team members motivate themselves.

Organizational
motivation

Management
practices

InnovationResources

Work
environment

Creativity
skills

Expertise

Creativity
Task

motivation

Individual /
Team creativity

Creativity feeds
innovation

Impacts

Source: Amabile (1997) [225]. © 1997, by the Regents of the University of California. Reprinted

from the California Management Review. By Permission of The Regents.

Figure 3.1.2: Impact of the organizational environment on creativity.

In this study, it is emphasized that for MEMS/NEMS the innovation motivation requires a special focus to
bridge the long period of drought from idea to first product concept.

3.2 New technology competences

3.2.1 Knowledge and experience

The innovation team’s combined knowledge and experience has to cover a broad field of technological
and business expertise. It is therefore crucial for companies to bring as much product, process, and
technical expertise as possible into the early phases of the development process [220].

From a technological standpoint, MEMS/NEMS integrate functions on micro or nanoscale, which re-
quires technology competences from different scientific disciplines and collaboration [229, 230]. Thus,
MEMS/NEMS are not an engineering direction [109], it is rather a collection of technological capabilities
that impact many disciplines from ideas to packaging and manufacturing [13] which should be covered
by the project team.

The model of Brand (2004) [231] indicates that collaboration among different disciplines can dissolve
scientific borders in such a manner that the disciplines become difficult to separate. Collaboration may
merge towards a new discipline containing new technology approaches crossing scientific disciplines
(see figure 3.2.1). The basis for the creation of transdisciplinary knowledge is therefore (I) knowing the
experts (own) scientific borders and (II) the willingness of discussion to understand neighbor disciplines.
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Figure 3.2.1: Development from multidisciplinary to interdisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity towards a new
discipline (e.g. biology and chemistry to bio-chemistry).

3.2.2 Internal and external informal networks as knowledge source

The long-term characteristics of MEMS/NEMS projects [29, 109, 232] also require interdepartmental an-
chorage and expertise from several areas like engineering, production, target market and marketing,
and finance [233, 234, 235, 236, 237]. In particular in large international corporations, internally and
externally oriented networks of relationships are suggested for knowledge exchange [238]. This is of
special importance in the early phases where a large variety of technological and marketing input is
required for different options of future directions [239]. Team members who are actively engaged in ex-
ternal knowledge sharing increase success through unique external sources [240]. In the case of complex
innovations due to great diversity and explosion of knowledge, organizational innovation networks are
important knowledge resources [241]. However, the knowledge of individuals and the ability to nav-
igate the business world as an integrative factor, are perceived to be more important for success than
most of the technical skills [216].

3.2.3 New competences as long-term competitive advantages

The company’s greatest motivation for innovation are to save time and money [218], to gain future
competitive advantages [242, 243] and to defend themselves against market entries of competitors [244].
From the organizational side, the success of the company does not only depend on the adaption to
external conditions. Moreover, it depends on design and sometimes unexpected by-products of the firms
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actions [245]. From the technology side in MEMS/NEMS, new opportunities are created by building up
new competencies in technology, process, and manufacturing [7, 8]. Additionally, costs are reduced by
miniaturization and high volumes products which improve the competitive position of the company
[17, 246, 16]. However, the development of new capabilities and management’s ability to use these
capabilities to react to changes in their environment is fundamental [245].

To provide an organizational understanding of the buildup of new competences during new product
development and its contribution to competitive advantages, three theories are discussed in the follow-
ing: resource-based view, competence-based view, and knowledge-based view of firms.

Resource-based view

The resource-based view (RBV) places emphasis on the firm-specific resources being unique or non-
substitutable [247, 248]. Resources are available tangible or intangible entities [249] (human or non-
human [250]) to the firm. The basic assumption is that resources are rare and can lead to competitive
advantages [247]. The resulting advantages can be sustained over long time periods protecting the firm
against imitation, transfer, or substitution [251]. The basis for the change of short-run to sustained long-
term advantages is that these resources are heterogeneous in nature and not perfectly mobile [247, 251].
The theory is focused on the internal view of a company analyzing resources for long-term success and
these resources being under the control of the company such that they can be used for future products
and services67.

Competence-based view

The competence-based view integrates internal and external views of strategic management of compa-
nies [253, 254]. Key elements of competences are capabilities, skills, knowledge, learning, coordination,
organization and relationships [255, 256, 257]. Capabilities are repeatable patterns arising from coor-
dinated activities of groups or people, whereas skills are special forms of capabilities embedded in in-
dividuals or teams. Anything tangible or intangible that the firm can use in its processes for creating,
producing and offering its products or services is seen as assets. In that sense, competence is the ability
to sustain the coordinated deployment of assets in ways that help a company to achieve its goals (e.g.
create value in the marketplace) [258].

In their model Prahalad and Hamel (1990) [255] visualized competences as roots of competitiveness (see
figure 3.2.2). The diversified corporation grows from its roots like a tree. Core products are nourished
by competencies and engender business units, whose fruits are end products. The root system that
provides sustenance and stability is the core competence. Core competences are identified by providing
a wide variety of markets and should make significant contribution to perceived customer benefits of
end products.

In comparison to RBV, which is focused on the allocation and improvement of resources as competitive
advantage, the competence based view is concentrated on the conversion of resources to successful
products and market utilization [259].

In environments of rapid technological change, competences have to be adapted reflecting the ’dynamic
capabilities’ of a firm [260, 40, 261]. Dynamic capabilities are a set of specific and identifiable processes
such as product development, strategic decision making, and alliancing to use or create market opportu-

67Cf. Penrose (1959) [250], Wernerfelt (1984) [252], Peteraf (1993) [251].
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Figure 3.2.2: Core competences as roots for competitiveness.

nities [262]. One important dynamic capability is the product development process leading to a renewal
of the company’s competences [263].

Knowledge-based view

The knowledge-based view regards knowledge as the most strategically significant resource of the firm
[264]. Knowledge is created and organized by the very flow of information, anchored on the commit-
ment and beliefs of its holder (individual, group, organization) [265]. The theory considers the process of
knowledge creation by a combination of capabilities as competitive advantage, rather than the knowl-
edge itself [235]. The primary role of the company is knowledge creation, acquisition, storage, and
application [264]. Furthermore, the theory is focused on how well organizations (I) execute integration
of specialist knowledge from individuals or groups into goods and services, (II) manage the necessary
establishment to integrate knowledge, and (III) apply this knowledge for new product development
[235, 264, 265].

The knowledge-based view of firms is an extension of RBV. It provides a strong theoretical foundation
on the organization learning. In comparison to RBV it distinguishes between different types of knowl-
edge creation (e.g. tacit and explicit), rather than being only a generic resource.

In summary, integrating functions with complex technologies require expertise from different fields. In this
sense, our research seeks to explore both the positive and the misleading effects of expertise in MEMS/NEMS
and how companies deal with the knowledge explosion and opportunities coming from nanotechnology.
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3.3 Process from idea to concept and project evaluation

3.3.1 Vision as a guiding tool

A product vision should be a problem solving holistic view about business, project, technology, and
product [178] from idea to the customers [228]. Additionally, specific to product development, the vision
combines the firms’ competences (e.g. particular technical, -marketing, -or other skills) and strategies
with the needs of the market to create an effective product concept [178].

The innovation team’s major task is to work out such a concept. A vision should be a shared purpose
within teams and it plays a central role in the innovation process, as it is a strong predictor for the
team’s altruistic and courteous behavior and eliminates confusion [266]. Hence, for the team’s success
the vision of the product functions, its purpose, and its target groups should be clear to all team members
[267, 178].

The vision leads to long-term decisions and is interlinked with company’s product strategy [268]. The
product innovation strategy should define the objectives and targets of the product innovation effort
in relation to the organization’s overall business strategy [55, 269, 270]. This includes markets, niche
markets, and necessary structures for implementation [223]. Additionally, a long-term commitment
to innovation [269] and a clear allocation of resources to gain sustainable competitive advantage is of
importance [271]. However, for radical new products with fundamental new functions, the product
strategy may also differ from the organization’s strategy when the technical direction diverges through
new technologies [50].

For MEMS/NEMS, the market and technology are rather unpredictable. Our research attempts to show the
function of vision on project teams and, effects of an incorrect or missing vision in long-term projects.

3.3.2 Process as a continuous uncertainty reduction in technology and market

Market and market entry as a strategic decision

MEMS/NEMS commercialization is critical due to long development times as underlying basic science
is not available or not yet well understood. Therefore a market development is difficult to predict [272].
Hence, determining the right time to enter the market is a very critical point as rival technologies will
be also commercialized [244].

Fundamental new products and processes68 such as from MEMS/NEMS technology developments, re-
quire a team with a good sense for technology and a general sense for product applications of new
technology [212]. Competences in marketing, the company’s competitiveness and the growth rate have
high impact on products success [237]. On one hand, products entering large and growing markets

68Technology development projects which include fundamental research projects, science projects, basic research, and often tech-
nology platform projects. These projects lead frequently to multiple commercial projects and new product or process develop-
ment (see also chapter 2.2.1). Cf. Cooper (2006) [10].
Cf. Radical innovation: Utterback (1994), pp. 162-165, [136]; disruptive innovation: Bower and Chistensen (1995) [145], Chris-
tensen (1997), pp. 187-205, [146]; discontinuous innovation: Veryzer Jr. (1998) [212]; innovation degree: Kroy (1995), pp. 58-79,
[83]; types of development projects: Wheelwright and Clark (1992) [175].
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are more likely to be successful [173]. On the other hand well-defined target markets have significant
influence on the success of products [178].

As a consequence for intense technology developments such as in MEMS/NEMS, the market and tech-
nology are highly uncertain in the early phases. Market entry is often far in the future, and the entry
itself is very often a strategic action [244].

Probe and learn process to reduce technology and market uncertainty reduction

Lynn et al. (1996) [167] refer to high uncertainty of technology-intensive or radical innovations69. For the
early phases of such product and technology innovations they recommend a different process in com-
parison to incremental innovations (see chapter 2.4.3)70. As market entry is far in the future and technol-
ogy was not tested before, potential customers are rarely known. Analytical methods (e.g. discounted
cash flow, market diffusion) for customer and market evaluation were therefore more appropriate for
incremental compared to radical or discontinuous innovations [212, 167].

The probe and learn process is suitable for market understanding and uncertainty reduction in an ex-
perimental way. Therefore, the focus is not an analysis of the right markets in the early phases, rather
an identification of market needs and opportunities with an adaption of new technology towards this
needs.

Our research seeks to explore reasons why market orientation for MEMS/NEMS technology developments is
a very anticipating process.

3.3.3 Project decision as an evaluation on developed new capabilities

Particularly in the early phases of new technologies, it is difficult to envisage the development path
of new capabilities and its dominance in industries [273]. Technology projects with explorative char-
acter are sometimes ’bootlegged’ (protected) within the organization to prevent an early stop of the
project. Depending on the context of the project, internal protection mechanisms include the movement
of projects to corporate R&D, new business development groups, and forming alliances with external
partners including governmental funding [274].

Typically for incremental innovations, more formal criteria and methods like evaluation boards are used.
Predominant screening and decision criteria in the early phases are short-term oriented and focus on
profit impact, speed of growth and market share [167, 274]. In contrary, for more explorative and vision-
ary projects, more strategic decision criteria are appropriate. Criteria cover value, impact, and magni-
tude factors such as market presence, technology direction, long-run profit potential [212, 263, 50], and
portfolio [10, 275]. However, as micro and nanotechnology are emerging technologies, the presence in
geographic regions where companies and academia assist each other in the buildup of new competences
can also be an important decision criteria [22].

69Studied example companies where in the field of semiconductors, consumer electronics, and factory automation. Cf. Lynn,
Morone and Paulson (1996) [167].

70Further process models for the early phases of innovations see chapter 2.3.1.
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3.4 Reference model for case studies

Based on the previously presented theoretical framework, the guideline for the management of MEMS/
NEMS technology development teams in the early phases shall be used for further investigation (see
figure 3.4.1).

The model provides a theoretical construct for the case studies’ analysis and the identification of cross-
case patterns71 presented in the following chapter.
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Direct and manageable influence on or from MEMS/NEMS technology development team.

High uncertainty, difficult manageable influences resulting in non-linear project advantages.

Organizational and business specific influences.

Continuous exchange and adaption during the early phases of the innovation process.

Figure 3.4.1: Model of management of MEMS/NEMS technology development teams in the early phases of
innovations.

Key influences on project teams that were identified from literature were the basis for the following
questions which are to be investigated in the cases studies:

Working questions:

(a) People side

• Which kind of leadership has positive and negative influence on the team in the early phases?

• What are the major characteristics of an innovation driver to lead an innovation team to a suc-
cessful concept? Where and how do you recruit good leaders/innovation drivers for micro/nano
companies?

71By cross-case analysis. Cf. Eisenhardt (1989) [70].
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• Which are the company’s internal motivations for innovations? What is the driving force for
MEMS/NEMS innovations in the team and company?

• Which team structure promises to be effective for innovations in micro and nanosystems?

(b) Technology competences

• Which experience and knowledge of team members is of importance for the early phases of micro
and nanosystems?

• How does your company increase knowledge in micro/nano? How do you personally increase it?
How do you (does your company) react to missing know-how?

• What are your collaboration strategies (internal/external)?

(c) Process from idea to concept

• What are the main characteristics of a product vision that fosters innovations in MEMS/NEMS?

• What are the characteristics of MEMS/NEMS markets, and how can uncertainty be reduced?

• How do you manage MEMS/NEMS innovations in the early phases?

• How does your company choose innovation projects?

In addition to the working questions mentioned above, case and company specific topics were included
in some case studies. Interrelations and the extent of dependencies among the identified key influences
were only partially investigated (see individual case studies in chapter 4.2.) and require an additional
quantitative analysis.

Organizational and business specific factors

Today’s innovation teams of MEMS/NEMS companies work on next generation concepts which are
capital intensive [5]. It can therefore be expected that the general and financial situation of the organi-
zation and actual market situation have impact on the innovation team and technology development
decisions. Previous presentations and discussions with interviewees from investigated companies have
identified additional factors that are important for initiation and execution of technology development
projects in MEMS/NEMS:

(a) Organization and finances

• Company size72: structure, turnover, employees.

• Financial situation: profit, return on sales, return on investment, R&D investment.

• R&D organization: R&D network, corporate research, employees, research areas, technology strat-
egy.

• Value chain: part/contribution to the value chain (e.g. component manufacturer, equipment man-
ufacturer, system integrator).

72Focus were small and medium sized companies (SMEs) and large groups as in start-ups organizational and financial structures
are different. Privately held companies did not publish financial figures or provided only estimates.
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(b) Product and business

• Application fields: targeted application fields of MEMS/NEMS product or process (e.g. automo-
tive, information and communication, automation and control).

• Regional aspects: proximity to research institutions and academia, and technology cluster.

Target value

While MEMS technologies are matured in the last 20 years, there still exist fundamental and techno-
logical challenges in NEMS, especially in reproducible techniques allowing mass production of such
complex devices [20]. Moreover, technology maturity in MEMS technology also resulted in a market
adaption from the former technology push towards a market pull [29], as sensors enter more and more
consumer applications (e.g. Apple’s iPhone, Nintendo’s Wii console). The companies’ major objective
in MEMS/NEMS technology developments is to gain long-term competitive advantages.
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Chapter 4

Empirical investigation

In this chapter, the exploratory investigation of the previously developed theoretical framework is pre-
sented and tested in seven case studies (see figure 4.0.1). The case studies are designed to provide
specific insights from the innovator’s perspective. In particular, managerial aspects of project teams and
MEMS/NEMS technology developments are highlighted with regards to people, building up know-
how and experience, and the innovation process in the early phases.

Moreover, the developed concept could be validated by an individual analysis of each major influence
on the project team per case study and a cross-case comparison.

The cross case analysis (see chapter 4.3) provides a comparison of (I) organizational and business spe-
cific factors and (II) major influences on project teams. Each key influence on project teams is cross-case
compared and discussed.

1. Company profile

� Organization, financials, employees
� R&D organization

Organizational environment

2. Business case – MEMS/NEMS technology

�

�

Technology development (product, process)
Functionality

Technology and project environment

3. Project team

�

�

People side, technology competences
Process from idea to concept, project evaluation

Team and development environment

4. Summary and conclusions

�

�

Company, technology
Success of project and team

Figure 4.0.1: Structure of case studies.
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4.1 Preparation and selection of case studies

The explored cases are composed from different industry sectors and targeted markets for cross-industry
comparison. All technology projects were initialized by companies with strong technology backgrounds
and a multi-year presence in their respective markets. Selected innovations had radical or disruptive
character73. The majority of these products or processes are already on the market or a respective market
launch is foreseen in a few years. The case studies consist of intense literature research of the technology,
products or processes and company, presentations by the innovators, and internet research with latest
news of the company and product. Chosen technology projects have an average length of 5 to 10 years
from idea to concept to the point when a decision is made with respect to further development.

4.2 Case studies of MEMS/NEMS technology projects and teams

The cases presented in the following consist of both fundamental product and process developments
(see table 4.2.1). Each MEMS/NEMS technology development is an initiator of a prospective product
portfolio. Figures 4.2.1a and 4.2.1b provide a comparison of studied cases according to their innovation
degree and type (cf. chapter 2.2.1) at the technology’s time of the introduction.
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Figure 4.2.1: Comparison of studied cases: (a) innovation degree at introduction and (b) component and ar-
chitectural knowledge at introduction.

73Cf. Innovation typologies in chapter 2.2.1.
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The Bosch Process facilitates manufacturing of microstructures and its mass production. Colibrys mod-
ular accelerometer enables a composition of MEMS devices for high product variants. IBM’s probe
storage technology integrates nanomechanical elements into a MEMS device for a new data storage
technology. Ilford enhances its process technology to produce functional layers for a series of new prod-
ucts. The chip card technology of Infineon combines mechanical elements and cryptographic software
to protect chip cards from attacks. Siemens Österreich (SAGÖ) develops software and sensor technolo-
gies for biometric pattern recognition. And, the gas sensor technology of Siemens Building Technologies
(SBT) is capable to replace partially existing sensing mechanisms and to enhance product portfolio.

While nearly all cases are directly dedicated to MEMS/NEMS, the case of Ilford demonstrates a special
case. Ilford is transitioning from a company which has been an enabler of MEMS technology (inkjet
printer heads) to become a manufacturer of functional layers.

Table 4.2.1: Overview of cases studies and interview partners.

Company Case study Development objective Interview
partner

Bosch Deep Reactive Ion Etch-
ing (Bosch Process)

Manufacturing process providing capability of
vertical etching of MEMS structures for sensor ap-
plications

Inventor

Colibrys MS8000 series
accelerometers

Accelerator element for a multiple use in hybrid
assembly of high performance sensors

Inventor

IBM Probe storage – Nan-
otechnology for future
data storage

Storage technology providing non-volatile memory
up to 1 gigabit per square millimeter

Inventor

Ilford Imag-
ing

Layer technology /
Nano pigment ink for
inkjet photo media

Manufacturing process for production of inkjet
media, and towards functional layers and building
blocks

R&D
manager

Infineon Chip card and security
ICs

Security ICs with a combination of cryptographic
software, IC and sensor technology, and additional
protection by mechanical elements on micro and
nanoscale

R&D
manager

SAGÖa Pattern recognition for
biometric applications

Image processing of biometric systems interpreting
physically sensor data into standardized templates

Inventor

SBTb Microsystem for gas
sensor

Platform for intelligent and ’odorant’ sensors with
(modular) MEMS configurations covering broad
application fields

Inventor

a SAGÖ = Siemens AG Österreich (regional subsidiary)
b SBT = Siemens Building Technologies AG (a division of Siemens Industry Sector)
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4.2.1 Case I: Bosch GmbH – The Bosch Process

I.1 Company profile

Turnover (revenue), employees, products and services

The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services. Bosch serves its customers in
the areas of automotive and industrial technology, consumer goods, and building technology (see figure
4.2.2). With a global workforce of some 281,700 associates, thereof 167,300 in Germany, the Bosch Group
generated sales of 45.2 billion euros in fiscal year 2008. The company spans a worldwide development,
manufacturing, and sales network with its roughly 300 subsidiaries and regional companies in over 50
countries.

Business Sectors and Divisions

• Gasoline Systems

• Diesel Systems

• Chassis Systems Control

• Chassis Systems Brakes

• Electrical Drives

• Starter Motors and

Generators

• Car Multimedia a

• Automotive Electronics

• Automotive Aftermarket

• Steering Systemsb

• Drive and Control

Technology c

• Packaging Technology

• Solar Energyd

• Power Tools

• Thermotechnologye

• Household Appliances f

• Security Systems g

Automotive

Technology

Industrial

Technology

Consumer Goods and

Building Technology

a Blaupunkt GmbH (100 % Bosch-owned)
b ZF Lenksysteme GmbH (50 % Bosch-owned)
c Bosch Rexroth AG (100 % Bosch-owned)
d ersol Solar Energy AG (96.9 % Bosch-owned)
e Bosch Thermotechnik GmbH (100 % Bosch-owned)
f BSH Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH (50 % Bosch-owned)
g Bosch Sicherheitssysteme GmbH (100 % Bosch-owned)

Source: Bosch GmbH, www.bosch.de, 2008.

Figure 4.2.2: The Bosch Group at a glance – Business sectors and divisions.

Company structure and history

Created in 1886 by Robert Bosch (1861-1942) as "Workshop for Precision Mechanics and Electrical Engi-
neering", the company witnessed a long record of research and development success in the automotive
sector from the first gasoline fuel injection system in 1952, to the introduction of Bosch’s Electronic Stabil-
ity Program (ESPr) in 1995, which was later based on a microelectromechanical system (MEMS). Since
1988, Bosch has been active in the field of MEMS and is one of the pioneers in microsystem technologies.
Developing new technologies by intensive research and development is a pillar of Bosch’s business suc-
cess with about 32,600 R&D associates in 2008. The company spends more than three billion euros each
year for research and development, and in 2008 applied for more than 3,850 patents worldwide.

Ownership and long-term decisions

An important lever for Bosch’s long-term and capital intensive technology developments, as in MEMS/
NEMS, is the special ownership structure which allows entrepreneurial freedom (see figure 4.2.3). The
Robert Bosch Stiftung GmbH, a charitable foundation, holds ninety-two percent of the share capital, but
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has no voting rights. Whereas, the Robert Bosch Industrietreuhand KG holds ninety-three percent of the
voting rights and consists of active and former members of the management, representatives from the
Bosch family, and prominent personalities from industry.

Robert Bosch Stiftung GmbH
92 % share of equity

No voting rights

The Bosch family
7 % share of equity

7 % voting rights

Robert Bosch
Industrietreuhand
93 % voting rights

Robert Bosch GmbH
1 % holding

No voting power

Source: Bosch GmbH, www.bosch.de, 2008.

Figure 4.2.3: Bosch GmbH – Ownership structure.

Corporate Research and microsystems

The groundwork for innovation is done in Corporate Research with its 1,300 employees in the US, Eu-
rope and Asia (status: 2008). Future high-tech products from Bosch are in general complex systems with
extensive inner life involving diverse components. By focusing research on the fields of future technolo-
gies and systems, Bosch explores foundations in materials science and manufacturing engineering, and
in parallel integration of components, and interaction with the environment. In the field of ’Advanced
Functional Materials and Microsystem Technologies’, Bosch is investigating future microsystem tech-
nologies, film based components, functional materials, and chemically active materials. Researchers at
Bosch therefore always think of components and subassemblies in the context of a system composed of
mutually interacting parts and subassemblies.

About MEMS/NEMS products and processes at Bosch

The company aims to advance future technology developments with benefits of new or better products
and processes across all business sectors and divisions. Microsystems and functional materials therefore
have a significant impact on Bosch’s products and systems, and have increasingly become important
throughout the automotive business. Bosch has reacted to the market pull coming from consumer, se-
curity, and health applications through the foundation of Bosch Sensortec, a hundred percent owned
subsidiary located in Reutlingen (Germany). The affiliated firm has access to Bosch’s Automotive Elec-
tronic division in Reutlingen. It can also react quickly and flexibly to requests coming from rapidly
growing markets and provide valuable input to drive innovation and the use of future technologies.
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Bosch GmbH and microsystems technology:

• Bosch looks back on a long technology tradition. The special ownership allows Bosch entrepreneurial
freedom for the investigation of long-term projects like micro and nanosystems.

• ’Advanced Functional Materials and Microsystem Technologies’ is one of Bosch’s research fields in ’Tech-
nologies of the Future’.

• It is anchored in Corporate Research with around 1,300 employees doing the groundwork for innovation.
The resulting technologies and products serve cross-divisional through all business segments.

I.2 Business case

I.2.1 The Bosch Process – Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE)

The Bosch Process

Deep Reactive Ion Etching is a highly anisotropic (directional) etch process which allows controlled ver-
tical etching of structures and geometries into silicon by alternating process steps of etching, passivation
and etching (see figure 4.2.4). Conventional photolithography and etching methods from the semicon-
ductor industry allowed only isotropic (non-directional) etching or very low-speed anisotropic etching
of silicon with etching depths limited to a few micrometers. It was in 1990 when a team of Bosch re-
searchers developed ideas of how silicon could be structured freely and with high precision. The basic
idea involved entire design teams for further development. The basic patent dates back to 1992 and has
constantly been further developed and refined [127]. However, it took an additional five years to solve
obstacles like simulation procedures and models for computer-supported configuration and optimiza-
tion. Finally, the first standard product, an acceleration sensor in an airbag, came off the product line in
1997.

By developing this process Bosch was able to mass-produce MEMS based sensors cost-effectively. Today,
the process is also commonly known as the "Bosch Process". It is almost indispensable for microsystems
technology as nearly all MEMS worldwide are based on this process. Other processes such as the wet
etching of silicon in potassium hydroxide solution have more or less completely been replaced. What
started in 1990 with testing of ideas, resulted ten years later in Bosch being the market leader in automo-
tive micromechanical sensors. Since 1992 the process has continuously been improved and is now also
used for etching high-aspect ratio through-silicon-vias in chip-stacking applications of semiconductor
products.

The Bosch Process – A micro structuring process for silicon:

• The core team initially consisted of a physicist and a material engineer developing a machine prototype
and process approach and involving entire design teams for further development.

• The process not only gave Bosch a method for cost-effective mass production, it almost replaced other
technologies like anisotropic wet etching of silicon in potassium hydroxide solution (KOH).

• Geographical proximity between the research team and the production/development site enabled the early
involvement of mass production and system integration aspects.
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Source: Bosch GmbH, presentation at Microsystem Innovations lecture, 10/2008.

Figure 4.2.4: Process steps and an example of a structure (a cross-section of a comb) manufactured by Deep
Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) known as Bosch Process.

I.3 MEMS project teams at Bosch

The innovation team

The core of the research team consisted of a physicist (Franz Lärmer) and a material engineer (Andrea
Urban) at the Bosch Corporate Research facility which is located in Gerlingen near Stuttgart. In con-
trast to the physicist’s former research work on femtosecond lasers and ultrashort laser-spectroscopy,
the work at Bosch focused on new microstructuring technologies and their application in manufactur-
ing of novel acceleration and pressure sensors for various automotive applications. By bringing in fresh
ideas, the material engineering graduate joined the research team just after graduation from academia.
Both were working on a technology which did not yet exist and the feasibility of finding a solution
to the technical challenge was doubted. As for this new technology, no facility existed to explore the
process, so the two researchers constructed a prototype to demonstrate it. In autumn 1992, for the first
time, they succeeded in etching freely carrying elements from silicon with this equipment. Because of
the short geographical distance to the future production site in Reutlingen, the team was able to bring
in the required input to the development staff for future mass production in these early phases of the
development.
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I.3.1 The people side of MEMS developments at Bosch

Leadership influences and roles

At Bosch, leadership and motivation play an important role in all phases of the MEMS innovation pro-
cess. In the case of fundamentally new technologies like the DRIE process, with a time horizon of 5 to
20 years, it is quite difficult to foresee how the world of technology and the market will develop. By
transferring enthusiasm for the technology itself and showing up technology consequences with result-
ing next steps, team members are often very motivated to increase their efforts over longer time. For
project teams in uncertain development phases, a good mixture between target orientation and to give
somebody her/his head is kept as a good leadership style. On the contrary, specifying and questioning
all statements in the innovation phase of MEMS does not always bring positive results. If the leadership
of project teams goes beyond this point, then the result might be an atmosphere of producing unreason-
ably positive future expectations, and pure assumptions in technology may be depicted as facts, which
are actually not facts at all. However, a ’good story’ with substantiated facts behind it is a good key for
success. Thus, in the early phases of MEMS there is no deterministic management process which leads
to the ’correct’ decisions with such time horizons.

MEMS developments at Bosch influence on different business sectors and divisions. Therefore, the early
phases and the innovativeness are influenced differently through different management levels. Apart
from the top management, large companies typically have a lower and middle management, who are
in general department managers. From those, many are extraordinarily innovative and willing to take
risks. The innovativeness and willingness to take risks decreases towards higher management levels
and comes back at the top management level. This does not mean that middle and top management
do not promote and demand innovations. However, the organizational structure of large companies in
general limits innovation steps beyond the continuous improvement of existing solutions which is felt
to be of "lower risk". As a consequence, escalation processes sometimes need to be started purpose-
fully and brought to the attention of top management levels. The top management is quite innovative
and sometimes steps into processes. One prominent example is the Elektronisches Stabilitätsprogramm
(ESPr), which is one of Bosch’s cash cow nowadays. It was a topic which was almost dying in the late
1980s/early 1990s. Then a top-level manager was personally taking mentorship for the project which
led to its final success.

Innovation driver

For projects like the DRIE process, an innovation driver plays an important role in promoting the project
in an uncertain environment. Fundamentally new technology developments inevitably encounter resis-
tance as several organizational and business specific functions are involved. The larger the organizations
are, an innovation driver with a high ’frustration tolerance’ and a kind of ’stubbornness’ is required for
long staying power. Innovation drivers seek allies, think about networks which could be supportive
to their idea, and they energetically produce evidence showing why their idea is good. At Bosch, such
potential future drivers of innovations in technologies are usually hired from universities through com-
mon application and selection processes. The majority usually enters the company after a university
education or doctoral studies, sometimes with a short experience as a post-doc in academia. Some of
these people develop towards an innovation driver role by supporting the promotion of innovations
and learning how to play the organizational culture for innovations.
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Team structure and team culture

The MEMS project team structure at Bosch is more focused on solution competences across several sci-
entific disciplines instead of one single engineering direction like mechanical engineering for example.
Team members need a solid electronics background. Moreover, know-how from chemistry and semicon-
ductors, signal processing, and packaging are necessary in MEMS project teams. Therefore, in the early
phases of MEMS developments at Bosch, people are required to bring along fantasy, technical expertise,
and in particular know-how from different scientific disciplines for interdisciplinary thinking.

For MEMS teams, the mix of people who can exceed technological limits is very important. To anchor
such projects like the DRIE process in large organizations, different characteristics of team members
are required. Often, new ideas and solutions for technology approaches are produced by ’technology
freaks’ or people with ’chaotic working’ styles as problem solvers. Technology generalists have more a
communicator function within the team and company, and ’politicians’ are necessary to affect manage-
ment discussions and decision making.

Centralization with close distances as team motivation

Since MEMS technology developments sometimes need years for single development steps ’a real work-
ing team’ is necessary to operate in such a broad field. This requires both close geographical distances
and a personal attitude towards technology, that focuses not on rapid career advancement but on sus-
tainability of working results. Additionally, decentralization disturbs and complicates the team building
process in long-term projects. The development of the DRIE process has profited from a centralization
of research activities at Gerlingen with close distance to Reutlingen where the development and pro-
duction site was located.

The people side of MEMS/NEMS:

• In the early phases, leadership should focus on the demonstration of technology’s possibilities rather than
controlling development steps, without losing goal orientation.

• Innovation hurdles resulting from different management levels may sometimes be by-passed through di-
rect top management involvement.

• In the early phases, team composition (competences, characteristics) has to reflect the project’s technical
complexity and long-term characteristics.

I.3.2 Building up know-how and experience

Know-how and experience

The development of new micro-structuring technologies was a completely new field for the inventors
and the DRIE process research team. For them, missing experience in this field was rather a chance to
develop something really new instead of a blocking point. Even though missing experience meant the
team could get caught in technical traps which others had already been caught, the possibility of a sys-
tematic build up of their own know-how and resulting experience enabled them to test and experience
different technology approaches.

Bosch obtains know-how for new topics in microsystems from customers, competitors, internal experts,
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and from scientific publications. Divisions like Power Tools also introduced open innovation approaches
to tap customer’s know-how. Resulting trends of potential markets and technologies in MEMS/NEMS
are then analyzed by scenario analysis and aligned with needs of different Bosch divisions. Then Bosch’s
typical procedure starts. By screening everything that is left and right of a respective technology tech-
nical solution approaches are systematically ‘ploughed through’ and evaluated in terms of their ap-
plicability. The systematic approach does not only support the build up of their own know-how and
capabilities in MEMS, it also reduces the possibility of the project reaching a dead end. In order to test
or receive promising technology approaches Bosch also utilizes its numerous partnerships with aca-
demic institutions by discussing potential MEMS/NEMS technologies with different institutes.

Building up know-how and experience:

• Missing experience and know-how enabled the research team to build up their own new knowledge basis.

• The systematic build up produces new capabilities in MEMS and reduces dead ends in later project phases.

I.3.3 Process from idea to new MEMS concepts – Testing and adaption

Uncertainty reduction through own market studies

Bosch’s MEMS development teams distinguish between incremental and evolutionary developments.
While incremental innovations (e.g. a new rotary rate sensor) are focused on better functionality and
economic aspects considerations about next generation sensors or devices with fundamentally new
functionalities are planned years in advance.

The development of the DRIE process has provided Bosch competitive advantages for its MEMS prod-
ucts. This has pushed Bosch’s own automotive sensor business forward, and has enabled Bosch to enter
new markets through its subsidiary Bosch Sensortec. As MEMS technology has matured, evolutionary
innovations from Bosch have to meet market needs (market pull). Market entry is often far in the future,
and time to market is therefore crucial for sensors with fundamentally new functions. Bosch’s MEMS
project teams reduce such uncertainties by testing the market with their own studies of new sensor con-
cepts (e.g. through Bosch Sensortec) and through the involvement of external consultants in order to
increase plausibility by using different databases.

Process from idea to new MEMS/NEMS concepts:

• Fundamental new sensor concepts are planned several years in advance with close market orientation and
technology adaption.

• Market evaluation and entry is an anticipating process, reducing uncertainty through both company led
and external market studies.

I.4 Summary and conclusions

Bosch is a technology based and technology driven company. The development of the DRIE process
provided Bosch the opportunity to build up a unique knowledge basis and capabilities including design
and manufacturing skills utilized for low cost MEMS mass production. At the beginning, the core of
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the Bosch Process project team consisted of a physicist and a material science engineer. Both people
were enthusiastic but new to the technology and relatively new in the company. This allowed them
to start the development being almost free from organizational constraints and to drive the process
of development from idea to mass production over several years. Therefore, from the people side,
technology developments like the Bosch Process require long technological and organizational staying
power from the project team, and this must be reflected in the team composition.

In the selection of projects, Bosch differs between incremental developments with economic focus and
evolutionary MEMS developments where new functions are planned over several years. Such tech-
nology innovations are supported through Bosch’s special ownership structure which supports long-
term investments. With the build up of a new production site in Reutlingen and the establishment of
Bosch Sensortec, Bosch was able to provide resulting products from the DRIE process beyond the au-
tomotive business. Simultaneously, market information and competitor technology intelligence ensure
external orientation of the innovation process and future input for new technology developments in
MEMS/NEMS.
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4.2.2 Case II: Colibrys SA – MS8000 series accelerometers

II.1 Company profile

Turnover (revenue), employees, products and services

Colibrys is an international microsystems company, offering its customers standard and semi-custom
sensors and actuators for harsh environments, industrial, and instrumentation markets. With more than
160 employees (status: 2007) and a turnover of about 30 million CHF (v C�� 19.1 million, status: 2006), the
company produces specialized sensors for seismic, vibration, inertial, and tilt sensing (see figure 4.2.5).
Colibrys does not focus on consumer markets, but focuses on niche markets in military/aerospace, in-
dustry, and energy (oil & gas) with safety critical applications [276]. Moreover, the company offers
contract manufacturing services for complete micro electromechanical systems product development,
from chip design to manufacturing and testing (see figure 4.2.7). Manufacturing services for fabless
companies are provided at the headquarters in Neuchâtel (Switzerland) and at a subsidiary in Stafford
(Texas, USA).

Motion Sensors – Sensing Focus, Characteristics, Application Fields
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c Capacitive accelerometers MS8000, HS8000, MS9000, military / aerospace, industry, energy (oil & gas)
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d Capacitive sensors NEW IRIS9003 military / aerospace, industry, energy (oil & gas)

Source: Colibrys, www.colibrys.ch, 2010.

Figure 4.2.5: Colibrys motion sensors – Sensing focus, major characteristics, and application fields.

About Colibrys Ltd and the MS8000 series

Founded as spin-off from Centre Suisse d’Electronique et de Microtechnique SA (CSEM) in 2001, the
company focused initially on foundry services for MEMS products. The mother company CSEM is a
CHF 66 million (v C�� 42 million) privately held research and development company, mainly active in
micro and nanotechnologies with 28 spin-offs and start-ups, and 390 employees (excluding spin-offs,
status: 2008) [277]. Both, Colibrys and CSEM, are located in the same building and cooperate closely in
research, development, and the promotion of MEMS technology for example through NEXUS, a Euro-
pean network in microsystem technology. In 2004, business activities were refocused towards becoming
a niche market manufacturer of high-end motion sensors [276]. Through an acquisition of Applied
MEMS in Stafford (Texas) in 2004, Colibrys did not only expand its limited production capacities at
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Neuchâtel, but also installed a presence in a strategically growing region. In order to be represented
in the major markets for high performance and high reliability sensors, the company continuously in-
creased its global sales network with distribution partners from 2004 through 2010 (see figure 4.2.6).
As a privately owned company, Colibrys does not publish distribution and sales figures. It is run by a
management team consisting of the founders, originally from CSEM, and further members bringing in
broad experience of major Swiss MEMS and semiconductor companies.

Colibrys – International Sales Network
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Figure 4.2.6: Global sales network at Colibrys.

The basic idea of the technology concept of the MS8000 accelerometer is rooted in the watch industry in
Neuchâtel. Primarily technology push oriented, the predecessor institute of CSEM, Centre Electronique
Horloger S.A., explored possibilities of micromechanical capacitive accelerometers with silicon technol-
ogy in the beginning of 1980’s [278]. The principle is based on a microscale proof mass which is fixed
with torsion bars as springs and linked to a digital readout circuit measuring capacitance [279]. Today,
the technology is the core of a broad spectrum of sensor innovations at Colibrys. The company protects
its technology innovations with more than 200 patents (status: 2010).

Centered research and development embossed by high precision and high reliability

Research and development activities are embossed by their origin in the watch industry through high
precision and high reliability. In a rapidly changing technology field, research collaboration through
national and international programs (e.g. 7th Framework Programme (FP7)) is an important source of
accessing know-how and financial resources for joint projects. Centered research, development, design
and production activities at the headquarters (see figure 4.2.7), give Colibrys easy the means for com-
petence oriented collaboration with national research institutes from academia and industry. Shared
research activities do not only enable easy knowledge exchange with experts, but moreover, they pro-
vide access to infrequently used cleanroom facilities, which reduces own capital intensive assets.
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The initial accelerometer principle was continuously developed towards higher sensitivity and low
power consumption. On the one hand, this facilitated the introduction of the acceleration element into
other sensing fields, e.g. seismic sensing. On the other hand, it has also driven R&D of assembly and
packaging towards low stress high temperature assembly (die attach) and hermetically sealed ceramic
packages. This was the basis for adaption of sensors for harsh environment and semi-custom solutions.
Moreover, new developments are directed towards entering the high performance navigation grade
market, displacing expensive competitive solutions by MEMS servo accelerometers [23]. R&D is also
targeted towards a high performance ’vibrating gyroscope’, measuring angular velocity and accelera-
tion (as an option), offering broad applications from industry (e.g. robotics) to aerospace applications
[280].
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Source: Colibrys, Transitioning from a contract manufacturing business model to that of a niche

market microsystem solution provider, COMS, Copenhagen, 08/2009, [281].

Figure 4.2.7: Colibrys design and manufacturing strategy.

Colibrys and MS8000 series accelerometers:

• The accelerometer concept was improved over more than 10 years. Today, it is basis of various sensor
concepts for high precision and reliability in harsh environments.

• Consolidated research and development allow easy channeling of external collaboration, overall cost re-
duction, and a flexible outsourcing or in-house development strategy (see figure 4.2.7).

• As a small and medium sized company, its business strategy is to position itself in niche sensor markets. By
providing high performance products, Colibrys is to a great extent decoupled from the business of major
players in automotive and consumer segments.

II.2 Business case

II.2.1 MS8000 series accelerometers

MS8000 series accelerometers – A system in a package sensor

The technology of capacitive bulk micromachined accelerometers is based on fabrication and bonding
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of three structured silicon wafers (see figure 4.2.8). By using a double side masking step for the middle
wafer, a planar proof mass and spring can be realized. The processing of the middle wafer is perfectly
symmetrical with respect to the front and back side [282]. The wafers are bonded to ensure a hermeti-
cally sealed cavity for the spring-mass system. Bonding is processed at high temperature (> 1000◦C) by
Silicon Wafer Bonding (SWB) ensuring an optimal gas damping [282]. Damping is a key performance
feature requiring a precise control since it shapes the sensor’s major characteristics (sensitivity, acceler-
ation range). Since the early 1980’s the design and manufacturing processes for the accelerometer and
sensor, respectively, have been continuously improved. Outsourced manufacturing of custom electron-
ics reduced the number of internal processes, expensive infrastructure, and equipment (see figure 4.2.7).
By having a proprietary readout circuit, consisting of a stable low power ASIC, the system allows both
semi-custom and baseline internal sensor realization.

Top electrode

Middle electrode

Bottom electrode

Ceramic packaging

Mass

Spring

Force

Die

attach

Wafer

bonding

Source: Colibrys, MEMS accelerometer element, Habibi (2008) [283]. © 2008, IEEE.

Figure 4.2.8: Schematic view of the measurement principle of a MEMS accelerometer in a MS8000 sensor.

Accelerometer sensors in the MS8000 series allow inertial and tilt sensing of accelerations caused by
shocks or vibration. A ceramic packaging provides low thermal expansion characteristics and high me-
chanical stability for force transmission (see figure 4.2.9). The major feature of the MS8000 is a hybrid
solution (system in a package) and a die attach technology that reduces the stress level on MEMS die.
As hard glue increases stress field but also bias stability, Colibrys developed a method to ensure a stable
die assembly without constraints.

MEMS accelerometer
(Chip Scale Package)

Ceramic packaging

Die attach / assembly

Custom electronics

Source: Colibrys, MS8000 data sheet, www.colibrys.com, 04/2010.

Figure 4.2.9: Fully packed and opened MS8000 sensor.

MS8000 series accelerometers:

• The MS8000 is a modular sensor manufactured by hybrid assembly (system in a package). Core technolo-
gies are the three wafer bonded accelerometer and die attach technology allowing accelerations up to 100g.

• Hybrid design enables semi-custom products. Separate design and manufacturing reduces the overall cost.
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II.3 MS8000 series accelerometers project team

Start of the project team

Since the mid 1990’s CSEM worked on concepts of MEMS industrialization, responding to growing mar-
ket needs for customized microsystem products. Bulk silicon micromechanics for capacitive pressure
and acceleration sensors was one pillar of the concept. The aim was to realize an associated packag-
ing line with a flexible manufacturing concept that could handle many products having relatively low
quantities [284]. The physicist Felix Rudolf, working on acceleration sensors and MEMS technologies
since the mid 1980’s, was the driver of the accelerometer technology concept at CSEM since 1996. As
co-founder of Colibrys in 2001, and today being in the function of CTO, he dedicates his strength to the
alignment of technology and product roadmaps with Colibrys business strategy.

II.3.1 The people side of acceleration sensors and MEMS project teams

Leadership in MEMS project teams

Leadership in the development phase of MEMS technologies and company growth has to transfer cus-
tomers’ needs into the idea phase of technology developments. In a dynamic market, the resulting
business model has to take into consideration customers’ situations in actual economic conditions, the
political climate, and influencing societal trends (e.g. energy) [285]. Having identified and evaluated
potential ideas for new technology approaches, leadership must in the early phases carefully weigh fi-
nancial impacts on further investments. This was of special importance as privately held companies like
Colibrys strongly depend on investors for long-term technology strategies. Major tasks and characteris-
tics of leaders for innovations are:

• Definition of required technological competences for the project team: by filtering opportunities
with core competences, a clear deduction of the required competences from engineering to pro-
duction becomes the basis for new technology developments.

• Building an innovation culture: reducing and balancing the trade-off between focused research
according to predetermined process and providing MEMS project team scope of development for
something new.

Especially for MEMS, where complex technologies from different disciplines like mechanics, electron-
ics, and silicon technologies overlap, a profound technical basis by the leadership is a key to pushing
forward new technologies, internally and externally.

Team structure and team culture

The team structure of MEMS project teams is characterized by a mix of technology competences and
different character attributes of the team members. The core of a team typically consists of natural sci-
entists, mechanical engineers, and electrical engineers who must understand functions on the micro
and nanoscale and must link new functions towards manufacturing possibilities. For identification and
transfer of ideas (functions) into silicon, teams in the early phases consisted of highly creative and vi-
sionary members. Additionally, project teams needed more detail oriented members. Their task was to
balance feasibility of new functions and potential future trade-offs before the development phase. Ad-
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dressing broad manufacturing aspects already in the early phases was fundamental to introducing new
concepts into the clear structured ’new product introduction plan’ (see figure 4.2.10).

The people side of acceleration sensors and MEMS project teams:

• Leadership is focused in matching niche market opportunities with core competences in research and pro-
duction.

• Team structure was interdisciplinary. By having visionary and detailed oriented members, it was aimed to
develop new technology ideas with a simultaneous check of feasibility and production requirements in the
early phases of projects.

• The key motivation for the MS8000 accelerometer team was anchored in the technology and commercial-
ization by a spin-off [284].

II.3.2 Building up know-how and experience

Building up know-how and experience

Pushed by exploring possibilities of silicon technologies for watch industry in the mid 1980’s, MEMS
based accelerometers were new for the Centre Electronique Horloger S.A. (predecessor to CSEM). The
R&D characteristics and industry related research of the institute allowed the research team to sys-
tematically build up, test, and continuously adapt a knowledge base in MEMS technologies. Detailed
know-how in microsystems, mechanics, and electronics was available, or could be easily exchanged
with other departments at CSEM. Of greater importance was the buildup of know-how and experience
in bridging technical limits to develop a working system and understanding the trade-offs in mechanics
and electronics on the microscale. Still located in the same building after the spin-off, the close distance
to the mother institute and academia helped Colibrys to advance technology know-how and new sensor
concepts.

Knowledge of real market needs

The dynamic MEMS market must be experienced. The availability of expertise from basic research to
production was not a guarantee for success. Missing know-how of market needs for MEMS accelerome-
ters and services was painfully experienced after the spin-off. The downturn of the telecom industry in
2002/2003 forced Colibrys to re-think their business model. Market know-how was not only achieved
through intensive customer surveys and contact. Moreover, end customer segments (e.g. energy, indus-
try) were analyzed and Colibrys presented low cost alternative MEMS to customers. By presenting a
global presence at major sensor fairs and conferences market and technology know-how could be com-
plemented.
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Building up know-how and experience:

• Creation of know-how near technical limits across different scientific disciplines was the key of the ac-
celerometer concept. Missing experience provided the opportunity to buildup and test new technology
approaches.

• Informal networks and close collaboration with academia helped to access know-how (people) and to
discuss feasibility of new concepts.

• External networks (e.g. NEXUS MEMS) facilitated Colibrys diffusion and classification of own expertise in
the start-up phase. This was the basis for an appropriate adaption of market needs and business model.

II.3.3 Process from idea to new concepts

Vision as guidance for business innovation model

The MS8000 series accelerometers are a cornerstone of Colibrys’ two main accelerometer concepts pre-
sently. The technology’s vision was to realize highly precise, high performance, and reliable accelerom-
eters processed by MEMS technologies at low cost. Even though a product (accelerometer) was already
available, initial company strategy was to produce customized MEMS products by being a MEMS tech-
nology solution provider. This not only resulted in the need to support multiple processes and finan-
cially intensive multi-year development, but also caused high dependency on the customer’s success.
Dependency was reduced through an adaption of the business model. Becoming a motion sensor man-
ufacturer with standard products, where the original accelerometer concept was a key element, sta-
bilized Colibrys market position. The foundry service helped to build up new manufacturing capa-
bilities and keep them at high level. Providing high-end technologies and having standard products
strengthened the market position and increased the possibility to become a long-term partner for poten-
tial customers. Colibrys’ business strategy turned towards a niche market MEMS supplier, producing
low/middle quantities of high performance devices with high profit margins.

Technology and product development

Colibrys MEMS project teams distinguish between fundamental new technology developments for com-
pany product segments and customer related developments. Being ISO certified, new product develop-
ments strongly rely on a defined process (see figure 4.2.10). The first two steps before the development
decision ("DR2") are addressed to analyze customer’s needs and to determine the internal and external
competences for design, fabrication technology, packaging, and testing. Before starting the develop-
ment process, each project is analyzed by a cross-functional team that brings in technology and business
aspects.

Research and development in MEMS is expensive. Ideas of fundamentally new technologies and prod-
ucts are planned years in advance. In order to understand primary physical interactions and mechanical
forces at microscale (e.g. for vibrating gyroscope) [280] modeling is required before continuing with a
feasibility test. Usually, such ideas and feasibility tests are embedded in a research program over several
years. Research programs often include governmental institutions and different academic partners.
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New product introduction plan:

• Proposal phase: analyze customer’s needs, addressing internal / external competences

• Feasibility phase: identify technical challenges, proposal of design solutions

• Development phase: characterization of design, adaptation to internal development rules

• Industrialization phase: stabilization of production, staff training

• Ramp-up phase: low volume delivery of qualified products

• Production phase: high level products, traceability of manufacturing steps
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Figure 4.2.10: New product introduction plan at Colibrys.

Process from idea to new technologies and products:

• New technology ideas are planned years in advance. Close collaboration with academia helps to test the
feasibility of concepts.

• Project evaluation is based on financial returns and niche market potentials.

• Customer development underlies a structured process with customer involvement and a cross-functional
decision team.

II.4 Summary and conclusions

Colibrys manufactures high-end performance and reliability motion sensors for harsh environments.
The turnaround from a pure technology provider with foundry services towards a component manufac-
turer stabilized market position and reduced dependency. The new business model and niche markets
required high flexibility in production. The combination of separate elements (e.g. accelerometer, elec-
tronics) into a system in package allowed high product variety and a required flexible manufacturing
concept. Continuous development of accelerometer and die attach technology for hybrid assembly were
basic technologies for entering new niches (e.g. navigation) providing low cost alternatives to existing
products.

High performance sensors require the latest developments in sensor technology and production. On the
one hand, technology development was pushed by the custom manufacturing services. On the other
hand, the project team’s geographic proximity to national research institutions allowed easy collabo-
ration on new concepts. Joint projects were an important factor in promoting Colibrys as a high-tech
company and attracting highly qualified staff.
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4.2.3 Case III: IBM Research Zurich – Probe storage – Nanotechnology for future
data storage

III.1 Company profile (IBM Corporation and IBM Zurich Research)

Turnover (revenue), employees, products and services

International Business Machines Corporation (IBM) is a leading international information technology
company operating in over 170 countries worldwide. In 2009, IBM generated a total worldwide rev-
enue of US$ 95.785 billion (see figure 4.2.11) over its five operating product and service segments. With
its nearly 400,000 employees (2009, including owned subsidiaries) the company develops and manufac-
tures products and services related to advanced information technology, including networking systems
and technology services, software, storage systems, and micro and nanoelectronics. IBM transforms
R&D efforts from advanced and emerging technologies into customer value through its business opera-
tions, offering a range of services and technologies which includes business and IT consulting, hardware,
software, financing, research, and chip technologies.
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c Revenue in 2009; total revenue 2009: US$ 95,785 mill. (thereof others: US$ 898 mill.).
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Figure 4.2.11: IBM business segments and revenue.

R&D organization (IBM Research, Development and Engineering)

IBM Research, Development and Engineering consist of more than 60 research and development centers
located around the globe. Research and development are foundations of IBM’s business success. IBM
spends around 6 % (status: 2009) of its US$ 5.82 billion revenue for scientific research and the application
of scientific advances to the development of new and improved products. Close to customers, around
25,000 developers (status: 2009) from Development and Engineering combine their efforts on products
and services from IBM’s complete product and service portfolio. Around 3,000 researchers (status: 2009)
are engaged in basic and applied sciences for development of technologies and devices of the future
information industry at eight research sites of the IBM Research division (see figure 4.2.12).
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IBM’s Research Laboratories have an excellent reputation in scientific communities. Researchers work
in all fields of information technologies – from mathematics and information technology to physics,
chemistry, material sciences, and electronics to system integration. All IBM Research and Development
centers foster continuous know-how transfer between industry and academia through close collabo-
ration with leading universities and scientific institutes. One example is the founding of a joint facility
with ETH Zurich (Switzerland) in 2009 with an investment of US$ 90 million for an exploratory research
center in nanosciences. Research from IBM Research Laboratories in fundamental sciences resulted in a
number of Nobel Prize Winners. Four of the five IBM Laureates were from the European research lab in
Zurich.
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Figure 4.2.12: Global IBM Research Laboratories.

About IBM Zurich Research Laboratory and data storage

The IBM Zurich Research Laboratory was founded in 1956 as first lab outside of the USA and provides
work for around 350 researchers (status: 2009). The research lab has one of the four Industry Solution
Labs (see figure 4.2.12) providing tailor-made solutions to specific industries. The Industrial Solution
Labs are separate organizations with own product development laboratories. IBM customers have the
possibility to get firsthand experience from IBM experts and develop solutions for their own organi-
zation. Since the invention of magnetic disk in the early-1950s IBM storage research pioneered every
significant development in magnetic disk storage. Storage technologies are one of IBM Zurich Research
Lab’s key research areas (see figure 4.2.13). The tremendous increase in demand of data storage in
the past three decades pushed the technical limits of IBM’s advanced server and storage technologies.
Research is therefore focused on the reliability and security of the entire storage hierarchy. As actual
technologies like tape systems are critical to follow further increase of storage density and performance
novel technologies like solid-state storage, phase-change memory, and probe storage are investigated.

IBM Zurich Research Laboratory and data storage:

• Research, Development and Engineering in fundamental and applied sciences are cornerstones of IBM’s
business success. At this point, eight sites are spanning a global research network.

• Data storage products and solutions are an integrated part of an IT solution. IBM investigates all relevant
storage technologies and drives probe storage as an emerging technology.

• IBM Zurich Research Laboratory has strong roots in nanotechnology. With probe storage technologies
it interlinks existing CMOS and MEMS technologies with new ideas in nanomechanics to form a highly
interdisciplinary project.
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IBM Zurich Research Laboratory – Research Areas
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Figure 4.2.13: Research areas of IBM Zurich Research Laboratory.

III.2 Business case

III.2.1 Probe storage – Nanotechnology for future data storage

Probe storage concept

Probe storage devices are based on techniques that use cantilevers with nanometer-sized tips to modify
or detect structured (a indentation = ’1’) or non-structured (no indentation = ’0’) material at the nanome-
ter scale [87] (see figure 4.2.14, 4.2.15).
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Source: adapted from Nanotechnologie für zukünftige Datenspeicher, presentation at Microsystem Innova-

tions lecture, 12/2008; picture source: IBM Zurich Research Laboratory, [286]. © 2000, IEEE.

Figure 4.2.14: Probe storage concept and prototype.
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Similar tools were used as for the visualization and investigation of matter such as the scanning tunnel-
ing microscope (STM) and the atomic force microscope (AFM) [87, 287]. As magnetic data storage has
expected limits (∼ 250 Gb/in2) in the near future [288, 289], probe devices are considered to be an ultra-
high-density, low-access-time, and a low-power alternative to conventional magnetic or semiconductor
data storage [289]. For the realization of the concept, AFM, STM, and micro electromechanical systems
(MEMS) techniques were combined and integrated as a device on a single chip.

The core components of a probe storage system are a two-dimensional array of silicon probes (can-
tilevers) and a micromechanical scanner (see figure 4.2.14). The x/y micro scanner moves the storage
medium with nanometer-scale accuracy relative to the cantilever array. For reading, writing and eras-
ing functions (see figure 4.2.15), the cantilever tips are brought into contact with the thin film polymer
coated silicon substrate (storage medium). Writing is performed by a resistive heater in the cantilever
which heats the tip up to 400 ◦C. The tip softens the polymer, is then pressed in, and leaves a inden-
tation. This mechanism also allows local erasing of bits by a local heating of the deformed volume
which springs back to its original shape. Reading is performed through the measurement of the heater
resistivity during scanning while the cantilever is continuously heated by a direct current (see figure
4.2.15).
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Figure 4.2.15: Probe storage: thermomechanical writing and reading.

The idea for probe storage devices grew out of the fact that using AFM probes could produce a ’nano
punch card’ similar to the principle of the punching cards in the 1950s, but different in dimension and
with erasing capabilities. Already in the mid 1990s, IBM demonstrated the fabrication of first cantilever
arrays for data storage and imaging. Inspired by the thousands of legs of the millipede insect the project
initially received the naming of "The Millipede Project". A first prototype chip with 1,024 tips was pre-
sented in 2002, a second one in 2005 with 4,000 cantilevers. Through the development of probe storage
concepts, IBM could enhance its know-how and experience in different micro and nanotechnology fields
which is also important for other technologies like CMOS fabrication in semiconductors [290]. Result-
ing capabilities in micro and nanofabrication facilitated manufacturing and control of variations at the
nanoscale. Additionally, the investigation enabled the integration of a diverse set of materials (e.g. poly-
mer and silicon) and devices on the same chip.
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Probe storage technology:

• Probe storage devices use micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) scanning probes for data storage on
thin polymer films.

• The "Millipede Project" merges fundamental research in materials on nanoscale, nanomechanics, micro and
nanofabrication and system integration.

• The technology was developed as existing technology (e.g. magnetic storage) is expected to reach minia-
turization and density limits in the near future.

III.3 Probe storage development team at IBM Zurich Research Lab

The innovation team

It was in 1995, when a team of an electrical engineer, Peter Vettiger and a physicist, Gerd Binnig started a
newly formed micro and nanomechanics group at IBM Zurich Research Laboratory. Both were working
for IBM for more than one and a half decade and knew the research landscape of the company. By using
the principles of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) of which Gerd Binnig was co-inventor, they
drove the investigation and development in the field of atomic force microscopes (AFM) for potential
application as storage device. The investigation was driven by two major groups at IBM Zurich, the
Micro- and Nanomechanics Group and the Advanced Storage Technology Group with more than 20
researchers (status: 2008).

III.3.1 The people side of the probe storage project team

Leadership the in innovation phase and product phase

The development of fundamental new concepts for probe storage technologies experienced two major
phases in project and leadership. In phase one – the innovation phase (early phases) – where technology
uncertainty is high, a high degree of technological creativity is required by the project team. Creativity
and novelty are fostered by a long-term vision with intermediate development steps to allow the real-
ization of employees’ ’undoable ideas’. This phase requires an intensive team work. Technical limits
and new technology approaches in micro/nano are tested over scientific disciplines using the system-
atic ’trial and error’ principle. In the case of probe storage, the limit was 1 bit at the atomic level. Even
though the innovation phase may last for years, management should allow a high degree of freedom
in applying different technologies for potential applications. An authoritative leadership style by the
team leader or management is therefore counterproductive in this phase. Rather, the team of experts
decides the next development steps in a democratic process. Resulting concepts may differ from the
previewed storage device product portfolio or show an intermediate step to the original envisioned
application. In the second phase – the development phase (new product development) – the new con-
cept is transformed towards further development and production, testing, implementation, and service.
Here leadership is required to give structure with clear milestones in development and plans towards
applications and market entry.
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Innovation driver

A far reaching vision, saving bits on the atomic level, requires someone who develops and drives the
idea on the technological and management levels. In the case of probe storage devices, there was initially
a team of three people with expertise in AFM, STM, and micro and nanofabrication. The team was able
to push their ideas from the bottom up towards management. As a positive consequence the team was
continuously growing. At that stage it was of high importance to motivate new members for the project.

The main drivers at all stages of the project were its original inventors. By combining expertise at the
team level, they had a coaching rather than a leading function. It was more important to build a team
culture that allowed the making of errors and that could apply lessons learned to anticipate potential
problems. Innovation drivers are not recruited at IBM. Often the driver is the owner of the vision and
has an intrinsic motivation to push the topic forward.

Team structure and team culture

When the probe storage project team was set up, the mix of people covering the project’s visionary and
long-term characteristics was of major importance. The team structure was more focused on people
with creative ideas related to the ultimate vision of atomic level storage, which required a highly in-
terdisciplinary scientific background, rather than narrow expertise in probe technology. Consequently,
researchers outside of probe storage technologies were deliberately introduced to the team in the inno-
vation phase. Team members changed in a later stage of the project. When the prototype was visible,
the team constitution changed towards engineering, as priorities changed towards detailed technologi-
cal problem solving.

Development times of single project steps (e.g. thermomechanical writing, reading) usually needed
several years. A positive attitude towards the innovation and the willingness to interplay with other
teams, locally in Zurich and globally, was a precondition of joining the team. Team members with
highly interdisciplinary background were not only found internally at IBM, but also through the close
collaboration of global IBM Research sites and academia.

Intensive team work with interdisciplinary characters is inevitably intertwined with the creation of a
team culture accepting errors. Moreover, the team culture is strongly influenced by the explorative
nature of the project. As concepts on micro and nanoscale require multidisciplinary approaches, new
approaches often result in testing out of different technical ideas. This definitely causes failures. How-
ever, allowing failures and describing the errors with an interdisciplinary view was already a part of the
problem solution in the probe storage project. Accepting errors within the team was therefore the basis
for an innovation culture of the probe storage project team. IBM creates a frame for innovations through
financial support of topics that come from the bottom up. It also supports team building activities locally,
globally, and facilitates easy communication through its internally developed IT infrastructure solutions.

Technology vision as a motivational factor

Team motivation was driven through the technology vision (1 bit on atomic level) and explorative char-
acter of the project. Developing a new technology as an alternative to magnetic, optical, and flash
storage, which apparently reached their technical limits, turned out to be a long-term source of team
motivation. As in the mid 1990s, nanotechnology increased in popularity, the project meant that the
team and the company were again pioneers in nanotechnology, following the inventions of the AFM
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and STM in the mid 1980’s. The company’s motivation for the development of fundamentally new
technologies was driven by business and the market to provide customers future alternative storage
solutions.

The people side of the probe storage development:

• Leadership is different in the probe storage development project: (I) innovation phase – fostering idea
testing, and (II) product phase – giving structure through milestone setting.

• The innovation driver transferred the project’s explorative character into a team culture where technical
errors were allowed. Especially in the early phases the driver acted as catalyst for new ideas within the
team and towards management.

• The motivational factors for the team were: (I) being pioneers of a new technology and (II) creating an
alternative technology thereby securing existing or providing new business opportunities.

III.3.2 Building up know-how and experience

Cross-fertilization and know-how diffusion for knowledge building

Building up of know-how and experience in probe storage on the nanoscale resulted in a cross-fertili-
zation of several research groups. The idea of data storage at atomic level was nurtured through former
experiences in AFMs and STMs [291]. However, the concept needed fundamental research in several
areas like polymers, materials for semiconductors, and micro and nanofabrication. Close distances to
internal and external research groups near Zurich and internal/external informal networks helped to
build up know-how, increased information flow, and knowledge transfer. On the other hand the newly
created knowledge of the probe storage team was of fundamental importance to other research groups
at IBM Zurich. For example, accurate positioning of the tips on nanoscale allowed nanopatterning and
a processing of structures on the atomic/molecular level.

Building up know-how through knowledge diffusion and attracting experts for collaboration

Knowledge diffusion of the project within the company and research community promoted the project
and research in probe technologies. Diffusion was achieved through project related moves of team mem-
bers within IBM Research groups. This helped not only to transfer explicit knowledge, it also helped
to diffuse and access tacit knowledge as team constitution changed. As experience and know-how cre-
ation is strongly dependent on the interaction of individuals with different experience levels, research
students from academia were continuously (temporarily) introduced to parts of the project. The mix
of experienced team members and young researches helped to broaden the diversity of skills. Further-
more, this had an ambassador function for IBM as being a creative innovation leader with cutting edge
technologies in nanotechnologies, making IBM attractive for young researchers.
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Building up know-how and experience in probe storage:

• Knowledge diffusion anchored the project within IBM and academia.

• It resulted in a cross-fertilization for IBM’s research groups, and attracted international experts for the
project.

• It promoted IBM as being a technology company and a pioneer in nanotechnology.

III.3.3 Process from idea to new concepts – Using the vision as a working tool

Technology vision as a ’compass function’ for the project team

A technology development from scratch with radical character requires definitely intermediate steps in
the vision. The first probe storage prototypes of the Millipede Project (see figure 4.2.15) set the path
towards the vision of 1 bit at the atomic level. The vision had an indispensable ’compass function’,
especially in the innovation phase when technology is highly uncertain. With a changing environment
resulting from rival technologies and market changes over a long time frame the vision had to be con-
tinuously developed and adapted by the team.

Long-term projects like the Millipede Project will certainly be financially evaluated for an intermediate
return on investment. Potential products have to meet market requirements which result in moving
targets for the project. The cyclical process leads to a continuous testing and adaption of the technology
approach and vision to market needs. In the case of probe storage devices, the targeted market had a
primary focus on data storage to satisfy the increasing data demand of consumer products. However,
existing technologies (e.g. flash memory, hard-disks drives) developed and still continue the miniatur-
ization trend with increased storage density. Hence, vision and technology had to be modified and were
also directed towards other applications in structuring materials on nanoscale, molecular and atomic
manipulation, and data storage applications for harsh environments.

Developing competences and products

A purely financial evaluation would have killed the project. After more than 10 years of research, de-
velopment, and engineering there was a proof of concept demonstrated by two prototypes, but not yet
a mass product. Apart from potential products for future markets, the project provided non-financial
returns of high importance:

• New competences: the buildup of new capabilities, skills, and network of experts through the
whole product chain from fundamental material characteristics to system integration facilitated
other developments in micro and nanotechnologies at IBM.

• Image as technology company and innovation leader: the project positioned IBM as a leader in
nanotechnology which is to be of high societal implication [37] and shows a promotional leverage
for IBM’s existing products and services.
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Process from idea to new technologies:

• The vision provides orientation on a long-term basis for tools, processes, and the project team.

• Continuous market testing and adaption of the vision enforces intermediate development steps.

• Returns of technology developments are not only financial in nature. New capabilities and skills may be
beneficial to a broad spectrum of product portfolios.

III.4 Summary and conclusions

IBM in its core is a technology company and innovation is the heartbeat for its IT solutions and services.
Moreover, IBM is the pacemaker in storage technologies for IT solutions and shows a long technology
tradition in all major storage technologies. Probe storage was a fundamentally new technology approach
for data storage with the potential for more than 1 Tbit/in2 (> 200 GByte on a SD Card).

Initially named "The Millipede Project", the project was initiated by a multidisciplinary team of three ba-
sic scientists and engineers. The team grew to two large groups with more than 20 members and close
collaboration with academia. Inspired by technology and the resulting possibilities, the project team
developed new expertise ranging from material characteristics to system integration. Major challenges
were from technological feasibility, long-term stability, and rival (existing) technologies.

Key factors for the success from idea to the first prototypes were:

• An interdisciplinary and creative team with lateral thinkers creating trust, respect, and a culture
dealing with errors.

• The formation of informal networks within IBM Corporation and other research institutions proved
to be beneficial for access to expertise, know-how transfer (people) and access to special equip-
ment.

• Knowledge diffusion facilitated a cross-fertilization of research groups and an anchoring of the
project within the organization through ’project alumni’.

The build up of a knowledge base, new capabilities, and a network of experts within IBM provided a
competence base throughout probe storage technologies.
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4.2.4 Case IV: ILFORD Imaging GmbH – Layer technology / Nano pigment ink for
inkjet photo media

IV.1 Company profile

Turnover (revenue), employees, products and services

Ilford Imaging Switzerland GmbH is a leading international company which produces photographic
materials. The brand Ilford is known worldwide for its black-and-white films, papers and chemicals.
Today, Ilford Imaging with its 260 employees (status: 2009), produces high quality dyes for inkjet inks,
inkjet papers, and materials for photographic color processes (see figure 4.2.16). The inkjet business
closely interlinks micro electromechanical (MEMS) based printer head manufacturers, ink companies,
and paper producers.

Located in Marly (Switzerland), the company produces and sells under the own Ilford brand name and
offers manufacturing services for Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM). Acting as a profit center,
Ilford Imaging is one of more than 300 subsidiaries and affiliates of Oji Paper Co. Ltd. Headquartered in
Tokyo (Japan), Oji Paper Group is a global company engaged in the production, conversion, and sales
of printing, packaging, and related paper products. In fiscal year 2009, the worldwide group with about
20.000 employees generated a turnover of U 1,267,000 million (v C�� 9,000 million, fiscal year: April to
March). European facilities of Oji Specialty Paper are Kanzan Spezialpapiere (Düren, Germany) and
Ilford Imaging.
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Ilford Imaging does not publish sales figures. The turnover figures are in the range of CHF 100 – 200 mill. (~ € 64 – 127 mill.).
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Source: Ilford Imaging, www.ilford.com, 2007.

Figure 4.2.16: Ilford Imaging product categories.

About Ilford and the imaging business

Ilford’s history extends back to England in 1879. Founded as Britannia Works, it produced photographic
plates and took over the hometown’s name to become Ilford Limited in 1902. The company was inter-
nationally anchored in France, USA, and Switzerland by an acquisition of Telko in Fribourg in 1936.
In 2004, Ilford Group in the United Kingdom became insolvent. The UK manufacturing company was
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taken over through a management buyout and now trades as Harman. The Swiss facility, with a pros-
pering inkjet business, was sold as Ilford Imaging to Oji Paper, the largest Japanese paper manufacturer.
Ilford had a long history of silver halide photographic products, but moved to the inkjet business be-
tween 1995 - 2005. Since then, Ilford has become a major worldwide player in photo-like inkjet media
and dyes. Inkjet-related products produced by multi-layer high speed coating and nanoparticle disper-
sion is the core business today. The company exports more than 95 % of its products worldwide through
direct sales, distributors, and Oji-Ilford marketing companies, thereby reducing intermediary trade (sta-
tus: 2006). Traditional (analog) photography, digital photography, and imaging technology like inkjet
printing have matured. Technology maturity leads to strong price erosion in printer heads, colorants
and inks, and photo paper. For Ilford Imaging, innovation in technology and products is therefore fun-
damental to persist in commodity-like markets.

Research and development

The layer technology is in a transition phase from displaying purely colors towards structured and func-
tional layers offering potential applications in optics, electronics, and imaging. Inkjet printing and layer
technology can be economically manufactured. With a research and development team of 35 employees
(status: 2009), Ilford is aligned to three major R&D directions: (I) new materials, (II) new/improved
manufacturing processes, and (III) new imaging media (see figure 4.2.17).
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Layer technology

Manufacturing technology

34.8

23.5

14

23.7

4

Resource distribution in %, Ilford R&D, 2009

Source: Ilford Imaging, 2009.

Figure 4.2.17: Research and development resource distribution at Ilford Imaging.

Research activities are targeted both, fundamental research and applied research and development (see
figure 4.2.18). The objective of basic research in new technologies is to develop an understanding and
capabilities for several product generations – product roadmaps for long-term profits. Basic research
and development at Ilford imaging is strongly linked to academic and governmental research institutes
through joint research projects. Because technology development and manufacturing are centralized
at Marly, Ilford Imaging can test new technology approaches first on small scale (at a ’mini replica’)
followed by a fast transfer to the main coating facility on site. It also allows a quick adaption of layer
technology and nano pigment ink to ensure compatibility with the latest printer developments in the
market place.

Research and development is additionally directed towards material deposition (metal oxide coating)
by layer technology [293] and ’building blocks’ of imaging media. Building blocks principally consist of
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Ilford Imaging – Key Capabilities
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Figure 4.2.18: Ilford Imaging – Key capabilities in research, development, and manufacturing.

basic and function-specific interchangeable layers that allow economical and large coatings of passive
and functional materials (see figure 4.2.19). Inkjet printing, for example conductive patterns, may enable
application specific and inexpensive manufacturing of future electronic circuits or sensors having small
and medium-sized quantity requirements [294, 293, 295, 296].
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Figure 4.2.19: Building blocks for future functional materials by multilayer coating.

Ilford Imaging and layer technology:

• Layer technology is Ilford’s fundament of mass production. The market pulled production capabilities
towards photo paper for inkjet printing – first by professional photographers and later by consumers.

• Research and development of new technology approaches (e.g. functional layers) using existing capa-
bilities in layer technology is a survival strategy as inkjet printing market has reached a price eroding
commodity characteristic.

• Company size is limiting fundamental research. Collaboration in basic research and development is pur-
sued with academic and governmental institutions.
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IV.2 Business case

IV.2.1 Layer Technology / Nano pigment ink for inkjet photo media

Inkjet photo media and printing – Interplay between printer head, ink, and glossy paper

Inkjet photo media is an interplay of printer heads (often a piezoresistive MEMS device), nano pigment
or dye ink, and a glossy paper. Printer heads operate by ejecting single droplets of ink through a tiny
nozzle (see figure 4.2.20). During rapid heating by a thin film heater, a small volume of ink vaporizes
to a bubble. The bubble acts as a piston and forces ink coming from a reservoir above the bubble out of
the tiny nozzle at high speed [298]. Drop speed, uniformity, jet velocity, and a variety of working fluids
(inks) influence drop placement (imaging) on glossy paper [299].

Heating pad

Vapor bubble

Reservoir

Nozzle

Ejected droplets

Source: Microfluidics, in Modeling MEMS and NEMS, Thompson (2003) [298].

© 2003, by Taylor & Francis Group LLC - Books. Reproduced with permission.

Figure 4.2.20: Working principle of an inkjet printer head.

Inks for aqueous printing from Ilford fall into two categories, pigment and dye based. Dyes that are
used primarily for A4 photo prints tend to diffuse in glossy paper having small pores. They are not
very resistant to air pollutants, humidity, and light. Inks containing nano pigments are primarily used
for larger prints. Pigments are insoluble organic or inorganic substances whose size is less than 100 nm,
and they must be properly dispersed [300]. Ink may smudge on the surface and tend to be scratch sensi-
tive. Chemical and physical inertial particles in the ink reduce interaction with ink media and guarantee
stability while printing. Additionally, nano pigments must remain stable in order to enter the upper lay-
ers of glossy paper (see figure 4.2.21) and to keep color gamut and contrast [300].

Layer technology

Layer technologies enable an uninterrupted coating of a flexible substrate (e.g. paper, polymers) by
thin liquid layers. At Ilford, layers are usually processed by cascade or a curtain coating on a web (see
figure 4.2.22) [293, 301]. Dye inlets are fed under high pressure with a coating solution containing e.g.
nanoparticle oxides and polymers [293]. Complicated in their design due to rheological and mechani-
cal constraints, dies are used to produce thin films or sheets for coating. The purpose of one or more
cavities in the dies is to ensure a homogenous flow and uniformity of films [301]. Thin liquid films
coming off the dies’ narrow channels are stacked on the inclined surface of the slide delivery and fall
freely as ’curtain’ on the web. The web is constantly fed while coating is setting, dewatering, or drying
after processing. Layer technology and coating is an interplay of scientific physical modeling providing
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guidance, and, a broad empirical understanding of process parameters [301].
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Figure 4.2.21: Multilayer construction of an inkjet photo paper produced by curtain coating.
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Figure 4.2.22: Curtain coating manufacturing of glossy paper at Ilford Imaging.

Layer technology and nano pigment ink for photo media:

• Inkjet photo media are an interplay of three major parties: inkjet printer, nano pigment ink, and coated
glossy paper produced by layer technology.

• Layer technology was further developed for nano-porous layers which is the first step towards mass-
production of functional layers.

• Scientific approaches for layer technology are important, but manufacturing is also a highly empirical
process [301].
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IV.3 Layer technology project team

Layer technology project team and printing business

It was in the mid 1990s when Ilford started development for its turnaround from a purely photo oriented
company to an inkjet media product company. The chemist Rita Hofmann, manager of technology
and development and broadly anchored in the Swiss micro and nano scene, was the driver of inkjet
material and ink development at Ilford in Marly. In close cooperation with external partners, she and
her team worked on new (nano) materials for (inkjet) printing, economic ways of manufacturing, and
new technology concepts for imaging.

The imaging business developed into a rapidly changing business. Digital printing by inkjets and new
imaging materials made photo quality imaging available to everyone in the last 15-20 years. The life
cycle of a printer containing inkjet technology decreased to 6-12 months. Media formulation and ink
formulation change every 1-2 years and colorants change in a 3-5 year cycle. Technologies and de-
velopments are market driven due to changes coming from professional photography and consumer
imaging. Ubiquitous imaging by ever larger and cheaper displays and mobile devices tends to reduce
photo printing. To move away from commodity like markets, product innovations like e.g. functional
layers, require a full consideration of the complete value added chain – from substrate, ink (material
deposition) to inkjet printing technologies.

IV.3.1 The people side of layer technology project team

Leadership and innovation driver

Leadership in a phase of uncertain markets and technology require the ability to analyze and trans-
fer customer’s requirements. The resulting technology problems must be solved by a team having the
proper competences and personalities. Especially in the early phases of technology development, clear
communication of customer needs within team helped to reduce roadblocks in later stages. Top manage-
ment involvement was a means to build and support the necessary company wide innovation culture.
Management involvement secured financing for further development and attracted external coopera-
tion partners from research institutes.

Innovation driver

Technology developments at Ilford are strongly linked to collaborative partners from academia, public
institutions, and industry. An innovation driver at Ilford is a networking person, having personal char-
acteristics to be a generalist in technology and business. The driver seeks allies, not only for internal
and external funding. Moreover, she/he strives to close fundamental gaps in technology development
by enhancing collaboration. Innovation at Ilford is an evolving long-term process where an innovation
driver has a filter function. Drivers filter new ideas by combining technical feasibility, available tech-
nology competences, and economic sense. At Ilford, innovation drivers are usually coming from own
developed staff having deep knowledge of product development and a broad technical background.

Team structure and culture

Core members of the layer technology development were natural scientists (mainly chemists and ma-
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terial scientists for the development of basic technology understanding) and engineers (for the input
of manufacturing feasibility already in the idea phase). Innovation in layer technology is a combina-
tion of existing (new) knowledge. A solid technical background was therefore important. However,
as a new technology field had to be built up, entrepreneurial capabilities and interpersonal skills were
more important, as the project members had to work closely together over several years. Therefore, the
team structure required abilities to scan and combine ideas from materials and manufacturing to create
potential applications rather than invention of something completely new.

Cross-functional in its nature, the team built strong links to marketing for direct input and implemen-
tation of customer’s ideas from printer manufacturer to end customers. This was of special importance
to ensure a long-term orientation thereby reducing risks of non-acceptance and disruption by a new
technology approach. Usually marketing’s time horizon is 1-2 years whereas when R&D is thinking of
developing new technologies, the planning interval is 5 years or more. Moreover, it was of importance
that team was able to create an understanding of the complete value chain, estimating costs and poten-
tial return of investment.

The people side of the layer technology team:

• Leadership in the early phases of layer technology had to translate and transfer technology requirements
into team competences and personalities.

• The innovation driver, a technologist and generalist in her/his nature, had a technology and economic
filter function.

• The cross-functional team members’ competences and personalities had to be compatible with the long-
term characteristics of the project covering the complete value chain.

IV.3.2 Building up know-how and experience

Building up know-how and experience by collaboration

Building up know-how on new approaches in layer technology is a long-term process of internal and
external collaboration. Building successful layer technology required capabilities and know-how in
nanomaterials providing new physical and chemical properties, manufacturing implementation, and
downstream process interactions (e.g. inkjet, laser ablation). Experience from joint activities with former
company sites in the United States and Great Britain, and the present Japanese mother company, helped
to create an international business network and cultural understanding of innovation.

At Ilford Imaging, external collaboration is indispensable for developing new technologies. Fundamen-
tal know-how was accessed and built up either by development projects with industrial companies or by
joint projects with academic partners. Collaboration with companies not only helped to transfer know-
how, it provided a benchmark for internal capabilities, revealed gaps, and affirmed R&D directions. By
constructing a separate lab at the company site, researchers from academia were able to work near the
production facility and shorten communication paths. These admitted to test and apply ideas of new
technology approaches direct at the local ’mini replicas’ of coating production.

Company internal and external informal networks were two supporting pillars in building up and
testing know-how and experience in layer technology. Personal external networks were enlarged by
participation at conferences and in non-profit societies (e.g. imaging society, standardization boards).
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This allowed detecting knowledge gaps and identifying trends of standardization in imaging and inkjet
technologies. The company protects its technology know-how on long-term basis by patents and trade
secrets. In the short-term, company collaboration and non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) permit Ilford
Imaging temporary protection for several years. The buildup of know-how over several years by trial
and error within the project team provides uniqueness and additional know-how protection. Moreover,
know-how is shared between numerous team members therefore reducing risks from fluctuation and
external dependencies.

Building up know-how and experience:

• Manufacturing know-how was built up and kept as a key competence while special know-how (basic
research) was acquired by collaboration with academia.

• Providing a dedicated research area on-site for academia enabled short communication paths, easy testing
and prototyping, and showed researchers potential job opportunities.

• External networks and collaboration by joint venture were both, source of know-how and benchmark op-
portunities. These knowledge sources were the basis for new technology developments for the small and
medium-sized enterprise (SME).

IV.3.3 Process from idea to new concepts

Technology and product development – A slow pay back of return on investment

Developing a basic technology in imaging is a long-term interdisciplinary task. Fundamental know-
how in materials and new technology ideas are acquired over several years (see figure 4.2.23). At Ilford,
marketing is already involved in the early phases analyzing potential products and services that fit
the company’s product portfolio before product development starts. Long-term development enables
testing and adaption of ideas in the market and reduces the potential that unpredictable cost drivers
creep up during product development. Before a development decision is made, an innovation lead team
is analyzing and filtering ideas. Ideas are presented and evaluation is accomplished by a management
team before product development.

In the case of Ilford’s nanolayers more than 4 years of basic research in materials, production processes,
and adaption to required infrastructure (inkjet printers) were necessary. An additional 4 years were
required for product development towards mass production, and return on investment was reached
about 5 years after product introduction (see figure 4.2.23). As the potential return on investment was
difficult to estimate for such time frames, capabilities in manufacturing were decisive factors in the con-
sideration of project evaluation. Major selection criteria for future technologies are (I) replacement of
energy inefficient goods (e.g. luminescent layers replace bulbs), (II) replacement of rare (unavailable)
raw materials (e.g. by nanomaterials), and (III) inexpensive manufacturing processes (e.g. coating re-
places vapor deposition).

Market and vision as guidance for the business innovation model

Ilford Imaging was driven by the inkjet imaging market where inexpensive MEMS printer heads com-
bined with nano-pigment ink and layer coated paper enabled professional and consumer printing. To-
day, the company is in its third phase of a turnaround, as imaging of traditional and digital photography
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Figure 4.2.23: Relative return on investment from basic research to mass production taking the example of
nanolayers.

has reached maturity. Classic imaging by photos and inkjets will be partially replaced by inexpensive
and flexible displays, screens, and monitors. Ilford’s vision is the step-by-step integration of functional
components into layers. The first components are passive layers with special optical characteristics, and
the second components are structured and functional layers consisting of building blocks. Inkjet print-
ing will play a minor part in Ilford’s future business model.

Process from idea to new technology concepts:

• Financial return on investment is only partially predictable. Project evaluation is focused on creating future
opportunities by adaption and extension of existing capabilities.

• Technology development requires testing and adaption of ideas and technology over several years (e.g.
layer technology v 4 years) before product development decision.

• Technology development is a strategy used to exit mature technologies (in this case MEMS inkjet printing)
in decreasing markets.

IV.4 Summary and conclusions

Ilford Imaging is an imaging company making a fundamental change in its business model. Inkjet print-
ing and digital photography turned the company into an inkjet photo media company. Inkjet printing
required close interplay in mainly MEMS based printer head technology, ink, and glossy photo paper.
As a provider of high quality imaging solutions, inkjet printing was a driver of nano-pigment ink and
nano-porous layer technology at Ilford. Inkjet printing technology has matured and is broadly anchored
in the consumer business. Printer manufacturers changed their business models towards inexpensive
devices and expensive microchip based cartridges. Ilford’s customers’ business model change and the
trend of imaging using less printing, pushed Ilford to develop new technology approaches in layer
technology (e.g. building blocks).
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The layer technology project team was motivated by the creation of new business opportunities in mar-
kets formerly served by inkjet printing and by the development of functional layers themselves. Result-
ing technology caused fundamental changes in Ilford Imaging’s business model. The objective was to
use existing manufacturing capabilities with no or only few changes and minimal financial investments.
The major influences on the project team and project progress in the early phases were:

• Close collaboration with academia and governmental institutions was the basis for the SME’s fun-
damental research, access to people (know-how), and promotion of future projects (e.g. functional
layers, building blocks).

• Market pull provided a business foundation. It pushed development in layer technology, dye, and
ink for high quality imaging solutions in inkjet printing.

• The innovation driver was linked to internal and external collaboration, filtering ideas, aligning
technology approaches, and transferring customer requirements to the project team.

Ilford is heading towards a future as a manufacturer of functional layers where inkjet printing will
probably play a minor role. With the further development of its layer technology, the company set a
cornerstone for new products. The identification and development of potential products is now a major
challenge for Ilford Imaging’s product development teams.
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4.2.5 Case V: Infineon AG – Chip card and security ICs

V.1 Company profile

Turnover (revenue), employees, products & services

Roughly every second government ID document (except China) issued in 2008 incorporated an Infineon
security chip. Infineon Technologies AG is a world leading vendor for contactless and contact-based
security products for passports, identification cards, bank and phone cards, mobile subscriber authen-
tication (SIM cards), and trusted computing solutions. Infineon provides semiconductor products and
system solutions in the fields of automotive systems, industrial automation and control systems, con-
sumer goods, telecommunication, and chip card applications (see figure 4.2.24). With a global work
force of 25,009 employees, thereof 8,672 in Germany (status: 01/2010), the group generated a turnover
of more than C�� 3 billion in fiscal year 2009. Headquartered in Neubiberg near Munich, Infineon operates
in Europe, North America, and in the Asia-Pacific region. Infineon is aligned to various markets and
services and serves its customers through a worldwide network of 14 production locations and 50 sales
offices (status: fiscal year 2009, including joint ventures).

Infineon Technologies AG – Focus Areas, Segments, Application Fields

• Power Semiconductors

• Power Integrated Circuits (IC)

• Microcontroller

• Sensors

• Electric Drivetrain

• Payment

• Communication

• Entertainment

• Government ID

• Personal & Object ID

• Platform Security

Automotive

SECURITY

a The focus area Communications is divided into Wireless Solutions and Wireless Communications, but revenue is combined in

Wireless Solutions.
b Revenue in fiscal year 2009 (1st October to 30 th September); total revenue in fiscal year 2009: € 3,027 mill.

(thereof Other Operating Segments: € 17 mill.;  major revenue from wafer business with Qimonda and HDD business with LSI).
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Source: Infineon Technologies, Annual Report 2009 and company presentation 01/2010, www.infineon.com, 2010.

Figure 4.2.24: Infineon Technologies – Focus areas, business segments, and application fields.

About Infineon Technologies AG

Infineon’s history dates back to 1952 when the former parent company Siemens AG engaged in semi-
conductor development and manufacturing. In order to improve performance in the dynamic semi-
conductor market, the division was renamed Infineon and spun off as a separate legal entity in 1999.
The group was noticeably reorganized beginning in 2005 from a functional organization towards a cus-
tomer oriented organization. With this organizational change, the corporate technology division was
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dissolved to operate more efficiently within respective business units. Each business unit or segment
(see figure 4.2.24, in 2005: additionally with the memory product business unit) was configured with
similar functions as a ’quasi company in the company’. The memory business unit with around 13,000
employees named Qimonda, was carved out in 2006 as a new company where 77.5 % was held by Infi-
neon. Qimonda became economically unviable due to continuous drops in DRAM commodity pricing
which resulted in insolvency in January, 2009. After years of reorganization, Infineon started with a new
market oriented business structure in 2007 focusing on three strategic areas: energy efficiency, commu-
nications, and security (see figure 4.2.24).

Chip card and security IC technology at Infineon

With more than 25 years experience in secure chip card integrated circuits (ICs), Infineon offers a broad
spectrum of tailored applications for identification, payment, pay TV and communication (see figure
4.2.25). The development and business of chip cards is characterized by large projects and a business
network between chip and card manufacturer, system integrator, and the decisive service provider74.
Identification by cards is classified by cards without a chip (e.g. magnetic stripe) or cards with an em-
bedded application specific integrated circuit (smart card). The circuit can be either a microcontroller or
similar chip with internal memory, or solely a memory chip [303]. Infineon combines interdisciplinary
know-how from software encryption and hardware design from ASICs (application specific integrated
circuits), microcontrollers, and sensors in its smart card chip development. In order to fit into terminals
or readers, cards comply with international standards for card size, chip position and chip contacts.
Major standards for contactless cards with radio frequency (RF) interface (ISO/IEC 14443) and contact-
based cards (ISO/IEC 7816) guarantee correct data storage, transfer, and security. Being active not only
in technology expert panels, but having also close collaboration with governmental institutions for ac-
creditation of security standards (e.g. e-passports, common criteria) [304], Infineon manages to keep its
leading position in hardware-based secure ID solutions.

Economy oriented research and development

Infineon has strong research and development (R&D) capabilities anchored in a global R&D network
(see figure 4.2.26). Almost 6,000 employees in about 35 R&D sites (status: fiscal year 2009) work on
gaining scientific or technical knowledge for semiconductor based product and system development,
and process technology. Research in the Chip Card & Security segment is focused on next-generation
platforms combining software and hardware from basic security RFIDs (radio frequency identification)
and memories, to high-end security controllers. The group spent C�� 468 million in fiscal year 2009 for its
R&D activities enabling innovative products and increase in market share. Infineon protects its knowl-
edge and products with more than 20,800 patent applications in over 40 countries throughout the world
(status: fiscal year 2009). In the rapidly changing market environment of semiconductors, Infineon’s re-
search and development is strongly oriented towards the customer and the economy with the objective
of using or selling the gained intellectual property (IP). IP rights are related to IC design and process
technologies which include patents, trade secrets, trademarks, utility models, and design.

74Cf. Infineon Technologies AG (2004), Produktentwicklung (chapter 3.2), pp. 72-74, [302].
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Figure 4.2.25: Infineon Technologies – Chip card and security products.

Infineon Technologies AG chip card and security IC technology:

• Each business segment acts as a ’company in the company’ in business, and R&D is embedded in a global
R&D and manufacturing network.

• The development of and business of chip cards and security ICs spans a network including chip manufac-
turers, standardization boards, and governmental institutions. It combines the semiconductor, sensor, and
security software businesses.

• Infineon strives for profitability and innovative leadership in tailored (made-to-measure) security, contact-
less devices, and embedded (hardware based) security.

V.2 Business case

V.2.1 Chip card and security ICs – Increasing security by software and hardware measures

Chip card and security IC technology concept

The chip card and security IC technology protect stored data on an application specific chip. With a
restricted chip size of about 25 mm2 mechanical stability of the embossed chip packaging in the plastic
body is guaranteed75. High security chips are hardened and mechanically protected by layers (shields).
Through software and hardware countermeasures security is enhanced against perturbations resulting
from misuse or external attacks. Software attacks exploit implementation flaws which can be fended
off by cryptographic protocols. Typical hardware attacks include fault attacks by perturbation of phys-
ical parameters (e.g. supply voltage, temperature, X-rays), side-channel attacks (e.g. monitoring time,

75Cf. Infineon Technologies AG (2004), Chipkarten (chapter 8), pp. 340-353, [302].
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Infineon Technologies AG – R&D Network
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Figure 4.2.26: Infineon Technologies – Global R&D network.
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power), and invasive attacks (e.g. probing data, circuit modification).

The core, and most vulnerable component of a security chip is the microcontroller consisting of a central
processing unit (CPU) and memory components (see figure 4.2.27). The CPU is developed as a platform
and different memory configurations lead to derivate controller configurations.

Source: Infineon Technologies AG (2004), Halbleiter [302].

Figure 4.2.27: Example of a high security controller for chip cards with a 16 kByte EEPROM and integrated
crypto co-processor.

The security level of a dedicated microcontroller can be enhanced by hardware countermeasures (see
figure 4.2.28). Depending on the design of the standard or high security controller the chip may contain
specific crypto CPUs and modules, sensors for physical parameters, and mechanical shields (see figure
4.2.29) which defend access to data.
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Source: Infineon Technologies, presentation at Microsystem Innovations lecture, 11/2007.

Figure 4.2.28: Hardware countermeasure concepts against attacks on a security chip.

Advanced semiconductor technologies with an average innovation cycle of 1 1
4 years, allow produc-

tion of smaller chips with higher performance76. New manufacturing processes (e.g. 3D Multi-Chip-
Modules) which enable stacking of thin chips increase the active IC area and provide active shielding.

76Cf. Infineon Technologies AG (2004), Produktentwicklung (chapter 3.2), p. 18, [302].
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Figure 4.2.29: Example for a hardware countermeasures concept by and active shield.

Innovations in chip cards are affected by security, costs, and applications. Higher security is achieved
through new hardware concepts or faster cryptographic algorithms (e.g. Achterbahn 80/128 [305, 306]).
Costs are reduced by technology shrinks and new memory concepts. Application fields are broadened
by higher chip performance and an overall higher security concept. At Infineon, each chip card inno-
vation requires an interdisciplinary effort from software engineer and designers, manufacturers, and
system integrators in order to translate mathematical algorithms size optimized into silicon. Chip card
innovations therefore combine complexities of a highly competitive semiconductor business and high
security software development. However, final success is not achieved by solving the technical prob-
lem. Acceptance by the compliance with end user, the associated infrastructure, operating terminals,
and governmental laws are decisive factors for achieving mass production.

Chip card and security IC technology:

• Customer’s security requirements are translated into a combination of cryptographic software, IC and
sensor technology, and additional protection by mechanical elements on micro and nanoscale.

• Cost is the innovation driver. Platform concepts of microcontrollers combined with technology shrinks,
new process technology, and new algorithms enable higher performance at lower cost on the limited chip
size.

• Standardization, governmental institutions, and the end user’s acceptance are decisive for mass produc-
tion.

V.3 Chip card and security IC development team

Project team

Chip card IC technology development is an interplay of speed in technology development, resulting
product costs, and trust between smart card business partners. Trust is built into chip card ICs by se-
cure microcontrollers which combine semiconductor technologies, sensors, and mechanics on the micro
and nanoscale. Thomas Scheiter, an electrical engineer with a solid background in MEMS (micro elec-
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tromechanical systems) and chip development located at Neuiberg (Munich), is department manager of
high security IC and microcontroller development at Infineon. He combines technology know-how and
business experience in guiding the project teams in the field of chip card and security ICs.

V.3.1 The people side of chip card and security IC at Infineon development team

Leadership roles in chip card and security IC project teams

Leadership at Infineon has a management and a technical track. While the classical management track
employees become managers and project managers, the technical track (’technical ladder’77) develops
leaders who can build capabilities in cutting edge technologies and diffuse technical expertise horizon-
tally within project teams and organization. For chip card and security ICs the following leadership
roles within an innovation project were of major importance for the project team:

• Business unit leadership: has an ambassador function of the new technology, innovation project
funding, and innovation promotion both within the company and externally.

• Department leader: identification of specialists across the department or Infineon group, coach-
ing the team and Principals (experienced engineer), and represent technology in standardization
boards and governmental institutions.

• Team and project level: a Principal guides the project team technically. By transfer of experience
and know-how from similar former projects within business units know-how was diffused among
young engineers and technological risks were reduced.

The decision to the start of an innovation project was made by an innovation board (see figure 4.2.30).
Leaders from different departments were involved in a final approval of the developed concept for a
project release. Heterogeneity of department leaders ensured that the project was anchored within the
business unit, and it also initiated the early discussion of potential development risks ranging from de-
sign up to end user requirements.

Innovation driver

Innovations in chip card and security ICs are strongly linked with costs and therefore sooner or later
result in budget discussions. A communicator with personal characteristics like stubbornness and as-
sertiveness is a cornerstone in driving innovations in such discussions. The driver of innovations on the
business unit or company level is usually at a senior level and not per definition part of the team. In the
team, leadership is provided by somebody who thinks through the complete innovation cycle on the
technical level from idea to end customer. In chip card and security IC teams, this function is generally
represented by a Principal who is responsible for development. Having the experience of several suc-
cessful innovation projects, the Principal engineer shares her/his long experience in technology and job
tenure with young team members in the concept design phase of projects.

77Technical ladder (highest level is (VI) Fellow): (I) Senior Expert/Engineer, (II) Staff Expert/Engineer, (III) Senior Staff Ex-
pert/Engineer, (IV) Principal, (V) Senior Principal, (VI) Fellow.
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Team structure and team culture

Innovation teams are structured according to the required technical competences for the development
of new protection mechanisms. The team is set up by the idea carrier or department management after
the innovation board makes a decision. Teams consist of a mix of specialists to bring in new ideas and an
experienced engineer (Principal) to minimize technical and organizational barriers. The identification of
necessary skilled people is based on informal networks and supported by a company wide competence
database. Chip card innovation teams are then functionally organized and cover the complete spectrum
from designers to test engineers. Cross-functional input from security teams (e.g. marketing) is tem-
porarily included to evaluate the customer relevance of new the security mechanism. Teams of up to 20
members are generally locally installed, preferably in the same office for ease of direct communication
to reduce cross-site management efforts.

Motivation in a fast changing technology and business environment

The microcontroller research teams were motivated by the technology, financial stimulation, and career
opportunities. Working on cutting edge technologies in an international environment was inspirational
for generating new ideas and was a motivational factor for teams. However, individual idea realization
is limited for project teams since changes of projects and designs involve high risks for process failures
and resulting delays. Infineon encourages its employees in all areas through a centrally steered YIP
(Your Ideas Pays) program. Innovation ideas and ideas in the area of the continuous improvement
process are part of the balanced score card and are evaluated with respect to financial return. On the
one hand, employees receive a portion of the money that is saved as a bonus, on the other hand in some
business units idea contributions are part of target agreements.

Since Infineon installed a ’technical ladder’ as an equal career opportunity to a management career,
experts were more motivated to stay at the company and expand technical knowledge. Higher positions
in technical circles have the task of technical knowledge diffusion and turning good ideas into products
rather than direct people management.

Motivation by financial or career means did not always work due to team heterogeneity with individual
preferences. Importance was given to avoid discouraging employees by simply ignoring or not taking
ideas seriously. Therefore, employees were allowed to present their ideas to internal or external expert
audiences. Innovators or teams with future oriented ideas and improvements were nominated for in-
ternal awards. Application for and winning of international technology awards (e.g. Sesames Award)
was not only a motivational factor for the project team, moreover, it was an important economic and
promotional factor of technology.

The people side of chip card and security IC project teams:

• Technical leadership (’technical ladder’) facilitates diffusion of expertise within the organization and is a
long-term binding element of technically qualified staff.

• Team structure is functionally organized, consisting of an experienced engineer, a mix of (young) special-
ists, and temporarily cross-functional members.

• Motivation has to be carefully personalized due to team heterogeneity, with members having different
professional and cultural background.
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V.3.2 Building up know-how and experience

Building up and diffusing know-how by learning from failures (lessons learned process)

Knowledge management became more and more important for Infineon. Knowledge is an intangi-
ble asset of IP and a basis for new projects. A central unit supports enabling and systematization of
knowledge exchange by e-tools (e.g. intranet, email), trainings, and project reviews. By implementing a
lessons learned process through the whole company Infineon was able to detect failures in the context
of projects and adapt its processes. For large projects, dedicated teams analyzed projects through inter-
views with key people, subsequent workshops with management, and distribution of ’lessons learned’
to all employees. In the microcontroller team, the person who caused an error (e.g. design failure) had
to present the cause of the defect, error correction, and future avoidance. By also introducing success
stories into monthly held lessons learned meetings, know-how and experience became more tangible
in an organization with a culture of learning from errors within the team. Additionally, risks of errors
were methodically reduced by FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects Analysis) or APP (Analyse Potentieller
Probleme) methods. The method analyzes and evaluates failure occurrence, severity, detectability, and
ranks risks in order to define measures of failure avoidance in the early phases of developments.

Building up know-how and experience in chip card and security IC technology:

• In a rapid business environment, building know-how is inevitably linked to building perspectives (career)
for employees. A ’technical ladder’ provides both, motivation to build and share know-how as expert and
long-term binding of people.

• Informal networks facilitated a fast detection of knowledge carriers within the company.

• Knowledge management became a fundamental part of risk management – "making failures only once".
The implantation of a lessons learned process became a cross disciplinary tool used to build up know-how
and prevent future project risks.

V.3.3 Process from idea to new concepts

A structured process with management decision gates

Security IC and required technology development is a clearly structured process at Infineon. The early
phases of new security chip concepts combine know-how and requirements from customers (function),
original equipment manufacturer (integration), and end-user (human-machine interface). Ideas of new
technology approaches with their respective financial and resource planning are discussed and eval-
uated in an interdisciplinary team (see figure 4.2.31, business gate 1) before submission to a monthly
innovation board meeting (see figure 4.2.30).

The innovation board consists of a technical and business track. In order to maximize the potential of
technical and business aspects, the expert team is composed of members from different organizational
and geographical units, and different functional background. The members’ functional backgrounds
cover the complete value chain, e.g. technical track: technology development, product and packaging
development, and e.g. business track: technical marketing. A positive decision results in an allocation
of resources for the idea carrier. Financial means, qualified employees, and if necessary a development
manager are assigned by the board to start the innovation project. In the next step, the feasibility of
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Figure 4.2.30: Innovation board for idea evaluation and decisive instrument to launch product development.

the product and technology requirements for frontend and backend processes are developed (see figure
4.2.31, ’Definition’ from milestone 0 to 2). To receive final approval for product or technology develop-
ment (’Project Release’) a supplementary management approval is necessary (see figure 4.2.31, business
gate 2). To estimate potential risks, the decision board is composed of managers from the same business
unit having experience in similar projects.
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Figure 4.2.31: Milestone decision gates and responsibilities at chip card and security IC development.
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Project and market evaluation

Security chip card and business and IC development are based on trust and a partnership between cus-
tomer and chip manufacturer. The technology itself is well established. However, since standardization
and manufacturing technologies have advanced, new security solutions have become more affordable.
Necessary technology developments for increased protection are initiated by customer’s security re-
quirements. New security concepts for chip ICs require status as ’quasi standard’ or ’standard’ to be-
come successful. As a consequence, the new technology concept has to be well established in standard-
ization boards and at the end customer. Additionally, the acceptance of the human-machine interface of
the OEM product, and readiness of respective infrastructure, are required for market entry. Therefore,
evaluation of technology developments for chip card and IC security is focused on looking at all aspects
of the value chain, including cost, financial returns of products, and intellectual property.

Process from idea to new technologies:

• Infineon aims to realize a fast, cost effective, and customer oriented technology development. Therefore, a
clearly structured process is installed, with defined management decision gates from idea to project release.

• Project evaluation is based on financial returns. Development decisions (’go’/’no go’) are made by a cross-
functional team (innovation board) to cover all aspects of the value chain.

V.4 Summary and conclusions

Infineon is a high-tech company driven by the rapid innovation cycles of the semiconductor business.
Chip card and security IC development is strongly dependent on large security projects. Different in-
terest groups from customer to end user, culminating in governmental institutions, must be involved.
Customers’ requirements must be translated into a technology for a security solution in less than 12
months. Business and cost pressure require a clear process for the early phases of innovations and the
subsequent product development. Difficult financial circumstances and too much structuring in the IC
concept development phase reduced the scope for developing new ideas and technologies.

Innovation requires ground financing. Projects and investments for new security technologies were
therefore carefully reviewed by cross-functional groups to determine risk and financial impact. Strict
development approaches with distinct process tools (e.g. FMEA, 8D report (Eight Disciplines Problem
Solving Process)) increased risk sensitivity and design failures were reduced. Regular R&D benchmarks
revealed technology deficits and the market strategy of competitors.

Highly qualified staff in semiconductors and micromechanics is required for technology development
in chip card and security ICs teams. Infineon was able to attract and bind expertise by offering a techni-
cal career path. Supported by tools and processes (e.g. lessons learned) on the corporate and team level,
Infineon not only managed to diffuse expertise, it also evolved towards a dynamic learning organization.
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4.2.6 Case VI: Siemens AG Österreich, IT Solution and Services – Pattern recogni-
tion for biometric applications

VI.1 Company profile (Siemens AG Österreich and Siemens Biometrics Center)

Turnover (revenue), employees, products and services

Since September 2006, more than 100,000 Swiss citizens year by year have been able to apply for a bio-
metric passport on the basis of a solution from Siemens Biometrics Center. The center is part of System
Development and Engineering, a group within Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Österreich’s Cross Sector di-
vision IT Solution and Services (see figure 4.2.32). In fiscal year 2009 (1st October to 30th September), the
group generated a turnover of 277.7 million euros, providing work for 1,555 employees. Being a part of
the Siemens Group, the Biometrics Center provides own biometric products, identity and access man-
agement, and holistic biometric solutions for internal and external customers in more than 40 countries
worldwide.
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Figure 4.2.32: Company structure of Siemens Aktiengesellschaft Österreich.
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Business field, structure and history

The founding of Siemens Biometrics Center in 2005 was a reaction to the increasing demand of public
institutions confronted with regulations for correct use of personal data and its traceability. Biometrics is
about security and comfort. Security of data, access to buildings, facilities and systems combined with
user-friendly handling. Siemens Biometrics Center focuses on four major applications and solutions:
public sector, financial sector, health care, and travel and transport. The purpose of the independent in-
house service provider is to offer products, expertise, support and assistance to all Siemens groups, their
divisions and customers. This allows them to present and promptly seize the opportunities. Reacting
to a fast growing and dynamic market environment in 2008, Siemens IT Solution and Services created
a new business solutions field addressing ’Secure ID Solutions’ into which the Biometrics Center was
merged into (see figure 4.2.33). With its 180 employees, the center provides customers a full solution.
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Source: Siemens AG, IT Solutions and Services, www.it-solutions.siemens.com, 2010.

Figure 4.2.33: Structure and business segments of Siemens IT Solutions and Services.

R&D structure – Corporate Research – Siemens’ ’Network of Innovation’

The Biometrics Center, located in Graz, has done research and development for more than 15 years in
the biometrics sector on both hard- and software. Its research activities are integrated into a subsidiary
of the Siemens group Corporate Technology, installed in 2009 in Vienna, which is responsible for Central
and Eastern Europe and Austria. Since the foundation of Siemens in 1847, research and development
(R&D) have been key driving forces behind innovations safeguarding the future of the group. Siemens
Corporate Technology is spread over 13 locations worldwide with around 2,875 employees (status: 2008)
building a global network of innovation. The Siemens group spends 3.8 billion euros on R&D, 4.9 % of its
sales, which is in the average of the electro-technical industry. Siemens strategy is to pursue innovation
in an open network through cooperation with partners both inside and outside the company. In order to
remain close to the market’s regional strengths, more than 32,300 researchers and developers worldwide
(including Corporate Technology, status: 2008) are used in the Siemens R&D network to enable rapid
reaction to customer specific requirements. Furthermore, the network allows the detection of future
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megatrends and to develop innovations and technologies of strategic importance (see figure 4.2.34).

The Biometrics Center benefits from the work of roughly 300 researchers at Corporate Technology in
Austria who are developing major technologies for the design of microchips, life sciences, smart power
grids, smart video with focus on face recognition, and radio frequency technology.
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Source: Siemens AG, Corporate Technology, www.siemens.com/innovation, 2010.

Figure 4.2.34: Network of Competences – Partner for innovations, Siemens Corporate Technology.

About materials and microsystems, sensors, and biometrics

Materials, microsystems, and sensor research spans product and systems development and business of
all Siemens sectors. Siemens combines available and new technology approaches, receiving know-how
and experience from the entire technological chain of causes and effects, from raw materials and process-
ing to system integration and recycling of products. To achieve this, research at Corporate Technology is
focused on interdisciplinary fields, including nanotechnology, rapid prototyping, combinatorial chem-
istry, modeling, and simulation. Materials and microsystems are the basis for a broad field of sensor
system developments at the different Siemens sectors. They range from the detection of CO2 and air
quality, damages of machines or pipelines, toxic substances in water, to the detection of pathogenic bac-
teria with enzyme biosensors. Sensor systems for biometric solutions rely strongly on inexpensive and
secure sensor solution combined with fast, intelligent, and self-learning software.
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Siemens Biometrics Center and microsystems technology:

• The setup of Siemens Biometrics Center was a response to the increasing security concerns from the market
and society.

• In the development of pattern recognition Siemens combines its strength to cover the complete value chain
from the fundamental development of sensor technologies to the integration of systems.

• Materials & Microsystems, and Power & Sensor Systems are two of Siemens’ most important future fields
where resulting technologies make products and systems more intelligent.

VI.2 Business case

VI.2.1 Pattern recognition for biometric applications

Pattern recognition for biometric applications

Pattern recognition for biometric applications and image processing is the basis of biometric systems
acquiring biometric data from an individual (e.g. fingerprint, face recognition, iris recognition, hand
vein, hand geometry, voice, DNA, ear shape, signature [307]). The starting point is the raw image pro-
vided by the sensor device driver. Proceeded by various image process steps, the encoder uses general
algorithms and special fingerprint algorithms for feature extraction (example see figure 4.2.35) [308].
Extracted features are then compared against a set of templates in a database for further decision – "user
identified" or "user not identified". Pattern recognition therefore protects the access to data by identity
management and access control. Biometric systems operate in three main modes: (I) identification –
searching for user match in the database, (II) verification – verifying and validating a person’s identity
(e.g. PIN, smartcard), (III) enrollment – centralized or decentralized storage of the biometric template of
new users. Using both internally developed Siemens sensor systems and standard USB, Ethernet, and
embedded sensor devices allows customers an easy and flexible path to effective biometric authentica-
tion.
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Finger Active
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processing
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Biometric
Data
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Source: Siemens Biometrics Center, presentation at Microsystem Innovations lecture, 10/2007; picture

source: www.infineon.com.

Figure 4.2.35: Example of a biometric fingerprint system with process flow using a capacitive FingerTIP™
sensor from Infineon.

The core competence of Siemens Biometrics Center is the development of intelligent software for pattern
recognition and systems. The software translates sensor signals into data for authentication. Addition-
ally, it has to compensate sensor characteristics, environmental effects, and the user’s behavior with
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resulting error rates by adapted algorithms. Moreover, algorithms have to detect counterfeits of bio-
metric attributes, or attacks on sensor devices by cryptographic certificates. An example of a biometric
solution is the introduction of the biometric passport in Switzerland (see figure 4.2.36, solution ’Home-
land Security Suite’). Biometric data were not only engraved into the passport, they were also stored on
a microchip. The system encompassed 53 data acquisition and verification stations and 15 checkpoints
where citizens could verify their data autonomously.

Siemens Biometrics Center – Pattern recognition for biometric applications:

• Pattern recognition is a software which converts physically (biometrically) received sensor data into a dig-
ital (standardized) template.

• The development of new biometric sensors requires close and interdisciplinary collaboration in the early
phases. Sensor weaknesses can then be reduced/compensated and users comfort can be increased by
intelligent software.

• For new biometric solutions, collaboration in standardization bodies may reduce risks from competition
with rival technologies.

VI.3 Technology development at Siemens Biometrics Center

Technology development as an iterative and integrative task for biometrics

The founder and driver of Siemens Biometrics Center was Gerd Hribernig, an electrical engineer located
in Graz, Austria. Knowing both electrical engineering and informatics, he realized the importance of
joint technology development of sensor hardware and software for high image quality, sensor reliability,
and anti-fraud solutions in biometrics. A good personal network within Siemens AG and Corporate
Technology allowed him to combine the latest research in sensor technology with strength in software
development to setup the Biometrics Center.

VI.3.1 The people side of the Biometrics Center

Leadership influences and roles

The creation of a center for a new technology like the Biometrics Center and the setup of an innovation
team required a state-of-the art working environment and development tools. The involvement of all
management levels with specific roles was of vital importance for the realization:

• Top management and senior management: having an ambassador function of new technology
internally and externally, involving regional and national government for public funding and pro-
motion. The company encouraged new technology developments by ranking innovation promo-
tion on the scorecards of top and senior management.

• Business segment leader: coaching team and project managers by ensuring organizational free-
dom. This included financial allocation and the creation of independency from line organization.

• Project/team leader: building up the necessary infrastructure and project team with broad skills
by using Siemens global R&D network. In order to attract young talent with fresh ideas, the project
leader located the Biometrics Center in the regional and national academic environment.
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Figure 4.2.36: Biometric enrollment for electronic travel documents.
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It was important for all leadership levels to show employees and team members what innovation meant
for them in the long run. The establishment of the Biometrics Center demonstrated an important piece
of the value added chain. In the long-term view, innovation is a means to compete in the global competi-
tion. This was reflected in the selection of team members. Two major criteria for team member selection
were: (I) engineers thinking about what opportunities those technologies may bring over several years,
(II) no history of job hopping ensuring that personal interests were in line with the long-term charac-
teristics of the project. Leadership could build and maintain continual trust on a long-term basis by
presenting the team’s resulted ideas and providing entrepreneurial freedom.

Innovation driver

The development of the new pattern recognition technology for biometric applications was coupled
with someone who drove it over a long-term period. Even though management decided to build up a
Biometrics Center, biometric technology development did not just happen due to their decision. Con-
verting decisions into action required someone who could act decisively, had a high tolerance for frus-
trations, and could bridge organizational borders with distinctive communication skills. By having a
clear objective in mind drivers of biometric innovations need to push the technology and products on
both, technical and marking level. The innovation driver’s personal characteristics were therefore a key
for success of the Biometrics Center. Usually innovation drivers of new technologies are sought inter-
nally within the whole Siemens group and externally in academia. Often these people are team leaders
from lower and middle management level. Astonishingly, innovation drivers are rarely assigned to that
function, rather they assign themselves, as they have an intrinsic motivation to implement and realize a
certain topic.

Team structure, team culture, competences and characteristics

Technology development teams in biometrics usually consist of electrical engineers and computer scien-
tists. Especially in the early phases a mix of people covering broad skills was of importance. On the one
hand, experts having specific technology know-how, were combined with interdisciplinary engineers.
On the other hand, more conservative technologists having broad experience were combined with ener-
getic ’technology freaks’ bringing in new ideas. Being highly creative, ’technology freaks’ had a ’jumper
function’ by catalyzing and producing new ideas in different fields which were then analyzed in-depth
by the team’s experts. Additionally, marketing personnel were intensively involved in the early phases
in order to continuously observe market changes and evolving international standards in biometrics
(e.g. resulting from travel documents).

Motivation and close distances through centralization

The personal attitude towards biometric technologies and new ideas was the motor for the innovation
team. In order to provide a basis for a long-term motivation, Siemens Austria stimulated this through
two major measures at the professional level. First, employees could participate in a ’VIP Programm
(Verbesserungen, Innovation, Patente)’, similar to a frequent flyer program, receiving points for successful
ideas to be converted in special networking events or small incentives. Second, team members were
allowed to post ideas in an internal IT platform (TechnoWeb) in order to form communities. This mo-
tivated employees since ideas were promoted and a reputation as an expert could be built up. The
resulting self-organized communities received financial support to work out new innovation concepts.
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The people side of pattern recognition development:

• Leadership had an ambassador function on different levels including the attraction of funding and young
talent, and promoting the project team’s independence.

• Especially in the early phases and in non-linear project advances, an innovation driver with persistency
and high frustration tolerance was of importance.

• Long-term motivation for technology and project was fostered by opportunities to share and develop ideas
in a network.

VI.3.2 Building up know-how and experience

Web-based building up of know-how and experience

Setting up the Biometrics Center combined know-how and competences from four different depart-
ments and locations. The project team was developing hardware, systems, and its integration in close
cooperation with Corporate Technology in Vienna and Munich. However for software, knowing "who
does what?" and "who has experience in such projects?" in a company with more than 7,700 (Siemens
Österreich, status: 2009) is a difficult venture. The intranet based IT tool TechnoWeb was therefore a
key source of new ideas and specific expertise (see figure 4.2.37). Technology and knowledge could get
increased visible in the early phases and was stored voluntarily by the employees. Moreover, it helped
to reduce redundancy and helped to detect internal/external competing technologies (e.g. smartcards).
Containing information about more than 600 technologies, the knowledge base also provided a connect-
ing interface of more than 8,000 members (status: 2009) in the early phases of technology and product
developments.
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Figure 4.2.37: TechnoWeb – Win-win situation motivates employee participation and management support.
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Building up know-how and experience with a web-based tool:

• Using company know-how to close gaps of required expertise and to reduce redundancy within the group.

• The knowledge was made visible and was shared, discussed, rated and disseminated within the network.

• Low entrance barriers and the opportunity to get a reputation as an expert resulted as a source of both
professional (technical) and tacit knowledge.

VI.3.3 Process from idea to new concepts – An iterative process

Technology development as an iterative and integrative task for biometrics

Technology development in biometrics is an iterative, long-term, and interdisciplinary task (see figure
4.2.38). Ideas are collected and their benefits are estimated. Driven by the process, they are then real-
ized. In the last step, developed algorithms are persistently analyzed to find strengths and weaknesses.
Depending on the application requirements, these three steps took 3 to 6 months. Practical experience
has shown that about 10 loops are needed for maturing a specific technology [308]. As for PC platforms,
mature technologies already exist, new technology or software may be necessary for special hardware
platforms (e.g. smartcards, embedded systems) or customer specific solutions where standards do not
exist.
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Figure 4.2.38: Technology development loop.

Uncertainty reduction through market studies

The setup of a Biometrics Center and the development of a technology for pattern recognition was some-
thing radically new to the company. In the case of fundamentally new innovations in biometrics, where
the technological nucleus is still highly dynamic and standards are missing, Siemens uses different tools
to reduce risks resulting from technology and market uncertainties:
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• Horizons 2020 (long-term trends): summarizes the key trends in politics, business, science, culture
and society. Scenarios are then deduced for technologies in fabrication, energy, health, informa-
tion and communication (including biometrics), materials and nanotechnology, transport, and the
combination of bio/nano/information technologies.

• Pictures of the Future: reports on technology and trends in the near future including future sce-
narios, features and reports on corresponding R&D activities at Siemens. The report presents
innovators of the year and interviews with international experts.

• Market studies: Siemens conducts their own market studies and compares them with commer-
cially available studies (e.g. International Biometric Group).

In case of biometric technologies, public institutions also play an additional important role. The ob-
servation of and participation in international standards, open source networks and dominant designs
was added to the project team’s core tasks in the early phases. Public institutions included European
Community, ISO and NAFTA, as well as country specific regulations and standards. Biometric develop-
ment was also undertaken in very close cooperation with universities and external technology leaders
in clearly defined areas to test and adapt new concepts.

Process from idea to new technologies:

• The development of new biometric concepts is an iterative process that cycles between creative and engi-
neering phases over several years.

• Market evaluation and entry is strongly dependent on existing standards and societal trends.

VI.4 Summary and conclusions

Siemens is a global engineering company, active in the industrial, energy, and healthcare sector. The
setup of a Biometrics Center enabled the company to step into the increasing market opportunities
coming from security concerns in public, health, financial, and aviation sectors. With the establishment
of Biometrics Center as a competence center, strategic planning and organization of new technologies in
biometrics could be done more efficiently and effectively. Siemens has more than 15 years experience in
biometrics. The development of pattern recognition combined competences from Corporate Technology
in sensor and software development and competences of Siemens IT Solution and Services in technology
integration for customer specific solutions.

The major challenge was to identify the necessary skills to start within a large corporation. This required
a strong driver knowing market opportunities, having experience in sensor and software development,
and knowing the group organization well to tap respective resources. Using an IT platform as a knowl-
edge base not only helped to identify skills and test new ideas, it also changed the project team into a
dynamic learning unit.

Maturing standards in biometrics and standardized sensor solutions resulted in increased competition.
By combining Identity Management and Biometrics into a new unit, solutions coming from recent and
long-term technology developments could be more cost competitive by covering a larger customer spec-
trum.
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4.2.7 Case VII: Siemens AG, Building Technologies – Microsystem for gas sensor

VII.1 Company profile (Siemens AG and the business segment Building Technologies of its Indus-
try Sector)

Turnover (revenue), employees, products and services

Siemens is a global electronics and electrical engineering company, providing products and solutions in
three main sectors, Industry, Energy, and Healthcare. Headquartered in Munich (Germany), the group
is spread over more than 190 countries with 1,640 locations. In fiscal year 2009 (1st October to 30th

September), roughly 405,000 employees recorded a turnover of C�� 76,651 million (see figure 4.2.39).
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Figure 4.2.39: Siemens AG company structure – Sectors and business segments.

In 2008, the group experienced a large strategic reorganization. In order to utilize synergy effects and
facilitate rapid decision making, a single responsible person was installed being directly anchored in the
Managing Board. For further transparency and clear responsibility, each of the 15 operating business
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segments is headed by one person (named CEO) reporting directly to the head of the sector.

About Building Technologies

Building Technologies is a business segment operating globally with about 35,800 employees and 32
manufacturing sites. With more than 500 branch offices worldwide, it generates a turnover of about C��
7,000 million (status: fiscal year 2009) with products and solutions for building automation and comfort,
fire safety, electrical installation, and security systems (see figure 4.2.40). It was founded in 1998 by an
acquisition of the industrial activities of Electrowatt located in Zurich, Switzerland. In 1996, Electrowatt
had merged its industrial activities to Landis & Staefa, which itself resulted from several former merg-
ers of Cerberus (fire safety), Staefa Control (building automation), and Landis & Gyr (part: building
automation). At the end of 2009, the low voltage business from Industry Automation which was rele-
vant for buildings, was pooled to Building Technologies. Global business activities are steered from the
headquarters situated in Zug, Switzerland. Whereas in the United States, R&D and business towards
commercial, industrial, public, and residential buildings, is steered from the US headquarters in Buffalo
Grove, Illinois.

a HVAC = Heating, Ventilation, and Air Condition.
b Synco living = a centrally operated modular system for room/building comfort (temperature, ventilation, humidity, light, security, etc.)

for economical utilization of environmental and financial resources).
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Figure 4.2.40: Siemens Building Technologies – Business units and product groups.

Sensors and microsystems for Building Technologies

Siemens Building Technologies, through its ’Total Building Solutions’, integrates a broad spectrum of
sensors from HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning), fire safety, security, lightning, shade,
and multimedia for improved and individual comfort of rooms, homes, and buildings. Building au-
tomation enables the automatic control and management of a variety of services for higher (individual)
flexibility, lower costs, and energy savings. For years, building automation was dominated by propri-
etary developments where each sensor or system was wired directly to a central control technology
[310].

Decentralized building automation and communication was increased when two quasi-standard proto-
cols (I. Modbus Protocol: AEG Modicon, II. Protocol 3964R: Siemens Simatic S5/S7) were disclosed. This
facilitated an open communication towards a (manufacturer-independent) communication protocol for
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sensor devices. Further standardization78 in the early 1990’s, broadened the range of products from
various manufacturers. Additionally, decentralization was supported by smaller and powerful comput-
ers, and the combination of microchips with sensors and actuators becoming ’intelligent’ systems. Bus
connectors on integrated circuits allowed the creation of a network with control functions [310]. Sensor
networks and communication via Ethernet, infrared, and ultrasonic sound not only enabled interac-
tion among sensors, they also reduced large installation and maintenance costs. The market is driven
by megatrends of urbanization, climate change, and resource scarcity with the objectives being energy
efficient systems for CO2 reduction and operation cost reduction. With its sensor solutions Building
Technology aims to provide its customers a building control where all components have their own ’in-
telligence’ and exchange information among each other.

Decentralized and centralized research and development

Building Technology (BT) spans a global research and development network with 26 locations (see figure
4.2.41). By having a decentralized R&D presence in all areas of potential urban growth, R&D strives to
meet local customer needs, while local technology developments offer potentials for global applications.

Building Technologies AG – R&D Network
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Figure 4.2.41: Siemens Building Technologies – Global R&D network.

78Leading manufacturers of electrical installation technologies founded the European Installation Bus Association (EIBA) in
1990. Among the founders were Berker, Jung, Gira, Merten, and Siemens. Initially, the standard was a European norm (EN
50090) and became later the Konnex Association (KNX) (www.knx.org) which developed towards a global standard by the ISO
norm (ISO/IEC 14543-3). Other relevant open standards in the building automation domain are BACnet and LonWorksr. Cf.
Haenselmann et al. (2007) [311], Kastner et al. (2005) [312].
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Maximizing synergies, local R&D centers from different business segments also collaborate among each
other to better exploit customer and growth potentials. Both, the central R&D of BT in Zug, and the US
subsidiary in Buffalo Grove closely collaborate with Corporate Technology where general technology
direction decisions are made. However, the application are determined and developed in the respective
business unit (further details to Siemens Corporate Technology see chapter 4.2.6, VI.1).

Since the early 1990’s, Siemens Corporate Technology was investigating gas sensors and MEMS for in-
dustrial and automotive applications (see figure 4.2.42) [313, 314]. Siemens sensors for CO content of
exhaust gases already minimized emissions of small combustion units. However, low cost CO2 room
concentration sensors, which increase people’s comfort since they become less tired in offices, were not
widespread. Further research was done towards autonomous data processing and communication of
bus-compatible sensor systems [315]. With inexpensive production of wireless sensors, chips for per-
sonalized room comfort/environment provide potential for new services and energy savings.
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Figure 4.2.42: Siemens Corporate Technology – Chemical sensor group activities.

Research and development of sensors at Building Technologies:

• Core and cross-sectional technologies and competences with multiple impacts are developed at global
Corporate Technology sites. R&D of Building Technology is focused regionally on products and integration
of sensors.

• Sensors are an integrated part of building automation and management, providing its occupants increased
comfort, security, and energy savings.

• Gas sensors based on MEMS are the first step towards low cost ’sniffing sensors’ for multiple gas detection,
with wireless communication reducing total costs (including wiring costs).
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VII.2 Business case

VII.2.1 Microsystem for gas sensors

Gas sensors

Gas sensors in rooms and buildings aim to protect the environment and ensure people’s safety and
comfort. Sensors for temperature and light are widely used. However, silicon chip gas sensors made of
silicon and oxide layers for low power consumption at low costs, were not in widespread use [317]. The
basic idea dates back to the mid 1990’s when the first CO sensor based on thin-film gallium oxide was
developed and later mass produced. In comparison to the former principle where CO was detected at
the surface of the sensor, in the new sensor, the gas flows through channels (see figure 4.2.43).

Area of
gas
sensitive
channels

Source: Siemens Corporate Technology, Lampe et al.

(2005) [314]. © 2005, with permission from Elsevier.

Figure 4.2.43: Example of a transducer (charge coupled field effect transistor) before flip-chip bonding.

A Suspended Gate Field Effect Transistor (SGFET) in which the sensing material is isolated by an air
gap realizes the sensing principle (see figure 4.2.44). Diffusing gas molecules create a surface potential
and induce charge which is detected by the SGFET.
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Figure 4.2.44: Sensing principle for gas sensors based on thin-film oxide layers and a SGFET.

A hybrid design allows freely selectable sensor films for a wide range of gases. The sensor film under-
goes a reversible work function change where particular gas comes into contact with it. The construction
of a SGFET requires bulk micromachining with precise assembly. Actual sensor design basically consists
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of a ceramic substrate where the sensing material and a conductor pattern are deposited. The field effect
transistor is then mounted and contacted to the substrate by flip-chip technology (turned chip which
is directly mounted on the substrate). Finally, a thermally induced polymerization of the glue between
substrate and FET fixes the structure [317]. Sensors as ’gas detectives’ for buildings are focused on mon-
itoring air quality. Placing different gas-sensitive receptors on one chip to detect more than one gas at a
time was a successful next step in the sensor development. Sensors in the future will be able to measure
a minimum of four parameters on a chip: temperature, humidity, gases (e.g. CO2) and odors.

The vision of future building management systems is an intelligent system of sensor networks commu-
nicating wirelessly, not only among each other but also directly with their occupants. Different sensors
may be realized by building blocks of microsystems consisting of a microprocessor, an independent
power source, wireless communication modules, and a sensor suite (see figure 4.2.45). Building blocks
may increase flexibility towards customers’ requests, and the realization of the concept will decrease
design and manufacturing costs compared to previous sensor types.
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Figure 4.2.45: Microsystems building blocks concept: plug & play multi-array (6-in-1) sensors with built-in
electronics.

Microsystem for gas sensors:

• Technology is based on field effect transistors with a defined air gap and metal oxide layer. Different layers
allow sensing of diverse gases at room temperature. Self-powering in the wireless environment is the major
technical challenge.

• The concept of ’intelligent odorant sensors’ with MEMS building blocks merges fundamental research from
materials, micro and nano fabrication, and system integration in the early phases of development.

• Resulting products (modular sensors) not only allow new services, they may also cannibalize existing
building automation solutions.
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VII.3 Microsystem for gas sensors project team

Project team

It was in 1997 when Osman Ahmed, a mechanical engineer located in Buffalo Grove, first became in-
terested in MEMS systems, which inspired to investigate the use of sensors for building systems reg-
ulation. After the merger of Landis & Gyr with Siemens, Ahmed soon started collaboration with the
headquarters in Zug and Siemens Corporate Technology in Munich towards developing sensors having
more on-chip functions rather than focusing on existing devices. His research group studies the prac-
tical implementation of numerous hidden detectors positioned in walls or paint transmitting data for
monitoring of buildings. At the core of these systems are silicon building blocks which ideally serve as
sensors, processors, and actuators (see figure 4.2.45).

The investigation is driven from two sides. From top down, Building Technologies drives the specifi-
cations for applicability, implementation, and necessary infrastructure. Corporate Technology, drives
the basic sensor developments from bottom up with the team of Maximilian Fleischer, together with
academic research institutes and external MEMS companies.

VII.3.1 The people side of bringing ’buildings to life’ with MEMS sensors

Leadership in technology innovations

Leadership in the development of new MEMS technology approaches has an enabling function by de-
veloping opportunities. While setting the direction for a new technology, leadership has to focus on
people and their selection for the innovation team, making them understand the potentials of new tech-
nology approaches. The resulting enthusiasm creates long-term motivation which was a fundament for
the team’s value creation for the company and customers through the new products or processes that
are developed. Leaders for innovations do not have to be technology experts by definition. The major
tasks and characteristics of leaders for innovations from team to company management are:

• Setting visionary goals: leadership creates visions with realistic goals that generate future value
for the company and customers, rather than just administrating resources, people, time, and
money.

• Build up personal networks: by knowing ’who knows smart people’, the middle management of
large companies in particular, is a facilitator in providing internal company contact for know-how
transfer to the innovation teams.

• Listener and communicator: listening to employees facilitates the detection of company’s and
employees’ problems and ’pulse’. This allows leaders to balance, fix, and communicate technical
(strategic) directions, providing a path for innovation.

When leadership created a free and independent work environment, where employees were allowed to
test technology approaches and make errors, people became more creative and motivated. However,
freedom had to be controlled by focusing on customers’ needs, not on personal technical interests.
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Innovation driver

A vision of a building, where sensors communicate among each other to provide more comfort to its oc-
cupants, needed someone driving the idea on both, the technological and management level. Therefore,
the driver first evaluated opportunities and feasibility. By acquiring internal allies from technology, aca-
demic partners for first experimental setups, and external partners for mass production, the complete
supply chain for realization was covered. Visible and attainable goals were the basis for budget discus-
sions and long-term commitment to the project. Even though only limited MEMS expertise was avail-
able at Building Technologies, it was important to bring all parties together: technologists, investors,
manufacturer and system integrator. In this case, the innovation driver’s personal characteristics such
as sure instinct and persistency, combined with fundamental technical know-how and a personal net-
work, were key in pushing forward the idea.

Team structure and team culture

The MEMS innovation team was set up internationally to cover as many business and technological as-
pects as possible. At Buffalo Grove and Zug, team members were involved in the system integration and
infrastructure while Corporate Technology focused on sensor realization. The core of the team at Cor-
porate Technology consisted of engineers, physicists, and chemists. Experts from marketing, product
management, manufacturing, and external technology experts were temporarily involved. Temporary
involvement and personal networks helped to build up a knowledge sharing network and to validate
the concept. However, team structure was also focused on building up internal know-how to guarantee
independence from external collaboration and minimize risks from single expertise sources.

Especially in the early phases with high technology uncertainty, success of the concept was built on fail-
ures. By creating a team culture where people were not afraid to fail when testing different technologies,
team members became more willing to take risks which fostered innovativeness. Due to geographical
dispersion and different ’technology languages’ of team members, the team building process and man-
agement became important issues. Direct communication and regular personal contact among innova-
tion team members and experts was the most effective method to foster project advances.

Motivation through an open innovation environment

Besides financial and company internal awards, the innovation team was basically motivated by three
factors: (I) clear statement and action of management that innovation was a part of the company strat-
egy, (II) developing benefits with technology, and (III) an open innovation environment. Team members
were motivated and willing to bring their best when the organizational environment reduced adminis-
trative boundaries.
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The people side of the microsystem for gas sensors project team:

• Leadership in the early phases of new concepts has an enabling function by showing technology opportu-
nities. The creation of a customer oriented development environment is a basis for both, a highly motivated
team and applicable (successful) innovations.

• An innovation driver acquires allies over the complete technology-to-solutions value chain. Personal char-
acteristics, motivation, and informal networks are the key to bridge long ’lean time’ in the early develop-
ment stage.

• A team culture where errors were allowed, were made transparent, and knowledge was shared, facilitated
building of knowledge to reduce risks of external dependency.

VII.3.2 Building up know-how and experience

Building up know-how by collaboration

’Bringing buildings to life’ by MEMS sensor systems required know-how and experience over the com-
plete value chain, from technical realization to final commercialization. This was of special importance
to identify the final key players for a successful business: component manufacturer, product manufac-
turer or system integrator. In the early phases of the project, missing know-how was an opportunity
to access the latest research and development results from internal and external sources. Collabora-
tion became the most appropriate strategy, as technology was moving rapidly. By initial collaboration
with several leading MEMS manufacturers, missing know-how and experience was systematically built
up. Additionally, a concept was tested and adapted to check feasibility. Feasibility studies with aca-
demic partners closed knowledge gaps of other required technologies, especially in the field of sensor
networks. Different types of collaboration not only built up expertise, but also enlarged personal knowl-
edge sharing networks, which was of major importance for solving future problems.

From the technical side, lack of experience in material science was a major problem of MEMS devel-
opment. Based on different material characteristics, functions on chip level were realized mechanically
and/or electrically which required interdisciplinary technology approaches. The research team compen-
sated the lack of know-how by conducting basic research (Corporate Technology) and gaining know-
how from its worldwide R&D centers and cooperation network with more than 250 universities [316].

Building up know-how and experience:

• Concept promotion and cooperation with academia and industry resulted in: (I) build up of a broad knowl-
edge base of required (basis) technologies, manufacturing know-how, and links to potential customers, (II)
a tested concept, and (III) a knowledge sharing network for problem solving.

• Developed know-how guaranteed uniqueness and reduced risk of external dependency.

VII.3.3 Process from idea to new concepts – Vision and business innovation model as guidance

Vision

Microsystems for gas sensors was one realized cornerstone of the vision towards ’intelligent buildings’.
Team members developed a passion for MEMS technologies and vision realization. The vision was a
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long-term and strategic goal which could also be communicated externally. Acting as a starting point
and direction setter for the project team, the vision reflected own and necessary capabilities in MEMS
and sensor networks. This was the basis used to determine the required tools, manufacturing processes,
and technologies ranging from material sciences to microsystems technologies. Companies and research
institutes acted as mirror for the vision which was continuously developed and adapted. The vision was
focused on creating value to the customers rather than purely on the development of a technology for
new sensor devices. By looking at the complete value chain, MEMS and sensors became an integral part
of the innovation strategy at Building Technologies.

Business innovation model and innovation strategy

The basic idea behind MEMS based gas sensors was to produce low power and low cost gas sensors. A
business innovation model was developed using MEMS building blocks for realization of a high variety
of ’intelligent’ sensors using modules with similar designs. The model also included product defini-
tions, distribution channels, and promotion of the concept. MEMS building blocks are still in the concept
phase. However, by focusing on (final) customers’ value, e.g. providing high comfort and energy saving
at low cost, the business model is more flexible than former models (like in semiconductor technologies
focusing on purely mass production). Production of MEMS components is not a core competence of
Siemens. Especially when operating in technology and business with high uncertainty, production fa-
cilities are enormous assets and a financial risk. The core competences of Building Technologies, and
in this case, the business leverage, are end products and integration. Risk and dependency reduction
where realized by owing the sensor technology (Corporate Technology, see figure 4.2.46), using external
manufacturing, and having direct contact to customers through Building Technologies’ sales channels.
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Figure 4.2.46: Siemens Corporate Technology – Sensor development support.
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Process from idea to new technologies:

• The vision sets direction with continuous adaption. New MEMS technology is (only) a means to realize the
objective of high value creation at low cost for the (end) customer.

• Project evaluation is based on company and customer value creation.

VII.4 Summary and conclusions

Building Technologies is a solution provider for building management and control. By using a broad
range of sensor technologies, the business unit of Siemens Industry Sector makes rooms/buildings com-
fortable, safe, secure and less costly to operate. Microsystem based sensors provide a basis for low cost
and low power sensors being integrated in building automation products. The objective is to have a
platform with an electronic circuit for data processing, data transmission and power management linked
with a sensor suite to realize a high variety of ’intelligent’ sensors for buildings. Resulting products will
provide a competitive advantage in cost, installation, and operation. The technology therefore has the
potential to become a core business, but is also destructive to already existing Building Technologies
solutions. Major influencing factors for the project advance and team were:

• A vision which became a driving force for the interdisciplinary innovation team, for management,
and for external partners.

• Internal and external collaboration was a key for building know-how, for concept adaption, and
the creation of knowledge sharing networks.

• A business innovation model which was based on a variety of sensors for high customer value
at low cost. By analyzing the complete supply chain in the early phases of the technology con-
cept, necessary steps towards commercialization (e.g. system integration, necessary infrastruc-
ture) could be investigated even with an intermediate version of a building block sensor.

Major challenges are still technical in nature, resulting in a long-term project. However, by having two
major parts of the supply chain – fundamental technology and sensor integration with a link to end
customers, major business leverage could be controlled.
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4.3 Cross-case analysis

In this work, a multiple case study design was used to explore similarities within micro and nanosystem
innovation projects and teams. Even though sample size is similar to other studies79, this research only
demonstrates a limited view of MEMS/NEMS technology developments in companies. The qualitative
research approach is based on a low number of business cases and does not allow statistical predictions80

of the identified phenomena81. However, in-depth interviews with innovators or R&D managers from
different multinational companies allow causal interrelations between the type of innovation projects
and management methods in the early phases of developments. The realization is based on the research
framework and method presented in chapter 3. The investigated multinational companies range from
small and medium sized companies (SMEs) to large concerns (see tables 4.3.1 and 4.3.2).

All companies have a micro and nanotechnology history and are active in basic research, as component
manufacturer or as system integrator, in an international business environment (see table 4.3.3). Their
turnover (revenue) varies from around 20 million C�� to 69,000 million C�� and the number of employees
varies from about 160 to 400,000 employees. The investigated companies practice research and develop-
ment in Germany, Austria, or Switzerland in their regional or European center, but the headquarter is
not necessarily located in the mentioned countries. Their production sites are partly in these mentioned
countries, but also in the US and Asia.

In all cases studies the management had decided to go ahead with further development. On a large
scale view, the technologies differ in their application fields, and the teams are dispersed regionally or
globally. However, technology developments were initiated and executed in central units (e.g. corporate
research), product divisions, or regional subsidiaries with close collaboration to central units.

The case studies illustrate MEMS/NEMS technology developments and project teams in their organiza-
tional and management environment:

• The case study of Bosch describes a development of a technology with revolutionized MEMS
manufacturing and has today become a quasi-standard. The research team was located in corpo-
rate research and was closely collaborating with production sites nearby to test technology. In the
selection of projects, Bosch differentiates between incremental developments with an economic
focus and fundamental new developments where new functions are planned over several years.

• Colibrys operates as a niche manufacturer of MEMS motion sensors for harsh environments. The
case study depicts the development of an accelerometer being a building block of a complete prod-
uct group. As a SME, research and development is centered at one location. New developments
are carried out in close collaboration with academia. Having their own production and services
allows not only the buildup of integrative know-how, it also provides a means for enhancement
from the customers’ side.

• IBM Research Zurich is a subsidiary of IBM’s global research network which performs basic and
applied research. Based on former experience in atomic force microscope (AFM), a research team
with members having different scientific disciplines is developing a probe storage technology.

79Studies of new product development and innovation team with similar sample size, cf. Farley and Rouse (2000) [318], Cooper
(2005) [319], Buckler and Zien (1996) [320].

80Cases are no ’sampling units’ and should therefore not be chosen for statistical analysis. Cf. Yin (2003), p. 33, [321].
81A phenomenon of interest is ’lived experience’, which has to be carefully described how people perceive it, feel it, judge it,

remember it, make sense of it. Cf. Patton (2002) [68].
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Table 4.3.1: Overview of analyzed companies I – Organizational factors (part I).

Bosch Colibrys IBM Ilforda

FINANCIALS 2008 2006/2007 2009 2006

C�� mill. C�� mill. US$ mill. C�� mill.

Turnover (revenue) 45,127 19 95,786 ∼ 97

Profit (net income) 372 - 13,425 -

Return on sales
(profit margin)

0.8 % - 14.0 % -

R&D investment 3,889 - 5,820 -

R&D percent of turnover 8.6 % - 6.1 % -

EMPLOYEES

Total 281,717 160 399,409 260
R&D (total) 32,600 - - 70

R&D

Corporate R&D,
engineering

Yes Yesb Yes Yesb

Research areas Functional materi-
als and microsys-
tems, principles of
component design

New precise
sensors sys-
tems/principles

Math and com-
puter science,
science and tech-
nology, storage
technologies

Nanoparticle dis-
persion, coating
manufacturing,
imaging science

POINT OF VIEW

Development type Process develop-
ment

Product develop-
ment

Product / process
development

Process develop-
ment

Status (today) Matured, basis for
MEMS manufac-
turing today

Core element of
sensor concepts

Prototype status Development
phase

Division/Section Central unit (cor-
porate technology)

Central unit (from
start up to SME)

Central unit as
part of a global
R&D network of
corporate research

Division as profit
center of the
group

Team organization Local/regional Local Local (global via
R&D network)

Local

a Company does not publish financial data or provides only estimated/older figures.
b R&D is centralized at the headquarters as the company has only one or two locations.
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Table 4.3.2: Overview of analyzed companies I – Organizational factors (part II).

Infineon SAGÖa SBTb

FINANCIALS 2009c 2009c 2009c

C�� mill. C�� mill. C�� mill.

Turnover (revenue) 3,027 2,973 7,000

Profit (net income) -671 160 343

Return on sales
(profit margin)

-22.2 % 5.4 % 4.9 %

R&D investment 468 503 -

R&D percent of turnover 15.5 % 16.9 % -

EMPLOYEES

Total 26,464 7,782 35,806

R&D (total) 5,971 - -

R&D

Corporate R&D,
engineering

Yes Yes Yes

Research areas IC design and devel-
opment, process and
product development

Materials and microsys-
tems, production pro-
cesses, power and sensor
systems, software and
engineering

Building technologies,
automation and fire de-
tection

POINT OF VIEW

Development type Product development Product/system devel-
opment

Product development

Status (today) Matured, core business Matured Prototype status

Division / Section Division Unit of a regional sub-
sidiary being a com-
petence center for the
whole group

Subsidiary with close
collaboration to the
group’s corporate R&D

Team organization Local (global via R&D
network)

Local (global via R&D
network)

Local (global via R&D
network)

a SAGÖ = Siemens AG Österreich (regional subsidiary)
b SBT = Siemens Building Technologies AG (a division of Siemens Industry Sector)
c Fiscal year: 1st October to 30th September
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Table 4.3.3: Overview of analyzed companies II – Business specific factors.

MEMS/NEMS development
for applications in

Major contribution to value
added chain

Markets

Bosch Automotive, sensors, security Component manufacturer,
system manufacturer

Automotive, industry, con-
sumer, building

Colibrys Sensors Component manufacturer,
manufacturing services

Military/aerospace, industry,
energy

IBM IT business, information and
communication

Basic research, component
manufacturer

Products and services in IT,
networks, storage

Ilford Imaging Materials and characteristics Information and communica-
tion, imaging

Infineon Information and communica-
tion

Sensor/component manufac-
turer

Energy efficiency, security,
communications

SAGÖa Information and communica-
tion, security

System integrator, software Industry, energy, healthcare

SBTb Building automation and
control, health care, life sci-
ence

System integrator Building automation, fire
safety, security, electrical in-
stallation and control, health
care, life science

a SAGÖ = Siemens AG Österreich (regional subsidiary)
b SBT = Siemens Building Technologies AG (a division of Siemens Industry Sector)

NEMS provide a storage mechanism which is integrated into a MEMS device. The long-lasting
project is broadly anchored internally and externally in academia.

• The case of Ilford Imaging describes a technology development that is again in transition phase.
Initially, the manufacturing process development was closely dedicated to the MEMS printer busi-
ness. Actually, development is moving towards the production of functional layers which affects
the entire company. The local development team partnered with companies and governmental
institutions to iteratively build up integrative knowledge and develop roadmaps for future appli-
cations.

• Infineon is a high-tech semiconductor company. The case of security cards and IC development
demonstrates interplay between software, semiconductor, and MEMS technology development
in a high-risk and high financial impact project. The research team is cross-linked with global
research locations and uses a ’lessons learned process’ to learn from errors.

• Siemens Österreich is a regional subsidiary of Siemens AG which installed a center for biometric
solutions. The center for biometric technology required a strong internal and external promotion
to attract funding, and young talent, and to give the project team independence. The research team
profited from an internally developed IT platform which was applied to build up know-how and
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test solutions.

• Building Technologies is a part of the industry sector of Siemens AG. The illustrated case study
is embedded in collaboration, with Corporate Technology developing fundamental technology
approaches, and a product division focusing on integration and final products. While research is
focused at Siemens, manufacturing is done by an external partner.

All of the investigated case studies were technology developments that depend on enabling and fun-
damentally new functions in MEMS/NEMS, and were of strategic importance for the company. The
resulting process and product innovations enabled new product portfolios and permitted entering new
markets, but were also partially destructive to existing technologies82. Most of the project teams were
located a single site site or in close geographic proximity to each other83. Project teams of larger compa-
nies were either part of, or in close collaboration with, corporate development. Table 4.3.4 provides an
overview of the key influences on MEMS/NEMS project teams during the early phases of the innovation
process.

The case studies provide specific insights and present a broad field of experience and knowledge. Confi-
dentiality was granted to interview participants and participating organizations. To meet confidentiality,
all quotations and personal information about project teams are anonymized. In the following, similari-
ties and differences of cases are presented in detail. In particular, different aspects between teams in the
early phases of product innovation and New Product Development (NPD) teams are discussed.

4.3.1 The people side of MEMS/NEMS

Leadership

In all cases, leadership, from top management to team leader, had the most positive and negative influ-
ence on technology development teams. A leadership style which was too authoritarian caused unease
and decreased risk taking by team members due to fears of punishment. When the leadership style was
characterized by a kind of ’fuzzy control’ and ’giving someone his space’ team members were more will-
ing to work on risky concepts. Additionally, team members felt more encouraged and acknowledged
when leadership managed to create room for creativity by reducing administrative overhead [63].

(a) The role of middle and top management

The senior and top management in the studied cases had an enabling function in the early phases, rather
than controlling and monitoring project advances (see figure 4.3.1). In all cases, top management was
involved from the beginning by either attending regularly meetings or because of a bottom up escalation
process [208, 204]. Managers knew the importance and experienced the complexity of MEMS/NEMS
technology in all cases.

At Bosch, the special ownership allows long-term decisions of technology developments, and top man-
agement has had long Bosch membership covering several business fields before being in a leading
82New products were partially disruptive or parasitic to existing product portfolio. For further information see innovation typolo-

gies in chapter 2.3.1. or cf. Abernathy and Clark (1985) [322], Christensen (1997) [146], Utterback (1994) [136].
83Functional or geographical aspects of team organization were not focused in this project. For further information to functional

and geographical team structure aspects cf. Gassmann and von Zedtwitz (2003) [181]; Wheelwright and Clark (1994), pp. 445-
450, [164].
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Table 4.3.4: Major influences on MEMS/NEMS technology development teams in the early phases of the
innovation process.

Field Major influence on
MEMS/NEMS project teams

Issue/Characteristic

The people side of MEMS/NEMS Leadership Role of middle and top manage-
ment

Innovation driver

Team leader roles

Team structure Team members’ competences

Team members’ personal charac-
teristics

Team culture

Motivation Long-term team motivation

New technology competences Experience and know-how Enabling and crucial element

Personal informal networks Company internal and external
networks

Process from idea to concept (in-
novation process) and project
evaluation

Vision as a guiding tool Technology and product orienta-
tion

Market and market entry Market and market entry as a
strategic decision

Project evaluation and manage-
ment

Thinking in roadmaps and gain-
ing new competence

position. In the case of IBM, research and development of new micro and nanotechnologies are part of
IBM’s business strategy for future applications. IBM differs in the case study between (I) the innovation
phase where leadership fosters (visionary) idea testing and (II) the product phase by giving structure
through clear milestone setting. Infineon fosters the ambassador function of middle management by
having a technical career opportunity (’technical ladder’) being equal to management career. Here, the
objective was to keep highly qualified staff and to diffuse ’lessons learned’ from former technology de-
velopments into new projects already in the early phases. The case of Siemens AG Österreich (SAGÖ)
shows that the enabler role of management may also include important societal aspects with the function
of increasing awareness, acceptance, and funding. In the cases of Colibrys and Ilford today’s manage-
ment was directly involved into technology development being either the inventor or a member of the
company’s founder team.

(b) Innovation driver

The cases have shown that project advances in the early phases could not be managed systematically
due to significant technology and market uncertainty. The innovation driver’s position and personal
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Decisive leadership

levels / functions
Innovation driver

Middle, top

management a

Team leader

Level Function / Influence

Long-term promoter of

technology, project

Enablers

Continuous (re-)definition of

necessary competences

Leadership style
Willingness of taking

technical risks

a The term ‘middle management’ is used for  the management of  departments or (product) divisions.

Top management is used for company or group management being responsible for  the business domain.

Figure 4.3.1: Decisive leadership levels and their functions in project and team.

characteristics played a key role in interfacing for and with the team and in anchoring the technology
development project within the organization [63]. Considering all the cases, the position varied from
the inventor, team leader, up to senior management and CEO level [34].

The drivers’ role, characteristics and behavior are reflected at three major levels: (I) technical level:
she/he initiates, reflects and pushes forward technical ideas and new solution approaches, (II) orga-
nizational level: she/he knows the organizational culture, builds up networks and seeks partners for
bridging resistances, (III) personal level: she/he shows technology affinity and enthusiasm for the topic,
persistently pursues the long-term goals. These personal characteristics are of importance when facing
expected resistance from different management levels, especially in larger organizations. Classically, for
MEMS/NEMS innovation teams, these people are experts coming from engineering or basic sciences
with a willingness to take risks and having long job tenure in the company [63]. The cases of IBM and
Siemens Österreich have shown that an innovation driver is rarely assigned to that function. Rather,
employees with intrinsic motivation to push technology ahead tend to appoint themselves to that func-
tion.

(c) Team leader

The key role for team leadership was to continuously analyze technology problems and to identify com-
petences and personnel fitting from their personality to team and to solve technology problems. Project
teams work on technology concepts where the resulting products and processes are very often years
away from realization. Unlike most incremental new product development projects, most of the team
leaders had to re-define necessary competences resulting either from unforeseen project directions or
from advances in other technologies (e.g. material sciences, nanotechnology). Team leaders dealt with
this deficit by adding internal or external team members, with the objective of building up these com-
petencies, becoming independent, and gaining competitive advantages.
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Leadership – Discussion and conclusions

Leadership had the greatest influence84 on MEMS/NEMS project teams. Consistent with past research,
MEMS/NEMS innovation teams are highly dependent on top management support due to the strategic
character, long timeframes, and the financial sensitivity of projects [208, 323]. In our cases, the task of
leadership was meant to show up employees’ consequences of MEMS/NEMS technology for the em-
ployees themselves in the long run, the company and future products. However, our research shows
that those innovations are not always realized in the different management levels due to potential finan-
cial risks and personal fears. Nearly all of the investigated companies have shown a long technology
tradition, and CEOs/CTOs have long job tenures, passing through various functions and knowing risks
of MEMS/NEMS technologies.

The cross-comparison of the investigated cases suggests the following conclusions:

• Leadership differs between the early phases and new product development in MEMS/NEMS.
Leadership is enabling an improvement of a concept rather than monitoring defined milestones.

• An innovation driver was of high importance when the project could not be managed systemati-
cally.

Team structure

Team structure had to cover two critical aspects of the MEMS/NEMS technology projects. First, solv-
ing the technology problems related new functions or processes. Second, the strategic and long-term
aspects of the projects. Both had to be covered by the teams’ competences and personal characteristics.
Therefore, team members could be classified into three major types: (I) internal experts from technology
and business with wide breadth and long experience who knew the company very well, (II) members
recently coming from academia with fresh new ideas, (III) members outside of the subject area who
brought ideas from other technological fields [63].

(a) Team members’ competences

For MEMS/NEMS technology problem solving, it was found that interdisciplinary team composition,
where the problem was separated into respective engineering directions, was not sufficient (see fig-
ure 4.3.2) [63]. A team composition was sought where teams’ technical competences had transdisci-
plinary85 character [324, 230]. Technical approaches could be transferred across scientific disciplines for
potential solution approaches. One interviewee’s comment reflects the cross-sectional characteristics of
MEMS/NEMS and the necessity of thinking across scientific disciplines:

"As in micro and nanosystems we do not pursue an engineering direction like mechanical engineering,
which is rather uniform. Or the principles of electrical engineering and semiconductor electronics,
which are rather limited disciplines. In micro and nanosystems technology one must be able to do
something of everything. For this, chemistry is also very important. ... One should also be ready to
work oneself into semiconductor technology and signal processing or e.g. how one can fabricate plastic

84Similar leadership roles and influences were identified in a study of radical innovations. Cf. McDermott and O’Connor (2002)
[8].

85Different disciplines work on a joint research object interacting and affecting each other. Applied methods cross boundaries of
respective disciplines and solution may move towards other disciplines. Cf. Brand (2004), pp. 49-78, [231].
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packaging. This means in our case that the interdisciplinarity or the willingness to exceed some specific
points which was learned in academia is very important."

For example, in the case of IBM’s probe storage, the solution merges competences from fundamentals
in materials on nanoscale, nanomechanics, and engineering competences in micro and nanofabrication
and system integration. In the Bosch process, physical and chemical characteristics of etching media are
integrated in an alternating process to structure silicon.

The cases revealed that teams were not necessarily composed by a combination of pure experts, but
by people having different skills for producing new ideas and technology approaches. Across all cases
core teams consisted of people from basic and engineering sciences, while cross functional members of
production and marketing were occasionally involved (see figure 4.3.2).

Cross

functional

Interdisci-
plinary team

Mix of experts

�

�

�

Internal / external experts
Out of the subjected area
Graduates

Resulting request
on team

Team

Technology problem
solving

�

�

New function, new
approach
Exceeding technical limits

Problem

� Separation of technical
problem into single
disciplines

Team member

Innovation driver

Influence from

Figure 4.3.2: MEMS/NEMS technology development team composition and competences.

(b) Team members’ personal characteristics

Members of teams who were developing innovative concepts had to be more creative and visionary
than team members involved in new product developments. The cases have shown that especially in
the early and creative phases of projects, a team mix of generalists as communicators, different experts,
’politicians’86, and ’technology freaks’87 helped to advance projects (see figure 4.3.3). ’Technology freaks’
were introduced as lateral thinkers and idea producers (e.g. Bosch, SAGÖ). Their ideas opened the door
for new technology approaches. Whereas especially in large groups, ’politicians’ had the function to
connect different management levels [63].

The personal attitude of team members towards the team and innovation was identified to be critical
[58, 325, 228] to the long-term success of the projects. Teams or individuals sometimes worked for years
to advance on a single process step. Career-oriented team members or over experienced members could
lead the project in wrong directions and to failure. The case of Infineon depicts a potential solution for
both aspects, since it offers opportunities for personal development as an expert and career opportuni-
ties through the technology career path.

86’Politicians’ in this sense is meant as a person who is able to act and discuss between different functional and management levels
in order to position technology and project.

87’Technology freak’ in this sense is meant as a person who shows high interest and enthusiasm on different technologies.
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Figure 4.3.3: MEMS/NEMS technology development team composition and personalities.

(c) Team culture

A ’culture of errors’88 was an integral part of team culture. Developing new MEMS/NEMS concepts
is a testing out of ideas and technology approaches rather than a traditional milestone oriented de-
velopment89. Additionally, these trial and error approaches required an understanding of ’scientific
languages’90 and respective ’opinions’ from the team members and organization91. As one interviewee
noted:

"Success is also built on failures, because I failed miserably again and again, ... the organization should
create a culture, where teams have the possibility to commit errors."

The location of team members varied, as they were centrally (e.g. corporate technology), locally, region-
ally and globally located. Thus, across all cases team culture is defined as a willingness for collaboration
among experts, team creation over geographical distances, and a sprit for democratic decisions.

Team structure – Discussion and conclusions

A certain skill mix is vital for MEMS/NEMS project teams [61, 174, 217, 218]. Skills were selected to
integrate the capabilities of several scientific and engineering disciplines including aspects of fabrica-
tion and packaging. The goal was to realize a function for the future product development. Although,
diverse skills are required, more surprisingly is the deliberate integration of team members who are out-
side of the focus area (e.g. in the case of IBM). They have the function to (I) reduce preconceived ideas
and to (II) contribute external (hidden) perspectives. Additionally, there were ’technology freaks’ in the
teams (e.g. Bosch, SAGÖ). Their function is the linking and transfer of potential solution approaches
from other fields to the original problem [63].

88’Culture of errors’ in this sense is meant as allowing technical errors by team members.
89E.g. Stage-Gate Processr. Cf. Cooper (1990) [326].
90’Scientific language’ in this sense is meant that each different discipline (e.g. engineering disciplines like mechanical or electrical

engineering, basic sciences like physics or chemistry) has its specific technical perspectives and approaches in problem solving.
However, technical approaches might differ on micro or nanoscale due to scaling effects. For example, mechanical adhesive
forces can be higher on micro than on nanoscale. Whereas, on nanoscale electrostatic attraction is dominant while electrostatics
on microscale is almost negligible. Cf. Tambe and Bhushan (2004) [327].

91Transdisciplinary organizations can only succeed when all contributors accept themselves from their disciplinary roots and take
their scientific findings seriously. Cf. Brand (2004), p. V., [231].
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The cross-comparison of the investigated cases suggests the following conclusions:

• Team structure between early phases and new product development differs in competences and
personal characteristics.

• Jointly developed competences within the team that exceed technical limits are more important
for solution finding than pure expertise of single members.

• Team culture is the joint eagerness to exceed the actual known (technical) limits, but also accepting
the resulting uncertainty and errors from different scientific disciplines.

Motivation

Motivation over long time frames is difficult, and teams experienced both intrinsic92 and extrinsic93

motivation (see figure 4.3.4). The realization of technologically ’impossible things’ has shown highest
motivation. Precisely because MEMS/NEMS technology projects last several years, the technology it-
self and the realization of ideas with product potential were the most important engine of the teams’
intrinsic motivation. In contrast, career orientation and long development periods always show risks
and difficulties in motivation [63].
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Figure 4.3.4: Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation on MEMS/NEMS technology development teams.

Extrinsic motivation through financial recognition (e.g. financial awards, nominations) has to be se-
lected individually due to the mix of experts with individual preferences, cultural, and professional
background. However, team members valuate necessary technological and organizational leeway as a
high positive influence on their motivation.

The case of Bosch has shown that fast idea realization is a motivational factor. In addition, geographi-
cal proximity between the MEMS development team and later manufacturing location supported team
building process. In the cases of Colibrys and IBM, technology itself and vision were the fundament of
a motivated team. In the case of SAGÖ, a web-tool developed to a motivational factor as knowledge

92Intrinsic motivation: the motivation to work on something because it is interesting, involving, exciting, satisfying, or personally
challenging. Cf. Amabile (1997) [225].

93Extrinsic motivation: company policy and administration, supervision, interpersonal relationships, working conditions, salary,
status, and security. Cf. Herzberg (2003) [325].
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among expert was made visible, shared, and discussed within the company.

Motivation – Discussion and conclusions

The foundation of motivation is in technology enthusiasm and idea realization. This underscores the
findings of Amabile (1997) [225], maintaining the personal intrinsic motivation when the tasks match
expertise and thinking skills in a challenging and enjoying environment. The motivation of individuals
working in the project team has to be carefully studied [217]. Reputation and personal career prospects
might disturb team culture and therefore long-term success of projects.

The cross-comparison of the investigated cases suggests the following conclusion:

• Team members’ personal motivation in building up joint expertise is more important in the long
run than bringing in specific expertise which may only provide temporary support.

4.3.2 Building up new technology competences

Experience and know-how as an enabling and crucial element

In this investigation, it was found that experience and know-how were both enabling and crucial el-
ements for the buildup of new competences94. Experience is defined as lessons learned from other
projects and functions. Whereas know-how is a knowledge base of specific skills and problem solv-
ing techniques. Missing experience was the first step towards change as project teams had to develop
new functions of MEMS/NEMS. However, less experience can also result in falling into traps that could
have been avoided. In contrast, too much experience leads to preconceived opinions and blocks new
innovative ideas and technology approaches [63]. One interviewee commented on this:

"Experience for me is two-minded. It is very helpful if somebody made experiences for years or made
a lot of mistakes which should not be repeated. But, on the other side this experience (e.g. of ’gurus’)
is also hindering ideas. The team is corrective. I could tell you several examples, where people not
directly related to the subject brought very good ideas. I would evaluate creativity and capability to be
innovative in the concept phase as more important than experience."

MEMS/NEMS are cross-sectional technologies and nanotechnology is a precursor for further miniatur-
ization. To realize functions on nanoscale, a high degree of different scientific disciplines is required
[30]. This refers to know-how from different engineering and basic sciences, e.g. mechanical engineer-
ing, chemistry, and physics (see figure 4.3.5).

Across all cases, lack of technological know-how from materials science and the integration of functions
on chip level were supposed to become a key weakness for companies. The cases have shown that the
combination of know-how and transfer of solution approaches from different disciplines (transdisci-
plinary know-how) plays a key role for new concepts, while specific skills from team members are less
critical. Unavailable know-how is either transferred through licensing, through joint projects mainly
with doctoral students from academia, or through a direct hiring of the knowledge carriers. Whereas
impulses for future topics come from customers, competitors, internal experts and publications [329].

94Competences as new capabilities fostering the competitiveness of the company. Cf. Prahalad and Hamel (1990) [255], Hamel
and Heene (1994) [328].
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Figure 4.3.5: MEMS/NEMS technology development team composition to realize function integration and
technological problem solving.

Bosch builds up new capabilities by a systematically ’ploughing through’ all (actual) available tech-
nology solution approaches for its applications. The cross-check with internal capabilities reduces the
possibility of dead ends later in the project. Infineon uses a systematic approach after project comple-
tion (lessons learned process), providing a knowledge basis to avoid errors in future projects. Colibrys
profits from its manufacturing services to external customers in the buildup of integrating expertise and
manufacturing capabilities. In the case of IBM and SBT, knowledge diffusion to potential academic and
industry partners helped to detect knowledge gaps. It also facilitated the identification of the unique-
ness for competitive advantages. Siemens Österreich uses a web-based tool (TechnoWeb) for new ideas
and know-how buildup. The web-based tool allowed not only the detection of internal expertise, it also
enabled idea exchange, discussions, and dissemination among experts within the group’s network. Ad-
ditionally, knowledge exchange via TechnoWeb was a key to access to and storage of tacit knowledge95.

Personal informal networks

In all case studies, internal and external informal personal networks were an additional source for know-
how and reflection of solution approaches [63]. Even though MEMS technology matured over the last
20 years, further integration and miniaturization towards NEMS causes fundamental challenges in mass
production [20] (e.g. IBM, see chapter 4.2.3, III.2). Especially in the early phases when technology was
uncertain, personal networks with research institutes and production (internal, external partners) were
a key to test feasibility. Companies built up networks by being active in academic supervisory boards,
foundations, conferences, and networks96. Informal networks maintain access to expertise, fresh know-
how, and temporarily required high-tech and capital intensive micro/nano infrastructure. In all cases,
these personal networks were used for the early validation of technology approaches and concepts. One
interviewee points out the importance due to knowledge explosion in nanotechnology:

"Technology is new and progressing fast. Some topics are always missing, and the question is how to
manage it. Therefore, inside and outside knowledge sharing networks and collaboration are necessary.

95Intrinsic motivation is important for the exchange of tacit knowledge. Cf. Osterloh and Frey (2000) [226].
96E.g. FSRM (Fondation Suisse pour la Recherche en Microtechnique, www.fsrm.ch) supported by Swiss confederation.
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You have to trust these people and at the end of the day, you pick up the phone and call them. However,
a critical mass of experts should be in the company, as for sure, you cannot rely only on external
experts."

Networks were growing in importance with job tenure and position, while graduates still have to build
up this network. However, graduates bring in fresh ideas based on their experience and can easily
extend the relation to the ’home institute’ of their former academic institution.

Large companies like Bosch, Siemens, and Infineon have several partnership programs fostering scien-
tific collaboration and doctoral student exchange in joint projects. This not only promoted the buildup
of personal networks, it also served as a source of highly qualified staff. Smaller companies like Colibrys
and Ilford follow similar approaches, but focus on academia in regional technology clusters.

Building up new technology competences – Discussion and conclusion

For MEMS/NEMS as cross-sectional technologies, know-how from semiconductors and experience in
several fields like mechanical, electrical, biological engineering and physics are obviously crucial com-
ponents [20, 330]. In simple words, the development of functions and technology required a high grade
of specific expertise to be built up in the team. Consequently, it is easier to build up missing or new
expertise and capabilities than to eliminate preconceived ideas from ’too experienced team members’
or experts. Missing know-how can be either compensated by the team itself or by internal or external
personal networks [331, 235].

Networks are interlinked and expanded through different company levels, social levels, and academia.
With respect to know-how, the roles of academia are to be an independent idea, people (expert), and
technology producer, and a mirror of feasibility for industrial solution approaches of technology visions.

The cross-comparison of the investigated cases suggests the following conclusions:

• Internally created know-how and capabilities across different scientific disciplines (transdisci-
plinarity) are the basis for uniqueness, protection, and future competitiveness.

• Integrative know-how in materials, function on chip level, and manufacturing is critical for the
decision of a product development.

• Informal personal networks become increasingly important when the complexity of projects is
influenced through rapid technology changes (e.g. from nanotechnology).

4.3.3 Process from idea to concept and project evaluation

Vision as a guiding tool

The product vision guided MEMS/NEMS technology development teams in developing future prod-
ucts, technologies, and processes, and in how to integrate functions on micro and nanoscale. The vision
helped to anchor the project and attract internal and external partners. The case of IBM with the vi-
sion ’One bit per atom’ illustrates which NEMS tools are necessary to realize functions on nano level
(e.g. atomic force microscope) and control the function (e.g. by a micro scanner). Considering only
short time horizons in the vision limits the grade of innovativeness. A missing vision causes disorienta-
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tion in development teams and may lead to copying other products. One interviewee summarized the
important function of a vision as followed:

"The vision is the starting point ... and question: "What do I like to achieve in the future?", "What do
I like to change in the old world?". And then they have to execute that passionately in order to drive
towards that vision. So the vision is also a target and without that you do not know where to go. Once
you have got a good vision and once you have got a good strategy you find in most cases technologies,
good tools and processes. The vision and strategy are enablers to get there."

For most of the cases, manufacturing, testing tools, and processes did not exist and had to be developed.
Therefore, long time horizons and high technology uncertainty required a continuous testing and adap-
tion of the vision in the market. In the cases of SBT, IBM, and Ilford the technology vision was actively
diffused internally and externally with the objective of acquiring additional collaborative partners. SBT
interlinked the vision with its business model as SBT’s core competences were product integration and
not manufacturing. In the case of Ilford, the vision directs towards a new product field (functional struc-
tures) which probably results in a complete change of the company’s product portfolio.

Vision – Discussion and conclusions

The vision in this investigation had a long-term orientation and was used as an internal and external
promotional tool. It provided clarity [267] and stimulation on organizational, team, and personal levels.
Usually initiated by the management, it was the project team’s task to continuously develop, test and
adapt the vision. Consistent with past research in new product development, the vision combines the
firms’ competences (e.g. particular technical, -marketing, -or other skills) and strategies with the needs
of the market to create an effective product concept [178].

The cross-comparison of the investigated cases suggests the following conclusion:

• Technology follows vision – The vision in MEMS/NEMS is a precursor for function integration
and helps to determine the necessary processes and tools to be developed.

Market definition and market entry as a strategic decision

Creating and entering the MEMS/NEMS market with innovative products having fundamental new
functions is a strategic decision unlike entering developed markets with products having incremental
improvements [63]. The cases show that for MEMS/NEMS companies uncertainty in market definition
and entry (timing) is characterized of a high diversity of application fields where it is difficult to foresee
each market development. An additional barrier to define a market entry is the need to develop pro-
duction methods and equipment. This was in particular critical of projects with a long innovation phase
and high investments (e.g. IBM, Ilford, SBT, SAGÖ). The long time horizon in technology develop-
ment is susceptible to the danger that the market opportunity vanishes. Rival technologies or processes,
and especially advances coming from nanotechnology, may provide either a new solution approach or
an increased risk of substitution. Innovation teams tackled this problem by systematically ’plugging
through’ alternate technical solution approaches (e.g. Bosch, SAGÖ), and by involving internal experts,
customers, competitors, and by monitoring recent research results from academia.

Maturity of MEMS technology resulted in a market adaption from technology push towards market pull
[29] as MEMS sensors became less expensive and were used in more and more consumer applications
(e.g. Apple’s iPhone, Nintendo’s Wii console). One interviewee comments on this market change:
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"Nowadays, we earn our money from that technology push topics, however this changes. The tendency
is towards market pull which means that we have to orient ourselves to what the market wants. As
the technology comes to maturity, innovations in microsystem technology have to meet market needs
as the basic problems are solved."

Being too early, when the market did not exist or standards were not clearly developed (e.g. basis for
SAGÖ’s biometric solutions and Infineon’s chip cards), resulted in market acceptance problems. Being
too late meant that market prices had reached their economy of scale, which a market entrant could
not reach. In the case of IBM’s probe storage, for example, consumer applications were initially also
targeted [286]. However, improved NAND-flash and hard disk technology development resulted in a
price erosion in the consumer market. Since the probe storage devices are not yet mass produced, the
target market was therefore enlarged in particular in the direction of archival data storage where high
storage density, high reliability, and long lifetimes are required.

Market – Discussion and conclusions

Market studies for fundamental new functions or products in MEMS/NEMS do not exist. All investi-
gated companies performed market and technology studies. Based on both market awareness and con-
tinuous direct contact to potential (lead) customers [33], testing is possible even in the concept phase. To
get a broader view about future market potentials, teams used tool sets like scenario analysis, roadmap-
ping on products and processes, and mega-trends analysis [332].

The cross-comparison of the investigated cases suggests the following conclusions:

• Focusing on a specific short-term MEMS/NEMS market in the early phases increases risk of miss-
ing the market during the development phase.

• Consideration of the complete business innovation model in the early phases, where respective
MEMS/NEMS technology or products are a key element of the own or customers’ value chain,
increases probability of market success.

Project evaluation and management – Thinking about roadmaps and gaining new competence

In order to make a decision on project continuation, different criteria were used in the studied cases.
Decisions depended strongly on company structure, actual financial situation, and on the project’s char-
acteristics. For example at Bosch, the owner structure enables entrepreneurial freedom to investigate
long-term projects like in micro and nanosystems. IBM evaluates technology developments not only
financially, since skills and newly developed capabilities may also be beneficial to other products and
services. In contrast, at Colibrys and Infineon, project evaluation is focused on financial returns and
market potentials. In the case of Ilford the development of a new technology was a survival strategy
to escape decreasing markets from maturing MEMS inkjet printing business. However, external factors
were also taken into consideration like nonexistent standards, end-user acceptance and the business
innovation model, as the cases of Infineon, SAGÖ, and SBT have shown.

Traditional project management methods with defined milestones as controlling functions were only
applicable in a limited way [10, 63]. Project progress was shown in an improved concept rather than
in defined development steps. The cases of Bosch, IBM, Ilford and SBT demonstrate that single project
advances in MEMS/NEMS sometimes need years which are difficult to plan. An evaluation according
to potential new product series (product roadmaps) and benefits of new competences for other products
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and services helped to bridge non-linear project advances. Companies like Colibrys and Infineon that
work closely with customers already in the early phases, are in contrast more milestone oriented.

Project evaluation and management – Discussion and conclusions

The financial outcome of MEMS/NEMS technology development was often compared with new prod-
uct development projects where the return on investment was calculated from the first generations, and
not from product roadmaps. These methods limited progress or killed projects. Literature proposes sev-
eral methods97 of quantitative (e.g. ROI (return on investment), NPV (net present value)), qualitative
(e.g. project map) or mixed methods98. In this study, MEMS/NEMS technology projects can only depict
the emphasis of the project evaluation and not identify specifically applied methods the during long
development times.

The cross-comparison of the investigated cases suggests the following conclusions:

• Purely financial evaluation will kill MEMS/NEMS technology projects due to uncertain technol-
ogy and market conditions. A more qualitative evaluation based on gained competences, resulting
opportunities, and roadmaps of potential products provides additional basis for decision.

• Project management with milestone orientation in the early phases strongly depends on the type
of innovation project99 and market/customer orientation.

Innovation process of technology developments in the early phases

All investigated companies have a predetermined project procedure. Only few companies show a spec-
ified process flow for technology developments. SAGÖ demonstrates a technology development loop
with a cyclic iterative process between creative and engineering phases over several years before being
adapted to new product development. A similar procedure is used at Bosch, Ilford, SBT and IBM, where
market trends are analyzed with respect to their strategic importance before and during technology de-
velopment.

In the creative phase at Bosch ideas, available and not available technologies are systematical evalu-
ated internally to their applicability for future products. In the far reaching technology development of
IBM probe storage, development steps are fixed as intermediate steps towards a concept being ready
for product development. Infineon and Colibrys embed their MEMS/NEMS technology developments
into a structured process with decision gates. In the case of SBT, tasks were split. Siemens Corpo-
rate Technology developed fundamental principles of function integration. SBT analyzed technology
towards product applicability and an external MEMS manufacturer is focusing on the realization of
mass-manufacturing capabilities. The case of Ilford fits only in a limited way into a technology devel-
opment process flow of MEMS/NEMS, as the company is changing its actual business model. Newly
developed technology was preceded by close collaboration with external partners and academia, which
affects the whole company. In contrary, the case of Ilford depicts an example of a technology develop-
ment towards functional layers with the potential to become a new core competence100 for a complete
new future business.

97Detailed overview of qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods. Cf. Schilling (2005), pp. 115-139, [137].
98Cf. Cooper (2006) [10]; Schilling (2005), pp. 115-139, [137].
99Cf. four types of product and process development types (see chapter 2.5.1), cf. Wheelwright and Clark (1994), p. 78, [164].
100Cf. Prahalad and Hamel (1990) [255].
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Innovation process of technology developments in the early phases – Discussion and conclusions

The case studies indicate that the innovation process in the early phases of MEMS/NEMS is more an
iterative101 than a clearly structured linear process. The involved parties are the technology develop-
ment team, the market (e.g. key customers), and external partners (e.g. academia). Due to the high
complexity of MEMS/NEMS technology and vast possibilities coming from nanotechnology academia
has the role of a filter, benchmark, and know-how source in ’testing of ideas’. Even though companies
present a linear process scheme, the course between idea and concept definition can be iterative.

The cross-comparison of the investigated cases suggests the following conclusion:

• An iterative process by testing broad and new technology approaches with market potentials in
the early phases decreases the possibility of dead-ends later in the project.

4.3.4 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter, seven case studies were analyzed according to the theoretical framework developed in
chapter 3. The cases of ’Managing MEMS/NEMS technology project teams in the early phases of the
innovation process’ provided a basis for the enhancement of the theoretical concept. The cases and cross-
case analysis are a source for the managerial implications discussed in the next chapter. The cross-case
analysis indicates some correlation between MEMS/NEMS technology developments and the manage-
ment of project teams.

The people side in MEMS/NEMS

Technology development projects’ long-term and explorative character lead to an involvement of several
management levels. The culture of large organizations often leads to blockades for project teams. Teams
dissolve this by direct involvement of top management already in the early phases. Thus, leadership
and leadership style has to adapt to the project’s fuzziness by enabling project advances more with a
fuzzy control than with milestone oriented development [63].

Project teams’ structure differs in their competences and personal characteristics between the early
phases of the innovation process and new product development. This is based upon the fact that team
members have to cover technology uncertainties and partially nonexistent market requirements in the
early phases [63]. In contrast, their counterparts in new product development have clear project mile-
stones. This requires more creative and visionary members in the early phases with broad cross-sectional
technology competences who can deal with long-term and fuzzy project characteristics. A major prob-
lem that was found from this study was that team members were not always selected based upon their
competences, rather according to their availability. However, required competences are not always clear
at the beginning of long-term projects, as gaps are identified in the course of development.

As some of the investigated companies and innovators are active in different future technologies it can
not be concluded that the identified interrelations on the people side are solely valid for MEMS/NEMS
technology developments.

101Cf. New concept development construct as a relationship model: Koen et al. (2002) [46]; Probe and learn process: Lynn, Morone
and Paulson (1996) [167].
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New technology competences

New technology competences are based on the buildup of (own) transdisciplinary know-how and ca-
pabilities in function integration [63]. For new functions, the cases indicate that the process of building
up knowledge bases by testing several technology approaches from different disciplines is rather im-
portant, as opposed to focusing purely on existing know-how. Focusing only on one, or only on an
internally known technology approach, could block new ideas and may lead to dead-ends later in the
project. Know-how and experience in this investigation is therefore both an enabling and a crucial ele-
ment.

A major lack of know-how is seen in materials102, function on chip level, and manufacturing. New
functions and high diversity in MEMS/NEMS result in scattered developments of new manufactur-
ing infrastructure103 [13], in comparison to the semiconductor industry where technology advances are
roadmapped by the ITRS104. The cases show that the competences of function integration and capabil-
ities for mass production are most critical in the early phases of MEMS/NEMS. Whereas for example
in the chemical and pharmaceutical industries, the results of pre-clinical tests105 are most critical in the
early phases to make decisions on further development.

Over all cases, an internally developed knowledge base in function integration and manufacturing pro-
vides the foundation for technology protection and long-term competitiveness. As knowledge manage-
ment is also people management and each expert builds up their own personal network during such
projects, it is important that companies keep and motivate team members on a long-term basis. There-
fore, careful team selection, where technology realization itself is basis of an individual’s motivation is
a key for success.

Process from idea to concept (innovation process) and project evaluation

Even though companies have linear and iterative (cyclic) innovation process procedures for the early
phases, the MEMS/NEMS technology development itself is of ’probe and learn’ nature. Technology’s
cross-sectional nature requires a high degree of integration of different disciplines, especially from nan-
otechnology [30]. In addition, in this phase the team sets the cornerstone for the (new) business model.
Thus, an iterative process character is required to (I) identify developments and potential solution ap-
proaches from different scientific disciplines, covering the complete field from function integration to
manufacturing, (II) acceptance testing of solutions and detection of rival technologies, and (III) identifi-
cation of market (customer) needs to determine necessary adaption.

The financial outcome of technology development projects in MEMS/NEMS was often compared with
traditional new product development projects where the return on investment was calculated on the
first generations. These methods rather limit progress or killed projects due to non-visibility of technol-
ogy and markets for long time horizons. Consequently, evaluations based on a combination of qualita-
tive and quantitative methods reflecting the more strategic factor of such projects were an appropriate
method [63]. This includes decisions based on opportunities, improved capabilities, build up of new
skills, and roadmaps of potential products.
102Small changes in product characteristics (e.g. polymer for ’nano punch card’ in the case of IBM, hard glue in the case of Colibrys)

may have intense influence on either products or processes. Cf. Linton and Walsh (2003) [15].
103There are only a view standardized processes in MEMS. Apart from lithography methods one example for a popular manufac-

turing process is the Bosch Process. Cf. Chapter 4.2.1, Laermer and Urban (2005) [127].
104Major technology advances and future needs in systems, drivers, front end processes, photolithography as well as packaging

and assembly are regularly discussed and reviewed in the ITRS = International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
(www.itrs.net). Cf. Arden (2002) [333].

105Cf. Example of Roche and Bayer, Boutellier, Gassmann and Zedtwitz (2008), p. 187, pp. 219-220, [334].
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Chapter 5

Managing MEMS/NEMS technology
project teams

The cross-case analysis has shown that an understanding of MEMS/NEMS technology, the innovation
environment, and the resulting interdisciplinary106 project characteristics is a facilitator in managing
technology project teams more efficiently and effectively107.

The objective of this investigation is to provide practical understanding on MEMS/NEMS project teams
and present insights to MEMS/NEMS technology developments from innovator’s perspective. Based
on the developed theoretical framework and empirical analysis, answers to the following questions
were sought:

(I) What are the major influences on project teams in the early phases of MEMS/NEMS innovation
projects?

(II) Who plays a decisive role in the early phases of MEMS/NEMS innovations?

(III) How can the process of going from idea to concept be described?

(IV) Why are financial evaluation methods for a ’go’/’no go’ decision for further development only
partially applicable?

While the previous chapter emphasized the identification of emerging patterns in the management of
MEMS/NEMS project teams, this section is focused on the interpretation of these insights. A summary
of identified major influences on teams and their contribution to the research question is given in table
5.0.1.

The following managerial recommendations concentrate on:

• People’s motivating work environment,

• Integrative competences, and
106Interdisciplinary in the sense of (I) involving different fundamental sciences (e.g. physics, chemistry) and engineering disci-

plines (e.g. mechanical engineering, electrical engineering) and (II) involving competences from e.g. manufacturing, testing,
and marketing already in the early phases of the innovation process.

107Efficiency in the sense of "doing things right" (degree of economic achievement). Effective in the sense of "getting the right
things done" (degree of target achievement). Cf. Drucker (2007) [135].
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Table 5.0.1: Major influences on MEMS/NEMS technology project teams and contribution to research ques-
tions.

Field Major influence on
MEMS/NEMS project
teams

Contribution to
research question

Issue / Characteristic Page in
cross-case
analysisa

The people side of
MEMS/NEMS

Leadership (I) influences,
(II) roles

Role of middle and
top management

p. 145

Innovation driver p. 146

Team leader roles p. 147

Team structure (I) influences Team members’ com-
petences

p. 148

Team members’ per-
sonal characteristics

p. 149

Team culture p. 150

Motivation (I) influences Long-term team moti-
vation

p. 151

New technology
competences

Experience and know-
how

(I) influences Enabling and crucial
elements

p. 152

Personal informal
networks

Company internal and
external networks

p. 153

Process from idea to
concept (innovation
process) and project
evaluation

Vision as a guiding
tool

(I) influences,
(III) process

Technology and prod-
uct orientation

p. 154

Market and market
entry

(I) influences,
(III) process

Market and market
entry as a strategic
decision

p. 155

Project evaluation and
management

(I) influences,
(III) process,
(IV) evaluation

Thinking in roadmaps
and gaining new com-
petence

p. 156

a A reference to the cross-case analysis intends to provide the reader detailed explanation of the identified issue/characteristic.
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• Reduction of uncertainty when progressing from the idea to the concept phase of long-term ori-
ented projects108.

The recommendations refer to projects with radical or disruptive innovation characteristics (see chapter
2.2) with fundamental new functions rather than on incremental innovations. Here, the major occurring
aspects in the management of MEMS/NEMS technology development teams are discussed and mea-
sures for managerial actions derived. Additionally, the most important theoretical methods are tied to
the recommendations.

5.1 Creative long-term motivating work environment

Managing MEMS/NEMS project teams is strongly linked to a work environment where creative tech-
nology approaches can be developed and tested (e.g. IBM’s ’nano punch card’ which combines known
data storage mechanisms from the macroscale (punch card) with scanning probe microscopy). The case
studies have shown that the project teams’ working environment is characterized through the technol-
ogy itself, team structure, and organizational setting of research and development. This includes also
regional aspects (e.g. technology clusters) and access to external research institutions and partners.
Commonly mentioned reasons for an efficient and effective team from the people side are mentioned
below.

Motivation

Motivation of project team members over a long time period requires both intrinsic and extrinsic moti-
vation. The creation of an inspiring technology vision is the starting point and basis for an individual
and long-term team motivation (cf. chapter 5.3).

As the technology is highly interdisciplinary, the teams’ task is to work out a concept for product/process
realization. The individuals’ motivation to build up joint expertise in the long run is therefore crucial
for the team.

Methods used to motivate teams and individuals, are as different as individuals and have to be identi-
fied and adapted personally. One way of fostering intrinsic motivation is to let experts or teams prove
their capabilities by idea realization, and exchanging and sharing their expertise within company or
technology communities. Another way is to provide equal career possibilities for technological experts
as for managers, which is for example demonstrated by Infineon ’technical ladder’ (see chapter 4.2.5,
V.3.2).

Hence, the individuals’ personal motivation (attitude) towards complexity and long-term characteris-
tics of such projects, as well as working in a team of experts should be carefully analyzed.

Team structure

MEMS/NEMS technology developments are complex, highly interdisciplinary and capital intensive.
A real ’working team’ is therefore necessary for long development times. Consequently, team struc-
ture has to cover the project’s cross-sectional and strategic attributes through a mix of complementary
competences and personal characteristics.

108In this study, the average duration from idea to concept was in a time frame of 5 to 10 years.
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As teams often have to exceed technical limits by combining competences from basic and engineering
disciplines for problem identification and solution finding, projects become more explorative than mile-
stone oriented. Because of high uncertainties in technology and markets, teams face both technological
and organizational constraints.

In lieu of having the same team from idea to final mass production, companies may use different teams
for the early phases in comparison to product development. As creativity is important and project ad-
vances are not linear in the early phases, project teams may be composed of people like: (I) ’technology
freaks’ for idea creation and as (II) lateral thinkers, a generalist acting as internal and external com-
municator, and (III) ’politicians’ for management discussions. On the other hand, team’s competences
may be complemented by: (I) internal/external experts covering broad technology competences, (II)
skilled people outside of the focus area to get different technology views, and (III) recent graduates
from academia for fresh ideas.

Accordingly, interdisciplinary technologies like MEMS/NEMS require a heterogeneous team composi-
tion with broad and varying competences and personalities (e.g. Bosch, see chapter 4.2.1, I.3.1). How-
ever, creating diversity by including experts from different scientific disciplines may also lead to tech-
nical errors in joint solution approaches. The creation of a team and company culture where errors
are accepted from ’probing and learning’ in exceeding technical limits, is therefore fundamental for the
project team’s success.

Decisive role of leadership

MEMS/NEMS project teams in large organizations inevitably experience resistance in the early phases
of long-term technology developments. The working environment in larger organizations is less hostile
to creativity and innovation due to several hierarchical levels and organizational constraints. Two in-
terviewees commented on this "innovation has to be fought for" and "administration kills innovation".
Therefore in the early phases, leadership’s major task across all management levels is to provide a work
environment where creativity and innovation are enabled by transferring enthusiasm for the technology
itself, creating and identifying opportunities, and reducing administrative hurdles.

Because of the technology complexity and its long-term characteristics both risks and chances are in-
corporated. In the early phases opportunities are not always clear and projects are often compared
with short-term incremental product developments. While in the early phases for technology develop-
ments more leeway is needed, for product development a clear monitoring is required. The result is
less attention, mishandling, mismanagement, and fears when undertaking such MEMS/NEMS technol-
ogy projects. In all case studies, company management experienced the importance of such technology
developments, being either inventor, co-founder or in a product division for several years.

Instead of managing the early and creative phases similarly to the product development phase, com-
panies may apply different leadership methods in management (e.g. IBM, see chapter 4.2.3, III.3.1).
Leadership can support project teams by accepting technology fuzziness and allowing those ideas to
grow by not scrutinizing each technical detail. In a free and independent work environment where
employees were allowed to probe and learn, people became more creative and motivated. Freedom
may be controlled by focusing on customers’ needs, not on personal technical interests. This can re-
sult in a willingness to take higher risks while developing fundamental new technology approaches
in MEMS/NEMS. As such developments affect complete product and company strategies, establishing
different leadership roles can anchor ideas and promote the vision within and outside the organization:
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• Top and middle management enable an innovation culture by having an internal and external
ambassador function promoting the new technology vision and securing funding (e.g. Siemens
AG Österreich, see chapter 4.2.6, VI.3.1).

• The innovation driver transfers ideas into actions. She/he acts as an internal/external organiza-
tional and technical interface (e.g. academia, research institutes), having a solid background in
basic or engineering sciences as project advantages are difficult to manage systematically. Drivers
assign rather themselves than being nominated. Usually they are the idea bearers themselves.

• The team leader deduces necessary competences and characteristics for the project team members
from the vision. The team continuously adapts technology vision and builds up new competences
(e.g. function integration, manufacturing) as unique competitive advantages. The innovation
driver and team leader may be a single person.

Hence, leadership sets the cornerstones for a long-term creative work environment in the early phases of
MEMS/NEMS projects. Top management involvement is indispensable due to strategic project charac-
teristics. The involvement can be accomplished either by regularly meetings or by a purpose escalation
process (e.g. Bosch, see chapter 4.2.1, I.3.1).

Creative long-term motivating work environment:

• Motivation: creation of an inspiring technology vision as a starting point, team motivation, and guidance
in technology.

• Team structure: alignment to produce technology approaches for function integration by having a mix of
competences and personalities instead of alignment for detailed project management.

• Leadership: building an innovation culture where technical errors are allowed (’probing and learning’).

5.2 Integrative technology competences and knowledge creation

The MEMS/NEMS project team’s major task is to create new competences and capabilities in function
integration and manufacturing in the early phases. MEMS/NEMS technology competences span broad
scientific disciplines from basic to materials, to engineering sciences. Created know-how and capabil-
ities across different scientific disciplines (transdisciplinarity) are the basis for uniqueness, protection,
and future competitiveness. The studied companies have shown that miniaturization and new technol-
ogy provide prosperous possibilities to integrate several functions on a single chip or platform. How-
ever, miniaturization results in high complexity and know-how deficits. Mechanisms how project teams
can deal with knowledge, experience, and missing know-how is pointed out in the following section.

Knowledge and Experience109

For the realization of new functions or processes on the micro or nanoscale, companies must develop
new experience and know-how. MEMS, NEMS, and nanotechnology have emerging technology char-
acter showing progressive developments and advances and innovation in various technology fields.

109Knowledge or know-how refers in this investigation to the existence of capabilities to use special skills or techniques. Experi-
ence refers to lessons learned from former projects or functions. Cf. Simonin (1997) [335].
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On the micro and nanoscale, small changes in material characteristics can have decisive leverage in
the realization of functions or processes [15]. Even though know-how and experience from former de-
velopments may be available and necessary, exactly this knowledge base may block developments of
completely new concepts.

Because the buildup of new functions on micro and nanoscale is interdisciplinary (cf. chapter 4.2.1,
figure 4.2.4) resulting product or process knowledge is in its way unique and a basis for competitive
advantages. However, relying primarily on available knowledge leads to the fact that project teams
often neglect110 broad advances in material sciences and nanotechnology. Therefore, former knowledge
bases are important to avoid ’technical traps’. However, it may be easier for project teams to build
up a completely new knowledge base in micro/nano than to remove preconceived ideas from former
projects.

Elements which can reduce blocking elements are the team mix and technology approach testing. By
having a team mixed with different technical competences where members have broad experience,
where members may be outside of the subject area, and with recent graduates, the team mix itself can
be a corrective element (cf. Team structure in chapter 4.1). Additionally, companies may reduce risks
of technological dead-ends by systematic screening111 and testing of technology approaches internally
and externally with academia (e.g. Bosch, see chapter 4.2.1, I.3.2).

Consequently, lack of knowledge might initially be a hurdle for project teams. But missing know-how is
also a chance to build up new and unique competences. However, more important than pure expertise,
is the process of how new and interdisciplinary knowledge and capabilities are built up and kept up to
date. This may not only be important to react quickly against emerging rival technologies. Moreover,
during long-term projects valuable formal/informal networks can be built up.

Personal informal networks in new technologies

While MEMS technology has matured, miniaturization towards NEMS continues to be fueled by nan-
otechnology [3]. Companies face deficits in benchmarking and validation of their technology concepts.

New functions are not only based on materials. Standardized (mass) manufacturing methods which are
sparsely available today, are of high importance. Therefore, an early validation in realization, produc-
tion, and markets is crucial for future development and cost reduction. Personal informal networks of
team members within or outside the company can be an important source for a critical screening in the
early phases.

One way to foster the buildup of networks is to diffuse technology vision and people (e.g. project
alumni) within or outside the company. Network building can be supported by presence at conferences,
scientific advisory boards, and non-profit societies. This may attract potential internal and external
collaborators already in the early phases (e.g. Ilford, see chapter 4.2.4, IV.3.2). However, for external col-
laborations this implies either non-disclosure agreements or keeping at least key parts of the value chain
internally. Another way to this on team level is the implementation of student projects. Additionally,
graduates may present technology vision and company information in the form of e.g. ’homecoming
days’ in their former institution. Both methods help to keep access to the latest research in micro/nano

110In addition to less compatibility of technical concepts as each new function frequently results in new processes, within project
teams the Not-Invented-Here (NIH) syndrome occurs. This means that individuals or groups tend to believe to have a
monopoly position of knowledge and reject new ideas from outside. Cf. Katz and Allen (1982) [336].

111Cf. Technology monitoring in the early phases of product innovation, Kobe (2007) [337].
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and to acquire knowledge carriers.

Thus, informal networks are an important and broad knowledge source without, or with few financial
obligations in the early phases. In addition, companies may identify which parts of the value chain can
be managed internally before the decision for further development is given.

Integrative technology competences and transdisciplinary knowledge creation:

• Knowledge and experience: the process of creating new knowledge is more important than relying on
existing expertise which can block fundamental new ideas.

• Informal networks: diffusion of technology vision in the early phases for buildup of personal networks is
of importance for feasibility testing.

5.3 Uncertainty reduction by ’probing and learning’

The companies’ primary objective of new MEMS/NEMS technology developments is to create a struc-
tured and predictable basis for product developments that will result in future profits. Even though
they did not initially have any ’real products’, the studied cases indicate that the project teams set the
framework for technical realization and mass production in the early phases. Moreover, testing market
and societal acceptance before product development may be crucial for success. Important means to do
this are pointed out in the next sections.

Vision

The early phases project teams face the problem that technology vision is only vaguely defined. More-
over, the vision itself defines the degree of innovation (e.g. incremental, fundamentally new) and is
therefore an indicator of required processes and tools for MEMS/NEMS function integration and man-
ufacturing.

On the one hand, unclear visions may result from pre-defined top down approaches where new tech-
nology vision has to fit the company’s strategy or existing product portfolio. On the other hand, it may
result from a bottom up approach from an innovator or inventor. However, as the vision is a starting
point, the major task for the project team is to sharpen and test this vision.

Because the vision has to be further developed, diffusion and testing may be an appropriate strategy for
project teams to iteratively sharpen the vision by getting internal and external feedback. When the vi-
sion becomes a ’shared purpose’ [266] within the team, it may have direct influence on team members’
motivation (cf. chapter 5.1). Moreover, it helps to anchor the project within the organization, getting
cross-functional awareness (e.g. IBM’s ’one bit per atom’, see chapter 4.2.3, III.3.3, SBT’s ’intelligent
buildings’, see chapter 4.2.6, VI.3.3). By diffusing the vision externally companies may (I) receive opin-
ions towards feasibility, (II) attract potential partners for collaboration, and (III) may collect feedback
towards societal and market acceptance.

Accordingly, technology development will follow the vision as a long-term strategic goal and will indi-
cate the necessary level of function integration. Vision diffusion can help to reduce technical and market
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uncertainties by being quasi introduced112 even though products do not exist yet.

Market

The emerging MEMS/NEMS technologies enable smaller and less expensive elements which are in-
creasingly integrated in products that connect the real and virtual (digital) world. However, missing
long-term market awareness of radical or disruptive innovations in MEMS/NEMS increases the risk of
market misses as adequate market studies do not exist.

Because basic technological problems in MEMS have been solved, competitiveness increased in recent
years. While companies profited in the past from technology push, nowadays, products have to adapt
to market needs (market pull). In addition, the timing of market entry becomes critical. As, for example,
the growing consumer market of sensing applications (e.g. mobile phones, game consoles) calls for
increasing quantities and types of sensors113, market characteristics also narrow the introduction slot.
Thus, the long technology development times contradict with the short-term innovation cycles of 1 - 2
years that consumer applications have.

Companies may partially escape market mechanisms by focusing on niche or high-performance prod-
ucts (e.g. Colibrys ’MEMS for harsh environments’, see chapter 4.2.2, II.2.1). Another strategy for the
identification of potential growing long-term markets can be megatrend analysis with retropolation and
deduction of product roadmaps (e.g. Siemens AG Österreich114, see chapter 4.2.6, VI.3.3). A further way
is partnering, when parts of the value chain (e.g. manufacturing) cannot be realized by a company’s own
means (e.g. SBT, see chapter 4.2.7, VII.3.2). Partnering in system integration of the final product may
also be an opportunity to increase estimated quantities and therefore improve the overall cost position.

Consequently, MEMS/NEMS project teams must anticipate and estimate market orientation. As the
mass market, apart from the automotive business, becomes increasingly dominated by consumer appli-
cations, continuous market testing can reduce market uncertainties.

Process from idea to concept

When companies develop fundamental new functions in MEMS/NEMS, they are confronted with dif-
ficulties in their milestone oriented process procedure (e.g. Stage-Gate Processr, cf. chapter 2.3.1). As
technology developments are quite rare, firms tend to use equal project procedures for both new product
developments and technology developments.

The predominantly explorative character of MEMS/NEMS technology developments leads to non-
linear project advances as project teams may work several years on single improvements. In addition to
developing the function itself, methods for production and for measurement and characterization are a
necessities to be developed for reproducible devices (e.g. IBM’s probe storage device, see chapter 4.2.3).

One way to handle MEMS/NEMS technology projects is to adapt a cyclical project procedure with

112Cf. Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw (1989) [338], Bagozzi, Davis and Warshaw (1992) [142],
Venkatesh and Davis (2000) [143].

113While for example accelerometers are today standard devices in mobile phones, optical MEMS, microdisplays (micromirrors),
electronic compasses, and MEMS energy harvesting devices emerge in consumer applications. Cf. Robin and Baron (2010) [19],
Mounier, Robin and Mouly (2010) [9].

114Siemens provides future scenarios by regularly publication of ’Pictures of the Future – The magazine for Research and In-
novation’ (www.siemens.com/innovation/en/publications/index.htm, access date: 31st August, 2010). In addition, Siemens
published a future scenario ’Horizons 2020’ as a dialog and basis for discussions about future economic, political, technological,
and societal life in Central Europe. Cf. Scharioth, Huber, Schulz and Pallas (2004) [339].
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alternating idea collection, concept realization, and evaluation. In several loops, project teams may
develop technology towards maturity by testing and probing, with milestones as intermediate steps
(e.g. SAGÖ’s Technology Development Loop115, see chapter 4.2.7, VII.3.3). External involvement of
partners for idea collection and validation may have an additional filtering and benchmarking function
(e.g. Ilford’s layer technology, see chapter 4.2.4, IV.3.3).

Hence, an iterative process in the early phases, where all possible technology approaches are tested for
realization and with respective market acceptance decreases not only market uncertainty but also helps
to avoid dead-ends later in the project.

Project evaluation

Project teams have the problem that technology developments are often compared with incremental
innovations in MEMS/NEMS. When the financial situation of organizations is critical (e.g. Infineon, see
chapter 4.2.4, IV.4) technology projects are first to be stopped due to its long-term and capital intensive
characteristics.

Reasons for limited long-term orientation and respective financial restrictions may result from the com-
panies’ legal form, e.g. a stock corporation which is oriented towards short-term shareholder value,
company size, and overall technology strategy. As a result, projects are managed and evaluated accord-
ing to their short-term benefits, rather than to their strategic importance.

Instead of focusing primary on financial returns, project evaluation should also include the company’s
strategic orientation, the resulting product portfolios (e.g. see Colibrys, chapter 4.2.2, II.2.1), the new
acquired capabilities that are of cross-sectional importance (e.g. see Bosch, chapter 4.2.1, I.2.1, IBM,
chapter 4.2.3, III.3.3), and the creation of long-term business fundament (e.g. see Ilford, chapter 4.2.4,
IV.3.3). Besides qualitative business criteria, firms may also include societal aspects, as new technolo-
gies can be of regional or national importance (e.g. see SAGÖ, chapter 4.2.6, VI.3.3.). In such projects,
financial support of governmental institutions may be additional criteria for project evaluation.

As a consequence, a calculation of the financial payout for a project decision in the early phase will
certainly be vague. Neither technology nor market estimates can be accurate enough for financial pro-
jections due to high uncertainties. Therefore, the addition of qualitative criteria for project evaluation is
important.

Uncertainty reduction by ’probing and learning’:

• Vision: technology realization follows vision. The vision is an internal and external communication tool
that is continuously developed, tested, and adapted by the project team.

• Market: as the sensor market experiences shorter innovation cycles stimulated by consumer applications
continuous market testing already in the early phases reduces risk of the market or mis-timing market
entry.

• Process from idea to concept: a cyclical process procedure of ’probing and learning’ to test, apply, and
mature new technology approaches for function integration.

115Cf. New Concept Development Model and Technology-Stage-Gate™ in chapter 2.3.1.
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5.4 Summary and conclusions

Managing MEMS/NEMS technology project teams more effectively is a long-term challenge with dif-
ferent facets. Leadership has the most influence on teams and lays the foundation stone for success. For
the management of technology project teams, the following recommendations for action can be derived:

• Creation of a long-term motivating work environment by careful analysis of team members’ mo-
tivation, and by aligning team structure and leadership style to the technology’s and project’s
complexity.

• Building up integrative technology competences by systematically screening and testing technol-
ogy approaches. The created transdisciplinary knowledge and capabilities provide the basis for
future competitive advantages.

• Reduction of uncertainty in technology and market by vision diffusion and continuous testing
and adaption in the market until maturity of the technology concept.

The developed theoretical framework in this study aims to provide a guideline in managing MEMS/
NEMS project teams. Figure 5.4.1 provides a summarizing overview by integrating recommendations
for action into a comprehensive model. It is a starting point for managers which may require adap-
tion and different emphasis depending on the company’s structure, innovation culture, and the team’s
situation in the context.
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Figure 5.4.1: Comprehensive model of managing MEMS/NEMS technology project teams in the early phases
of the innovation process.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and outlook

Micro and nanotechnology companies continue to develop new technology concepts to integrate ever
more functions on the micro and nanoscale. New technologies provide a platform for future business
with increased functionality and cost reductions. This study has investigated how project teams in the
early phases of MEMS/NEMS technology developments can be managed more efficiently and effec-
tively. The investigation was based on a developed model and the analysis of case studies from indus-
try. Managerial implications were given for a more effective management of MEMS/NEMS technology
development teams.

6.1 Contribution to theory

In previous research, the majority of investigations analyzed project teams over the complete innovation
process and across all industries. Former studies show a lack of specific insights into one industry sector
and a lack of contextual understanding of long-term projects in companies. The comprehensive view of
teams and projects in this study provides in-depth descriptions of company structures, developed tech-
nologies, and team structures for a better interpretation of teams in their organizational environment.

Based on a literature review in new product development, a theoretical understanding of research on the
management of project teams in companies was generated. Previous concepts were analyzed as to their
appropriateness for technology development projects in micro and nanosystems and their implications
on project teams were discussed. The review aimed to show contradictions between the early phases of
the innovation process (from the first idea until the decision for further development) and subsequent
product development in MEMS/NEMS.

By pursuing an inductive research approach based on empirical observations of reoccurring aspects, an
explanatory model is provided. Different aspects are identified from the people side of MEMS/NEMS,
new technology competences, and the process from idea to concept. The explanatory model extends ob-
servations from McDermott (2002) [8] and O’Connor (2004) [40] in the field of ’the people side’ of teams
in radical innovation by highlighting leadership roles, leadership style, and team constitution. More-
over, the findings provide new empirical evidence on the management of teams in long-term projects.
Even though most companies in the early phases use linear milestone oriented innovation process mod-
els, it is shown that the process itself is rather a cyclic ’probe and learn process’ over several years. The
purpose of this cyclic iteration is to reduce technology and market uncertainties. Furthermore, it al-
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lows time to consider external influences such as governmental financial support or the development of
standards before the development decision is made.

On the basis of underlying theories from resource and competence-based view of companies, the study
broadens the understanding of capability creation in MEMS/NEMS companies116. The cases show that
the buildup of capabilities in system integration and manufacturing in the early phases provides the
basis for competitive advantages of MEMS/NEMS technologies. However, the study reveals that it is
difficult for companies to manage the complete value chain due to complexity and continuing technol-
ogy progress, especially coming from nanotechnology. Therefore, the identification of external partners
in the early phases to close possible gaps later in the project development is an important factor. On the
one hand, new innovation approaches coming from open innovation concepts may bridge some gaps.
However, on the other hand they increase efforts in the management of intellectual properties. More-
over, the study confirms the role of informal networks based on personal relationships as a key element
of the project team to identify and build up required competences [40].

Overall, the developed theoretical framework contributes towards a better understanding of the man-
agement of MEMS/NEMS technology development teams in the early phases of the innovation process.

6.2 Contribution to practice

From the practitioner’s perspective, this investigation emphasizes the importance of using different
management practices during the early phases of MEMS/NEMS technology development projects and
subsequent new product development. In particular, leadership has an enabler role rather than being a
process controller of defined development milestones. As the technology progresses quickly, too much
administration and monitoring may limit the scope of development, technical creativity, and conse-
quently limit the motivation of the project teams to take risks for new innovative concepts.

Moreover, the study points out that companies often use similar project evaluation criteria for the early
phases and new product development, as well as for incremental and innovations with radical char-
acter. It is therefore argued that decisions for a ’go’/’no go’ for product development must be more
strategically oriented by qualitative criteria rather than having a primarily financial orientation. Early
evaluations of the project’s value for the company, other production units, and customers, as well as the
strategic orientation, are important criteria in a qualitative project evaluation. Hence, the study shows
that an understanding of MEMS/NEMS technology developments and dealing with its uncertainties re-
quires a great deal of technological background and a foresight in innovation and strategic management
practices.

This thesis reveals that it is difficult to apply common development practices in the MEMS/NEMS
and nanotechnology fields. The highly interdisciplinary characteristics and dimensions (scaling effects)
make it difficult to separate technological problems into the classical scientific and engineering disci-
plines. To solve such problems, the case studies have shown that team members with profound knowl-
edge over several technology fields are required. But even though technology is highly complex, team
members are ’lateral thinkers’ who are able to combine different technology approaches rather than
being pure experts. Focusing only on one expert may mislead the project in the early phases. Con-
sequently, the identification of experts and securing temporary access to them is more important than
having them in the team. This explains how a lack of know-how and experience by team members

116Cf. Coates and McDermott (2002) [7], investigated company: Analog Devices.
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can be an opportunity for developing something new rather than a blocking element. The study sup-
ports managers with a guideline in project team composition and required personal characteristics of
team members. Overall, this work shows a transition from traditional single discipline oriented think-
ing and management (e.g. separation of technical problem into mechanical and electrical engineering)
towards multi-discipline thinking and management (seeing the technological problem as a whole) of
MEMS/NEMS technology development teams .

On the whole, the cases themselves provide ’lived experience’117 with specific insights from innovators.
In particular, they present the developed MEMS/NEMS technology and project team in the context of
the company, market, and society. The thesis shows effective practices at studied companies. Certain
practices may be best in only a particular setting of the company. However, only the people at the
company may decide what is best for them and the company. Hence, this research may help practition-
ers to compare cases directly with their organization and draw necessary actions for a more efficient
management of technology development teams.

6.3 Limitations and outlook

This investigation highlights a number of important issues and observations regarding the management
of MEMS/NEMS technology development teams. Even though the studied cases provide extensive and
rich observations, it was not possible to gather further information from a broad number of team mem-
bers. A comparison of the innovator’s (manager’s) and the individual’s perceived perspective would
have provided a complete picture between management and team members’ interaction .

Limitations

The proposed management concept is based on an exploratory research approach which obviously has
limitations. First, the selected research model is based on a qualitative approach, whereas perceptional
data apparently have limits, and can be biased through a personal and historical context [71]. How-
ever, validity is increased through triangulation, taking different sources as basis for investigation [70].
Second, the sample size is limited. The sample size is consistent with many exploratory studies in
new product development and innovation team studies [318, 319, 320], but it certainly has its limits for
generalization. The third and fourth limitations are the company size and geographical aspects, respec-
tively. This study is focused on small and medium sized (SMEs) and large sized companies in middle
Europe which already have a MEMS history. For smaller companies, and especially start-ups, the orga-
nizational settings and communication paths are different and play a minor part in comparison to large
organizations. Moreover, there are significant differences in organizational culture, leadership practices,
and team management between European, Asian, North- and South American companies and organi-
zations [340]. Cultural aspects therefore limit geographical applicability of this work.

Future research

This work presents a starting point for further refinement and validation of the developed theoretical
framework and managerial implications. As opposed to qualitative research, a quantitative approach

117How humans make sense of experience and transfer it into consciousness, both individually and shared meaning. Cf. Patton
(2002) [68].
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with a larger sample size would permit an elaboration of propositions towards distinct hypothesis for
further testing. However, the major challenge will still be sample size, as technology projects are rare
and often of strategic importance for companies [10] which limits the accessibility for research purposes.

Nanotechnology and materials strongly influence new MEMS/NEMS technology developments. As
research in open innovation has continuously increased in recent years, possible directions of future
research may include how companies can use e.g. open innovation approaches for new technology
concepts. In addition, research may focus on the concepts and mechanisms of how project teams may
create, test, and store transdisciplinary knowledge in companies. This can be the basis for the further
evaluation of the findings of this investigation.

Outlook

In our information based society, interfaces between the virtual and real world will increase the demand
for sensing, actuation, and display devices. Additionally, converging applications118 fuel the demand
for miniaturization and the integration of ever more functions in a limited area. Miniaturization results
in higher function density. It also combines manufacturing steps that result in better cost position when
respective quantities are reached. Keeping a close eye on the market and other technology develop-
ments, and the team’s combined long-term motivation and technological acumen are cornerstones for
successful future MEMS/NEMS technology developments.

118For example, today’s smartphones include imaging and motion sensors for gaming and compass assistance. Future develop-
ments may include GPS sensors for pedestrian guidance and local services or e.g. gas sensors as personal health assistance. Cf.
Robin and Baron (2010) [19], Mounier, Robin and Mouly (2010) [9].



Appendix

Appendix A: Questionnaires

Introductory remarks to questionnaires

This explorative study used two questionnaires. With the first questionnaire, "The Good and The Bad
Five," the interview identified the most relevant success and failure criteria of micro and nanosystems
innovation from theoretical point of view. By completing the first questionnaire, the interviewee iden-
tified the most important aspects and thereby narrowed the scope of the interview. Based on the first
questionnaire, an interview guideline (the second questionnaire) was worked out. In the following, an
example with the most frequently asked questions is presented.

I. Short questionnaire ("The Good and The Bad Five")

(a) General information

• Interview partner

Company name:

Interview partner:

Function / Position:

Presentation
(MEMS/NEMS technology):
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(b) "The Good Five"
Which five factors are the most relevant for the success of micro and nanosystem technology inno-
vations?
(Please number five factors by prioritization in the respective boxes and add further ones if they are missing fom the list:

1. = most important factor, 2. = 2nd most important factor, 3. = 3rd most important factor, ..., 5. = 5th most important)

¤ Vision and a company innovation
strategy

¤ Project management

¤ The way to choose an innovation
project

¤ Experience and know-how

¤ Innovation motivation
(e.g. technology push, re-design, cost reduction,
management decision)

¤ Availability of equipment and infras-
tructure

¤ Internal collaboration
(e.g. cross functional teams, other departments,
divisions)

¤ Collaboration strategies
(e.g. going solo, joint ventures, alliances, licens-
ing)

¤ Defined development process ¤ External influences
(e.g. market pull, customers, suppliers, part-
ners, stakeholders, competitors, environment,
government)

¤ Team structure and culture ¤ Innovation protection
(e.g. patent, trademark, copyright, no protec-
tion)

¤ Different types of creativity ¤ Time of market entry

¤ Leadership

¤ Others:
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(c) "The Bad Five"
Which five factors are most decisive for a failure of micro and nanosystem technology innovations?
(Please number five factors by prioritization in the respective boxes and add further ones if they are missing from the list:

1. = most influencing factor, 2. = 2nd most influencing factor, 3. = 3rd most influencing factor, ..., 5. = 5th most influencing

factor)

¤ Missing vision, company innovation
strategy

¤ Project management

¤ The way to choose an innovation
project

¤ Missing experience and know-how

¤ Innovation motivation
(e.g. technology push, re-design, cost reduction,
management decision)

¤ Nonexistence of adequate equipment
and infrastructure

¤ No or wrong internal collaboration
(e.g. with cross functional teams, other depart-
ments, divisions)

¤ Collaboration strategies
(e.g. not going solo, no joint ventures, no al-
liances, no licensing)

¤ Unclear development process ¤ External influences
(e.g. market pull, customers, suppliers, part-
ners, stakeholders, competitors, environment,
government)

¤ Team structure and culture ¤ Innovation protection
(e.g. patent, trademark, copyright, no protec-
tion)

¤ Missing or weak drivers ¤ Time of market entry

¤ Leadership ¤ Financial situation of company and/or
innovation project

¤ Others:

(d) Additional comments
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II. Interview guideline (example)

(a) General information

• Interview partner and place

Company name:

Interview partner:

Function / Position:

Division / Department:

Address:

Phone:

Email:

Date / Time:

Place:

• Case study

MEMS/NEMS technology
innovation:

Further details on technology:

Function of interview partner
in project:

• Application of MEMS/NEMS technology

Contribution to value chain Application and markets

¤ Basic research products ¤ Bio systems

¤ Manufacturing processes ¤ Health care

¤ Materials and characteristics ¤ Life science

¤ Component manufacturer ¤ Information and communication

¤ Equipment manufacturer ¤ Energy conversion and storage

¤ Software and simulation ¤ Analysis and instrumentation

¤ System integrator ¤ Process engineering

¤ Automation and control

¤ Fabrication

¤ Others: ¤ Others:

(b) Interview

• Opening questions

– From your point of view, what is the most successful technology innovation on the market?
Why?
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– What was your biggest innovation success/failure?

• Vision and company innovation strategy

– Which main characteristics and elements should a company vision have for technology
innovations in micro and nanosystems (example)?

– What is a good vision/strategy (example)? What is an insufficient vision/strategy (exam-
ple)?

– What are the major negative effects on the company’s innovation process when a clear
vision is missing?

• Innovation motivation

– What is the company’s motivation for innovations?

– What motivates you personally to foster innovations?

• The way to choose an innovation project

– How does your company (business unit) choose technology innovation projects in micro
and nanosystems?

– What are the market requirements for products in your field? How important are they for
your technology?

– How would you describe typical technology developments in your company/business
unit?

• Collaboration strategies

– Which collaboration strategy does your company/business unit apply for technology in-
novations?

– Which types of collaboration fosters innovation in micro and nanosystems?

– What was advantageous for this business case?

• Leadership in technology developments

– What is ’good’ leadership, and what leads to success (key characteristics, example)?

– What is ’bad’ leadership, and what leads to project failure (key characteristics, example)?

– Where and how do you recruit good leaders/innovation drivers for MEMS/NEMS tech-
nology projects?

– Which influences (positive/negative) do hierarchy levels have on MEMS/NEMS technol-
ogy developments?

– What was advantageous for your technology?

• Financial situation of the company and/or innovation project

– How does the financial situation of the company influence a technology innovation project?

– How do you react in such situations (possible avoidance strategies)?

• Experience and know-how

– Which experience is necessary for technology innovations in micro and nanosystems?

– If you would run a micro/nano company – which experience from your own education/career
is helpful to drive MEMS/NEMS technology innovations?

– How does your (you) company increase know-how? How does it (you) react to missing
know-how?
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– What are your sources of knowledge?

– How does your company ensure that know-how stays within the company? How do you
ensure it?

• External influences

– What were the external factors that influenced the technology innovation project?

– What were the negative influences? How could these have been prevented?

• Closing questions

– Where do you presently build the basis for future successful technology developments in
micro and nanotechnology? How?

– If you would have all liberties in a micro/nano company, what would you do to

a.) install a successful innovation process?

b.) bring innovative technology ideas to successful products?
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Appendix B: Meetings with interview partners and company repre-

sentatives

Meetings and discussions with interview partners and company representatives about MEMS/NEMS
technology and studied cases:

Company Contact / Function Purpose of meeting Date

Bosch GmbH Franz Lärmera, Director Cor-
porate Research and Devel-
opment, Microsystems and
Thin Film Technology

Microsystem Innovations (lecture)
Microsystem Innovations (lecture), interview
Microsystem Innovations (lecture)
Microsystem Innovations (lecture)
Case study discussion/confirmation

06.12.2005
05.12.2006
06.11.2007
28.10.2008
03/2010

Colibrys SA Dr. Felix Rudolfa, Chief Tech-
nology Officer

Interview
Case study discussion/confirmation

23.08.2007
06-07/2010

IBM Research
Zurich

Dr. Peter Vettigera, Head of
Micro and Nanomechanic
Group (retired)

Microsystem Innovations (lecture)
Microsystem Innovations (lecture), interview
Microsystem Innovations (lecture)
Microsystem Innovations (lecture)
Case study discussion/confirmation

13.12.2005
19.12.2006
11.12.2007
12.02.2008
03-04/2010

ILFORD Imag-
ing GmbH

Dr. Rita Hofmann, Director
of R&D

Interview
Case study discussion/confirmation

24.10.2007
04-05/2010

Infineon AG Sabine Schulze, Senior Man-
ager Digital Cordless

Microsystem Innovations (lecture)
Microsystem Innovations (lecture)
Microsystem Innovations (lecture)
Microsystem Innovations (lecture)

07.02.2006
30.01.2007
13.11.2007
09.12.2008

Dr. Thomas Scheitera, Senior
Director Security Controller
Development

Microsystem Innovations (lecture), interview
Microsystem Innovations (lecture)
Microsystem Innovations (lecture)
Case study discussion/confirmation

12.12.2006
13.07.2007
04.11.2008
05-06/2010

Siemens AG
Österreich

Gerd Hriberniga, Head of
Siemens Biometrics Center

Microsystem Innovations (lecture)
Microsystem Innovations (lecture), interview
Microsystem Innovations (lecture)

08.11.2005
14.11.2006
16.10.2007

Gerd Hribering, Peter
Weinzierl, Head of Siemens
Biometrics Center (successor)

Case study discussion/confirmation 05-06/2010

Siemens AG,
Building Tech-
nologies

Dr. Osman Ahmeda, Head
Global Research and Innova-
tion HVP Division

Interview
Industry Day
Case study discussion/confirmation

25.09.2007
08.05.2008
06-07/2010

Siegfried Gerlach, Chief
Executive Officer Siemens
Schweiz AG

Microsystem Innovations (lecture) 18.11.2008

a Interview partner
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List of abbreviations

Abbreviation Description

8D Eight Disciplines Problem Solving Process
AFM Atomic Force Microscope
AIST Advanced Industrial Science and Technology
APNF Asian-Pacific Nanotechnology Forum
APP Analyse Potentieller Probleme
ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit
BG Business Gate
BMBF Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung
BT Building Techologies
BU Business Unit
© Copyright
CEO Chief Executive Officer
CFT Cross Functional Team
CMOS Complementary-Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
CNT Carbon Nanotube
CPU Central Processing Unit
CSEM Centre Suisse d’Electronique et de Microtechnique SA
CTO Chief Technology Officer
DFG Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
DMD™ Digital Micromirror Device
EEPROM Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only

Memory
ESPr Elektronisches Stabilitätsprogramm
FCC Federal Communications Commission
FMEA Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
FP7 The Seventh Framework Programme of the European

Union for the funding of research and technological
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